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Abst ract

The present inquiry exanines psychology's position vis a

vis the societal status quo. A tradition of alleged

value-neutrality in sociopoliÈical issues, and pseudo-

irununity bo non-scientific influences within the

profession have obsÈructed a reflective analysis of the

interaction between sociâI forces and psychology. The

central proposition advanced is bhat nhil.e assertions

promoting social change can be found in psychological

fornulations and practices, these are outneighed by

often implicit messages supportive of the status quo.

ThiE post.ulate was evaluated in six areas of psychology:

(a) psychoanalysis, (b) behaviorism, (c) hunanism, (d)

cognitivisn, (e) i ndus t r LaL/organizat ional and (f)
abnornal psychology.

The analysis would indicaÈe that psychology is
instrumental in upholding the status quo in a number of

ways. First, by offering soluEions to human

predicaments, alnost exclusively, in terms of the selft
leaving the social order conveniently unaffected. Such

an approach derives fron the widely held practice in
psychology of studying the individual erithout

satisfactorily considering socioecono¡nic and historical
circurnstances. Second, by endorsing and reflecting
conservative social values such as individuaLism, male

supremacy and political confornity. lhird¡ by

disseninating those values in the persuaEive form of
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so-called value-free scientific statements. In doing

that psychology predisposes the public to accept. its
formulations as apolitical truisms rather than

sociohist,orically conditioned state¡nents. As a resuIt,,

many of psychology's prescriptive and proscripÈive

biases are erroneously inberpreted as merely descriptive
assertions about human behavior.

When actual or pobentially progressive elements

were identified in the vârious psychological fields, it
was perceived thaL they needed considerable

strengthening to become significant forces of social
change .

The last section of the dissertation deals t¡it.h

some of the social and ethical irnplications of
psychology's eritting or unnitting endorsenent of the

societal status quo. If psychologists are supporting a

social order in need of change, what can be done about.

it? Desiderata for a psychology àL the service of

social. change are suggest.ed. FolLowing an educational

process in which psychologists would become aware of the

sociocultural determinants of their professional

endeavors and justificatory funct,ions, the discipline
will be in a posit,ion to facilitate social change by

uncovering the cultural and psychological mechanisms

involved in Èhe reproduction of the sociaf sysÈem.
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section I: Main Propositions

ChaÞter 1: I nt roduct ion

There is little doubt Lhat psychology has left its
imprint on terentieth century society. There should also
be Iittle doubt, that socÍoecononic, cultural, and

political trends have shaped to a large extent the

nethods and content of the discipline (e.g., Anderson &

Travis, I983¡ Chorover, I985i Deese, t9g5t Jacoby, L97S¡

Sampson, 1977; Sarason, 198Ìa). Nevertheless, a

bradition of all.eged value-neutrâlitv in political
matters and pseudo-inmunity to ideological influences

within the profession have obstructed an in-depth

exanination of the interaction between social forces and

psychology. In order to gain a better understanding of
the mutual influences in bhe dialectic psychology-

socieÈy, an inquiry into the ideological elements that
might have permeaLed psychological theories and

practices is necessary.

In our era, depicted as ',The age of psychology,,

(Haverrnan, 1957) and "The psychological cenÈury" (Koch

& L,¡eary, 1985, p. 33), the practice of behavioral

science has far-reaching social and ethical
implicaÈions. Is psychology promot,ing hurnan welfare, as

prescribed by both the Canadian and the Anerican codes

of ethics for Psychologists?; or is it perhaps hindering

the betternent of social conditions by guarding the
int,erests of Èhe status quo? An analysj.s of bhe
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moral, sociopolitical, and cultural values involved in
psychological theories and practices Ì,ri1t enable us to
provide at least approximate answers to these crucial
questions.

In view of bhe importance attributed in North

A¡nerica to psychology's position in a wide variety of
social issues (Kipnis, I987, Koch E Leary, lgg5t

Sarason, 1986), an investigation of its ideological
biases is deemed necessary. Such an examinationr to be

aÈtempted in the course of this dissertation, wiIJ. bring

us closer to deternining Lhe nature of the relationship
betseen psychology and the social order. The main

proposition to be advanced is that in the field of
psychology, ideological elements supportive of the

existing social order outweigh Lhose conducive to

nacrosocial changes.

Although there has been a noticeable increase in the

number of investigations dealing with Èhe ideological

aspeits involved in t,he applicat.ions of nodern

psychology (e.9., A1bee, 198I, I982, I986; BiIlig, 1979,

1982; Bragineky, 1985; Braginsky e Braginsky, I974¡

Buss' 1975' 1986t Butcher, 1983i Chorover, Ì985r Deese,

I985r Gergeî, !9'13, 1985r HaIleck, 1971; Howard, 1985t

Ibanez Gracia, 1983; Ingleby, L972, 1974, l981di Jacoby,

1975r Jonesr I986; Nahen, 1981; Roffe, 1986; Sampson,

1978, 1981, 1983; Sarason, 198La; Sul.livan, 1984), the

literature is still in its initial stages. While the



Lhesis being advanced here, namely--that psychology is
instrumental in reproducing the exbant state of affairs
in socieby, has already been suggested by other

psychologist.s, I contend Èhat the existing literature:
(a) is quite limited in its scopei (b) remains mostly,

with a few noticeable excepÈions (Albee, l9BL, 1986;

Anderson & Travis, f983; BilIig, L979 r HaIleck, t97lt
Sarason, L98la, W. Ryân, 1971)r ât a rhetorical level
without elaborating on the operational manner whereby

psychological knowledge and practices are translated
into conforming messagesr (c) by and large, does nol

address the social implications of psychology's highly
influent,ial function in social reproduction; and (d)

fails to consider how psychologists can deal, from an

ethical poinb of view, with their witbing or unwitting
roles as social reproducers or reformers.

Although several authors (e.9., eraginsky &

Braginsky, I974r Braginsky, 1985; Deese, I985) have

dealt with the psychology--soc ia1 reproduct.ion

dialectic, that has not been their principal locus of
attention. Others have deal.t with this issue from the

perspective of a particular fie1d. Albee (1970, I98I,
1986) and Sarason (198Ìa, 198Ib), for instance, focused

mainly on preventive and clinical psychologyr Ingleby's

CriticaL Psychiatrv (I981a) analyzed the connection

between psychiatry and social controlr and Sedgerick

(1982) examined recent critiques of conventional
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theories of abnormal psychology and their inability to
seriously challenge the hegernony of the primarily
conservative medical model.

Jacoby's Social Amnesia (I975), undoubtedly one of
the major and seminal r,rorks çrritÈen on conformist
psychology, is mosLly devoted to argunents internal to
the psychoanalytic school of thought and there is onJ.y

brief mention of other influential trends such as

behaviorism and humanism. Sinilârty, Anderson and Travis
(1983) are primariJ.y interested on the singular impacÈ

of cognitive psychology on social reproducÈion.

Social psychology is perhaps Èhe most scrutinized
field j.n psychology. Several books (e.g., Arnistead,
1974; BiI1i9 1982; Wexler, 1983) and articLes (e.g.,
cergen 1973r Ibanez Gracia, I983) reflected upon the

political character of social psychology and its failure
to pronote hunan ¡,¡elf are.

The ideological implications of areas in appì.ied

psychology such as behavior modificablon (Ho1land,

L978ar Nahem, I981r Woolfolk e Richardson, L984), farnily
therapy (James & !.fclntyre, 1983r poster, t9?g), and

industrial psychology (Baritz, l9?4r cuareschi, I982;

Ralph, 1983) has been suggested but not fulIy developed.

These areas will be addressed in Che context of this
dissertation.

In sunmary, these works have t,reated the problern as

a relâtively isolated occurrence in Èhe different fields
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investigat.ed, buÈ no single treatise has been devoted to
the pervasiveness of t.his phenomenon in psychology. By

analyzing the ideological components present in central
theories of human behavior, and in some widely used

psychological services, I hope to contribute to the

expansion of lhis field of study.

l,ly second concern ås to the present literature has

to do with the lâck of emphasis in the actual ways

through which psychology performs its role of conformity
promoter. Most of the reviewed studies remain at a

rhetorical and râther abstract level r,rithouÈ elaborating

on how a certain psychological activity is going to
affect the individual's acceptance,/rejection of
socieÈy's values and norms. There is a conspicuous

discrepancy beÈween the nurnber of allegations made

against psychology for ibs role in preventing social
change and the detailed argumentabion offered to support

Èhese accusâtions. AlIegaLions abound but relatively
littIe evidence is usually provided. Some extremes

examples are found in Iaroshevskii's paper The ecliÞse

of consciousness in conÈenporary American psycholoqy.
rrln the Last stage of capitalism, the stage of

stagnation and approaching collapse, bourgeois

psychology increasingly assumes the function of plunging

human consciousness into the abyss of the irrational, of
depriving human life and activity of reason and rneaning,,

(1950' p. 34). He also regards psychologistE as the
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ideoLogists of capitalism and states Uhat Chey ,'try to

perpetuate capitalisb exploitation, wars, inequality,
oppression and to ascrlbe the ugliness of bourgeois

society to 'human naturer rr (1950, p. 39).

Consider al.so the following "milder" staternents:

"Because mainstreâm psychology is enbedded in the

doninant political, economíc, and religious ideologies,

professional psychologists have upheld these ideologies

rather than exarnining their impact upon the lives of

others" (Braginsky, 1985, p. 88f). 'rBecause psychology

seems to be unique among the social gciences in its
inability to reflect on it,s place in the social order,

it wilL, in this unreflective stance, function as an

apol.ogist for the status quo" (SulIivan, 1984, pp. l3l-
r32).

What we are witnessing now is, an âttempt by

psychologists to awake up from Èhe trance of their
own unquestioning profess ional. i Em to a real.ization

of who they are wotking for and what their real job

is....and the answer is not, ultimately, to be

found anywhere in their contracts, even in the

snall print. My hypothesis is ÈhaÈ Èheir unrrritten

contract is to ¡naintain the status quo (Ingleby,

L974, p. 3I7).

Although some of these asserÈions are, in my view,

just,if ied in principle, they are not always accompanied

by an exposiÈion of the mechanisms involved Ín the
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utilization of psychology in the maintenance or

reproduction of the prevalent social system.

The third critical. re¡nark is of a more general

naÈure and is concerned nith the social implications of
a conformist psychology. Particularly in view of the

increasing authority at,tributed Èo the behavioral

sciences in a wide array of issues.

Our services and advice are now sought and accepted

in practically alI fields of human âctiviÈy.
NeÌ.rspapers describe the activities and opinions of
psychologists on marriage, love, child rearing, and

other aspects of day-to-day life. In the fields of
marketing, personnel, training, selection, and

more, executives rely on the advice and opinions of
consulting psychologists. To state it bluntly,
psychoJ.ogists have considerable power to influence

the opinions and behavior of the public (Kipnis,

1987, p. 30).
'Or in the words of Koch, "throughout this century

(and before), psychology hâs been under gracious

disse¡nination--whethe r in school, bar, office, or

bedroom; whether by book, magazine, electronic
propagation, or word of mouÈh--to a voracious

consumership" (1980 ¡ p. 33).

Taking inÈo account the popularity of psychoLogicat

theories in the public forun, and the large number of
children and adulÈs consuming one type of psychological
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service or another provided by an arrny of schooÌ and
clinical psychologists, family the rapi s t.s,
psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses, industrial
counselors, etc., it is not difficult to realize the
substantial impact the conforming nessage of psychotogy
might have upon society as a r,rho1e. At best, it may be
preventing chânges that could enhance the ereIl_being of
the popuLation. At lrorst, it may be silently endorsing
unjust social practices.

In the conÈext of the genera] late arrival of
for¡nal ethical educati.on in the sociat sciences
(Warwick, 1980), r,re should not be surprised to notice
Lhat there are feç¡ guidelines for psychologists on how

to face the presenL moral dilem¡na. Are psychologists
supporÈing a social system which may not prornote human

welfare by furnishing it with ideological. ammunition?
And if so, what shouLd be done about it? The literature
on this question has been characterized by denunciation
more than annunciation, in that there are nâny
accusations but very few suggesÈions on how to face this
moral dilemrna. Sampson and (19g3) Sullivan (1984), who

have written eloquentLy about Lhe ideological functions
of psychologyr speak of an emancipatorv psychology bhaL
r,rill not raÈify the social order buÈ faciliÈate the
advenè of greater freedom for those in positions of
disadvantage. Similarlyr soÍtê Marxist writers such as
Cohen (1986), Nahem (I981) and Seve (t9ZB) conjecture
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aboue the use of psychology in bringing about

macrosocial changes. However, while these authors

clearly adopt a non-confornist moral stance, they do not

elaborate on the question of how we should proceed in

our daily practice in order to avoid, or at, least

minimize, a purblind endorsement of lhe prevaiJ.ing

social systen and its po\.rer arrangements.

Fina1ly, a reading of lhe llmerican and Canadian

codes of ethics for psychologists reveals a lack of

sensiCivity Lo the question of ideological intrusions in

our discipline. Although the Canadian "code" is much

more definite bhan the American about the responsibility

of psychologists tot ards society and contends that

"psychology as a whole needs Èo be self-reflective about

its place in society and about the ways in which iÈ

might be contributing to or detracting from beneficial

societal changes" (Canadian Psychological Àssociat,ion,

1986, p. 16), it does not provide specific Auidelines as

to how to advance this objective. In synthesis, the

codes do not address the vulnerability of the discípline

Èo ideological and political biases. This study will
attempt to address the cribicisms mentioned above with

the hope of providing a coheren! argument as to the

function of psychology in social reproduction.

A cornprehensive understanding of the muLtifaceted

aspects involved in social reproduction or t,he

maintenance of the status quo would necessitate an
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interdisciplinary approach with contributions from
economics, poLitical science, sociology, psychology,
history, and philosophy, anong others. The present
study is intended to investigate on].y a smal1 segment of
the totaL machinery involved in social reproduction,
That is, the conforming messages operating in
psychological theories and practices.

The psychological theories and practj.ces to be
analyzed wi.11 be those represenLative of North A¡nerican
socieLy in the twentieth century, r,rith particular
emphasis on current prâctices. This historical period
has been selected simpJ.y because the phenomenon to be
described has been already noticed in the early nineteen
hundreds. The incursion of ideology in psychol.ogy is
not unique to any particular tine within the suggesCed
period. Itlhile the,'phenotypical,, manifesLations of
conforming messages in psychorogy change with the ti¡nes
and with the particular school of thought, the
"genotype,' remains the same. Hence, it r.rill be argued
that diffeient psychol.ogital paradigms, in different
times, have been partially constituted by and
constitutive of the prevalent ideology.

No disbincÈions will be made betrreen American and
Canadian psychology. For our purposes, the affinity
between the two justifies their classification under the
headLng North American psychoLogy.

ft can be argued thaÈ the multiÈude of changes that
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have Èaken place in the North American social order

since the beginning of the century precludes the

treatmen! of Èhis period as a unit of historical
analysis. WhiLe this line of reasoning may âpply to
other fieLds, I would claim that the capitalisL
socioeconomic system, in its various forms, has always

resorted to ideological means in order t.o tegitimabe its
existence (ciddens, 1979; Silva, 1970r WiIson, ]-g]-7).

l.foreover, the fundamenbal values embraced by capitalism
have basicalJ.y rernained the same in the period to be

discussed (ceorge & Wilding, 19?6; Rand, 1962r Sargent,

1969; webb & webb, 1923).

An enterprise of this nature cannot be carried out

within the classicaJ. paradigm of experimental

methodology. This is not onJ.y because "experiments
cannoL be set up to control the environment or reduce

the number of variableE to manageable proportions',

(Shafer, 1969, p. 5), but ¡nainly due to the ubiquitous
nabure of the social order. The omnipresence of the

social order precludes the experimentaL isolation of a

certain variable in order to determine the possible

influence of the Latter on the forner. In this
particular case, psychology cannot be considered an

independent variable or manipulated in order to
establish any kind of causal relationship \.rith the

social order because it is itself part of Èhe social
order. Therefore, by approaching the issue at hand from
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an experirnental perspective we vrould engage in what is
often referred to as circular or tauLological reasoning.

These considerations preclude the utilization of

the classical experimental paradigm, which can be

thought of as the preferred one in psychology. Rather,

this inquiry wilI follow a sociohisLorical methodology.

The nethodological rational employed by Levine and

Levine in their book A social history of helping

services (1970) is hereby adopted. According bo it:
If method is to be adapted to the problen, and not

the ot.her way around, then it may be that

historical study, viewing events in the context of

their time. and in bhe perspective offered by

tenporal disÈance, is a major way of dealing with

socio-psycholog i caJ. issues (p. 7).

The chosen method will probably lack the degree of

certitude frequently associated with the experimental

design, but this should not prevent us from adhering to

it; Èor the dicÈun to be followed is that "rnethod is to

be adapted to proble¡n, and noe the oÈher way around"

(Levine & IJevine, 1970, p. 7).

In general terns, Èhis study is concerned with "the
penetration of lhe social process into the intellectual
spherer' (Mannheirn, 1936, p. 268), and nore specifically
with t.he roJ.e played by ideology in scientific knowl.edge

(Abercrombie, I980; Berger & Luckmann, 1967; l.lannheim,

1936r Eriksson, 1975). The present analysis, ¡¡hich views
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ideas as being affecLed by, as well as affecting the

social order, is congruous with the dialectical
sociology of knowledge advocated by Haru (1987), and

r.rith the sociology of psychological knowledge endorsed

by Buss (I975). Buss argues that 'rthe developing scholar

and his ideas, in part, both reflect and influence bhe

underlyì.ng social structure" (1975, p. 990).

The dissertation is divided into three main

secÈions. the first part, of r,rhich this introduction is
the first chapter, elaborates on the propositions

leading t.o the rnain hypothesis. The second segment

compares confirmatory and falsificatory evidence drawn

from several thêories of hunan behavior and a number of

applied fields. the lâst section deals with the social
and ethical inplications of the study.
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ChaÞter 2: The Status euo and its preservation

According to the Dictionary of Ànerican English

Usage (Nicholson, L957), the term status quo refers to
'rlhe position in which things are." fn the particular
context of this inquiry, status quo pertains Èo the

poerer structure of the present social system.

The evolution of capitalism has witnessed numerous

economic changes and social reforms. yet, Èhe principal
foundabions of this mode of production, namely the

unequal distribution of resources with itE concomitanÈ

division of classes, have renained largety unaltered.
Inequality of power between producers and owners of the

means of production is a constituÈive feature of
capiÈalism (Edr.rards, Reich & Weisskopf, 1986). This

inequality of power is the specific sÈatus quo which

wiIl be addressed in this analysis. (Capitalisn
nanifests itself in numerous forms and leveIs which are

beyond the scope of t.his study to articulate. Foi the

purpose of this inquiry, we shall re¡nain at a very

general level of analysis of the capiÈalist syst,en).

Of course there have been many chânges under t,he

umbrelLa of capit,alisn. From Iaissez faire capitalism to
the Welfare Statet from overt, and unrestrained

discrimination to legal protection of minoriÈies (or

majorities, such as wonen in this count.ry) t from

technological ignorance Co technological miracles.
Sone observers point out to these changes as proof of
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the dynamic and humane character of capitalism (e.g.,
Murchland, 1984). Still others contend thaL even

greater advances for the whole population could have

been accomplished, had the power structure of society
been challenged. For as things stand right now, the

fruits of progress are not being apportioned equitably
(Edr,rards et a1., 1986; ceorge & WiIding, L9Z6r see also
chapter 1.2 of this study). Moreover, the claim could be

made that in the long run it is the dorninanb groups r.¿ho

benefit more from these accommodating reformsi sirnply

because t,hey serve as containers of bigger, more radical-

changes (cf . We1l.s, f987). Gross (1980) addressed this
point very lucidly when he said:

If the establishnenÈ vrere a mere defender of the

status quo, it would be much weaker. While some of
its members may resist many changes or even ,'want

to turn the clock back,,' the doninant leaders know

that change is essential to Þreserve, let al.one,

expand power. "If we want things. to stay as they

are," the young nephew said to his uncle, the

prince, in Lanpedusa's The LeoÞard, ,'things have

got to change" (Gross, 1980, p. 58).

The capitaList system has shown remarkable

resilience. Its abiliby to survive crises may very q¡el1

rest on iÈs impressive flexibility and adaptability
in coping with ever changing conditions by introducing
new neasures. YeÈ, thege innovations at the operational
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level do not necessarily transform the foundations of
capital.ism. These are changes of form rather than

essence (Ra]ph, 1983; WeI1s, I987). Therefore, when

applied to the governing principles of capitatism, the

t,ern status quo is not deemed inappropriate. Such will
be the meaning ascribed to it henceforth.

The status quo is upheld either by force or by

fostering hegemony. We shalI concern ourselves only with

the latter. Hegemony refers Èo the taci! consent given

by bhe najority of the population to the establ.ished set

of rules regulating com¡nunal life (e.9., Femia, 1981;

Gramsci, ]-g7l!. Kiros, f985). According to Gramsci (1971)

hegenony is promoted by the insbitutions of what he

calLed civil societvs schools, churches, the media, etc.
This is done by depicting the doct,rines in which

dominant groupE believe--and fron which they profit.--as
possessing universal value (for a fuller discussion on

Gramsci's concept hegemony, see chapter 13).

Every ruLing group of an organized corununity

requires the existence of cultural mechanisms designed

to ensure' or at least facilitate, t,he perpetuaÈion of

its position. A variety of strat.egies are employed by

these groupE to persuade the public that the present

socia] arrangement is not only Èhe most desirable, but

the only possible civilized one. It should not surprise

us to learn that Èhe repert,oire of stratagens uÈilized
to secure their position of privilege does not exclude
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deception and disguise as valuable resources. These

¡nechanisms, usually referred to as ideological, attempt

to reproduce the prevailing system of ideas (tfannheim,

1936; Ricoeur, 1978; Sampson, I983, Silvâ, 1970t

Therborn, 1980 ¡ llilson, I977).

Doninant, groups make efficient use of civil society
in disseminating and prornoting their sociopolitical
beliefs. The mass rnedia 1i.e., radio, T.V., etc.) as

vrell as many privabe (e.9., menbal. health clinics) and

public agencies (e.9., school, welfare system) can be

considered, aE least partially, as si¡nultaneously

consÈituted by, and const.itutive of the reigning

ideology (Wilson, I977, Therborn, 1980). The coll.ective
nane assigned to the agencies of civil society assisting
in Èhe reproducÈion of the existing social order is
ideological apÞaratuses (Therborn, 1980 ) .

Ideological apparatuses operate on the basis of
moral and 1egal restrictions, as welI as persuasion.

Theii messages "so deeply penetrate Èhe consciousness of
a culture that people unquestioningly accept their
premises irithout further thought . . . . people are typically
unar¡rare of the ideologies thât govern Èheir existence,

at least as ideologies" (Sampson, 1983, pp. 128-129).

The subject is lead to believe, t,hrough a series of
distortions, that the current state of social affairs is
the best possible one (Sarnpson, 1983).

Às we shall notice below, the characterislics of
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these apparatuses bear great resemblance to the dominant

social philosophy. Thusr in the case of capitalism, the

specific ideological nechanisms employed are likeIy eo

"capitalize'r on themes such as the possibility of self-
inprovement. through self-help, and the complete trust in

the ability of science to solve alL humân predicânents.

The Supreme SeI f
Probably one of bhe mosÈ significant pillars of

capitalist society, along with the right to private
property, is t,he promotion of self-interest through

seLf-help (e.9., Zâretsky, 1986). The self is conceived

as a supreme entity wi.th magnificent powers. Both

success and faiiure are attributed to it. This pervasive

presupposition interferes, for the nost part, with

scruÈiny and possible transfornaÈions of systemic causes

of happiness and misery. In this world view, seLf

supersedes the system, Èherefore, changes ought Èo come

f ro¡n the forner and not the latter. Such is t,he way in
which t,he supreme self assists in the conservation of

the sÈructural status quo.

!¡lacpherson's theory of possessive individualism

provides an account of the economic conditions Ehat

contributed to the rise of this highly individualistic
culture (BeLlah, Madsen, SulLivan, Swidler, & Tipton,

1985). According to it Èhe narket economy regards

individuals simply as the proprieÈors of their manual or

intellect.ual labor power, a possession Èhey exchange for
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rnonetary remuneration from capital o\,rners or the sbate

after conpet,itíon with other potential employees

(Macpherson, 1969). Macpherson claims that "possessive
¡narket society also implies that erhere labour has become

a mârket commodity, market relations so shape or

permeate all social relations that it may properly be

called a mârket society, not merely a market econony"

(l'facpherson, L969, p. 24) .

FolLowing l,facpherson, then, social life would be

very much determined by its econo¡nic Arounds. This

notion is r,rell captured in the concept of utilitarian
individualism. Bellah et aI. (1985) contend that

"utilitarian individualisn views society as arising fron
a contract that individuals enter into only in order to
advance their self-interest....Utilitarian individualism

has an affiniÈy to a basically econornic understanding of
human existence" (p. 336).

While self-interest was indeed promoted as an

inportant ingredient of the capitalist syst,ern, it
vras not meant to conèradict or cone at the expense of

social order. Proponents of the market system "posit a

society of individuals . . . who, acting in their oern self-
interest, advance the social purpose by expanding

private wealthrr (zaretsky, 1986r p. 40). It is not only

claimed that social order would emerge from the market

economy, but also Èhat everyone would be able to foster
his,/her own individual nelfare, for the system iE to
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provide "equaLity of opportunity.', (George e Wilding,
f976). If everyone possesses at Ieast one commodity to
sell in the market, his/her labor power r and the system

offers equal opporÈuniÈies, then the path to prosperity
is open to alt. Israel argues that possessive

individualisn, ås the predominant social philosophy of
modern capitalism, manifests itself in the United States

in the belief that

American society contains opporbunity for everyone

to get. ahead, Co be successful, to reach t,he top.

Even if these opportunities are nob distributed in
equal proportion, everyone receives some

opportunities. Thus, people are responsible for
their success and for the status they achieve.

Societv cannot be blamed Iitalics added] (fsrael,
1979, p. 251).

It will be later seen that t,his belief wouLd be of
crucial importance in analyzing the place of
ideology in psychology, particularly as it, manifesLs

itself in Èhe defect rnodeL of human functioning (ALbee,

L98I), implicitly adopted by more than one school of
thought in psychology.

Having emphasized the individualistic nature of
capitalism, the following legitimate question can be

posed: Is a society based on an economic system driven
by self-interest and minimal interference by the

government able to neaningfully pronote social nelfare?
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(for a definition and discussion of sociaL welfare see

chapter 12). This highly relevane moral question can

hardly be avoided çhen dealing with the reproduction of
the social order. Obviously, as can be expecbed,

opinions on this issue can be found in favor as çre1l âs

in opposition of the capitalist system. Murchland

(1984), for instânce, contends that "nowhere do

individual efforts so quickly merge into pubfic

benefit.s" (p. 54). ceorge and wilding (I976), on the

other hand, contend that ehe capitalisC syst,em, based on

values such as achievement and competition,

individualism and self-help, "is in clear opposition to
t,he values needed to underpin a successful public

welfare system. If such a system is to flourish, the

stress on t,he virtue of self-help musC be replaced by

stress on the need to help others" (p. I18).
While I would not. claim Co provide conprehensive

ans$rers to the intricabe philosophical problems involved

in this quesÈion, nanel-y what is Che "good lif e,, and the

"good societyr " an attenpt will be made in chapter 12 to
provide some paraneters for the discussion of such

issues. It should be clearly stated, however, that the

main thrust of the thesis is not the noral appraisal of
capit.alistn but râÈher the actuâl function of psychotogy

in its reproduction.

" glEgþ Through Science and Technoloqy,'

Along with the primacy of Èhe individual; a
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reverence for science, not just any science but the

Cârtesian paradigm in particuJ.ar, is at the core of
modern society. In his. Reenchantment of the WorId Berman

(198L) is most persuasive in arguing that this specific
scientific paradigm and capitalism are, "historically,
inexÈricably intertr,¡ined" (Berman, I981, p. 5B).

Capitalism proved to be a very fertile ground for the

development of the Cartesian, mechanistic, atomistic
world view (Berman, 1981). The present adniration of
science "reLains aII the assumptions of the Industrial
Revolution ând would lead us to salvation through

science and technology" (Berman, 1981, p. 189).

A cenÈral presupposition underlying Èhe present

social order is, indeed, the belief in the solvabilit.y
of all social problems through science and technology

(Al.vesson, 1985; Anderson & Travis, I983; Wilson, I977).

That science and technology will eventualty al.leviate
human predicaments which fal.l beyond the realm of
present day science, is a prenise deepty embedded in
capitalist. cultures. À premise which has been under

culÈivation in Èhe west since the sevenbeenth century

(Berrnan, 198I). The atomistic explanation of nature,

human beings and cornmunity included, as bodies given to
nanipulat,ion and mechanical cures, gave rise to the

attitude referred to as scientisrn, i.e., the process of
ascribing Èo science powers which iÈ lacks (Capra t !982¡

Hulla1y, L980 ) .
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There are basically two reasons why the dominant

Cartesian scientific paradigm cannot solve aIl our

problems. First, by its own definition this mode oÊ

inquiry excludes values from its realm of interest.
Facts and values should not be confused or mixed.

Cartesian science is devoted to conquering nature and

unveiling its 'rfacts.rr As Berman (I98I) pointed out, its
primary concern is ¡.¡ith the "how'r of the events

explored; not with their "why" or rrfor r,rhat't purpose. As

a result, human welfare, ethics, and politics fa11

beyond bhe Cartesian field of attraction.
Second, when this paradigm has been forced to look

at social and hu¡nan predicarnents, it has done so in such

an atomisÈic fashion thaÈ it was bound to fail. In

appealing to university based intellectuaLs for heIp,

covernment agencies did not identify Èhe

real problem that underlies our crisis of ideas:

the fact thaL most academics subscribe to narrow

perceptions of reality which are inadequate for
dealing with the major problens of our time. These

probLemE are...systernic problems, which rneans bhat

t,hey are closely interconnected and int,erdependent.

They cannot be understood within the fragmented

meÈhodology characteristic of our academic

disciplines (Capra, L982, p. 25).

No natter how equivocal and devoid of meaning
' (Berman, I98I; Capra, 1982) the Cartesian nentality
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might be, it is alnost an ineradicable feature of our

culture. As Berman (I981) put it., "developments thât
have thrown this world view into ques t ion--quân tum

mechanics for example, or certain types oE contenporary

ecological research--have not made any significant dent

in the dominant mode of thinking" (p. 2).

The tremendous progress achieved by science in many

areas of our lives has fostered the convicti.on thãt

social conflicts based on the political structure of the

social order can also be given scientific remedies. This

has led to the phenomenon described by Robinson (f985)

as the externalization of scientific valueg.

What, is a useful finding highly productive of

illuminating research is offered to the publ.ic as

equally useful for settling naÈters that are

nonscientific in the first instance. üore

generally, this exlernalization takes the form of

requiring nonscientific issues to be determined

accorcling to standards that are appropriate onLy to

science itself (Robinson, 1985, p. 151).

LeibowiÈz (1985) cogently argues throughout his

enÈire book that whiLe science has proved extremely

beneficiaL in solving innumerable problems, there are

some ethical dimensions involved in the advancement of

human welfare that cannot be approached by the methods

of science (see also chap. 12).

Salvation through science--as the inquiry into and
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manipulation of natural, human and social phenomena__is,

by exclusion, an apoliCical salvation. This is a

formula for survival that, by its own definition, is
supposed bo challenge neither social values, nor, by

inplication, the power structure of society,
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Chapter 3: Psvchology in Modern Society

Alt,hough psychology can be conceptualized as a

rather minor subsystem within the large social system,

it will be argued that its ability to influence the

Iatter is not j.nconsequential. The interdependency of
scientific paradigms and society's cultural et.hos has

been well documented in the social sciences in general

(e.9., Connerton, 1976i Deese, 1985; Sabia & Wallulis,
1983), and in psychoLogy in particutar (Braginsky, 1985;

Buss, 1979; Gergen, I973, 1985; Henriques, Hollway,

Urwin, Venn, & Wâlkerdine, 1984r Larsen, !996¡ Robinson,

1985r Sampson, 1977, L978, 1983t Sarason, 19Btat and

Sullivan, 1984). The mutuality psychology <--> society
will next be presented under the headings ,'The

socialization of psychoÌogy,r' and ,'The psychotog i za t ion

of societ,y. "

The Socialization of Psychology

The regnant cultural ethos r{ould seem to predispose

academicians to embrace- scientific paradigms and

sociopolitical beliefs congruent Ì.rith Èhe predominant

ideology (e.9., ArdiÈi, Brennan, & Cavrak, l9BOt Rose,

Lewontin E Karîin, 1984; Savan, 1988, Wilson, :-g77).

This process of scientific acculturaÈion is conducted

through direct j.nstituÈional regulaÈions and in a more

indirect fashion through t,he dictums of the prevalent

r,reL tanschauung (Sarason, 1981a). Wifhin the realm of
psychology--as the sÈudy of human behavior and the
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utilization of its postulates for the alleviation of
individual and social predicaments--prevalent

scientific, moral and gultural doctrines are reflected
both at the theoretical and applied levels (Anderson &

Travis, 1983; Gergen, L973i Howârd, 1985; Robinson,

1985; Sampsont Lg17 | I978, I981, 1983). Spence (t995)

has given official recognition to this postulate in her

presidential address Lo the American psychological

Association in 1985:

contemporary analysts recognize that, whatever

their intentions, scientists are the products of
their society and time, and their construction of
social reality is shaped by the world view and

values of the culture in which they were reared.

These belief systems can influence a1l. phases of
Lhe research in which scientists engage, from

choice of problem to interpretation of results
(Spence, 1985, p. I285 ) .

In spite of numerous warnings such as Spence,s,

psychologists håve persist,ently refused to elaborate

upon the influence of nonepistenic convict,ions on their
discipline. this attitude has clearly int.erfered with
an understanding of psychology in social context (Deese,

1985; Toulmin & Leary, 1985).

Viewed fron the perspective of what Capra (1982)

naned t,he Car tes ian-Newton ian paradign, out of r,rhich

psychology built its own f ra¡nework and gained
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considerable inspiration (Capra. 1982, chap. 6 in
particuLar) r Èhe unwillingness expressed by

psychologisCs to talk about ideological intrusions in
their scientific endeavors is hardly surprising. For in
the Cartesian-Ne$rtonian world view, as its critics
Berman (t98I) and Capra (1982) so aptly point out, there

is no relaÈionship between "fact'' and "value.', ShouId

such an association be revealed, it would be a disgrace

for science. Science, Cartesian disciples cla!.m, is
first and forenost "value-free. rr

Faithful adherence of the scientific cornnunity,

psychologists included, to t,he cartesian mode of
thinking, has made the acceptance of new paradigns very

difficulÈ. Thus, for instance, in Èhe case of quantum

mechanics and its philosophical irnplications, Berman

corunenLs chat "we should not be surprised that, the

scientific establishment has manâged to ignore the

enbarrassing intruder for more than five decades....for
once these irnplications are fully accepÈed, it becomes

uncLear just what is involved in 'doing science,',

(Berman, I981, pp. f36-I38 ) .

But as the urgency to acknowledge value dilemmas in
science hag increased steadil.y, resistance to consider

such issues has, reLuctantly, decreased. This trend has

apparently led Robinson (1985) to state thaÈ "where the

social sciences once defensivety insisted they were

' value-neuÈ ral , I they nor., !end to present Èhemsel.ves as
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unavoidably ,value-loade¿ "' (p. l-42). Gradually, more

publications concerned rçith the place of values in
psychology have appeared. As one psychologisÈ wrote:
"although philosophers of science still debate the role
of values in scientific research, the controversy is no

longer about whether values influence scientific
practice, but rather about how values are embedded in
and shape scientific practice', (Howard, 19g5, p. 255).

Before we proceed with our discussion on values in
psychology and their sociopolitical ramifications, a few

conceptual clarifications oughC to be made. Numerous

meanings have been attached to the concept of value in
the sociaL sciences (see Robinson, I9g5, chap. 5).
Baierrs articl.e What is value? Àn analysis of the
concepÈ (1969) provides several useful distinctions.
The value attributed t,o things rnust be distinguished
from the values held by people. The former is an

evaluaÈive properbv r,rhose possession and magnitude

cân be ascertained in appraisals. The latÈer are
disposiÈions to behave in cert,ain ways which can be

ascertained by observation. The former are

capacities of things to satisfy desiderata. The

latter are tendencies of people bo devote their
resources...Lo the attainment of certain ends

(p. 40).

Following Baier's terminologyr then, when studyj.ng
the capacity of sonething Èo make a favorabLe difference
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in the life of the individual we are engaged in
assessing valuei when considering tendencies of
individuals to advance certain ends we are imputing

values. The second section of the present study will
focus on the imputation of a specific value
(perpetuation of the social order¡ to a particular
professional community (i.e., psychologists). The 1ast

section will assess bhe values of psychology in
promoting human r¿e1f are.

A possible objection that could be raised to the

inputation of vatues to â group is that most or even all
of its nembers rnay be unaware that they espouse such

values. Indeed, as ¡.lartin (1977) points out, ,,there are

connections within the world view of a people, just as

there are happenings in its social institutions or in
its ecosystem, of which individual persons are Iargely,
perhaps wholly, unconscious" (p. 15); or at best are

purblind (F. Marcuse, 1960). In our case, many

psychologists may not r-ealize that they value the social
stalus quo. Hence, the follor,ring question can be

raised: can a person who is not aware of his/her values,
be said to promote these values? A negabive anster
would imply that a value can be promot,ed by a person

only if he/she is açrare of, ând engages in deliberate
actiong to advance the same. Lack of awareness of a

value does not, however, logically preclude the
possibility of engaging in activities to promote the
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value in question. In the present context, even if
psychologists were totally unaerare of their endorsement

of the present social system, their very lack of
aerareness, in conjuction wiLh their passivity can be

said to mainbain the existing state of affairs. The

very fact that psychologists do not question or think
about the sÈatus quo can be considered an ideological
victory for those interested in perpet,uating the

predominant social systenr Eor as the Lat,in maxim

advises¡ Qui Tacet. Consentit. At any rate, it, shouLd be

clear that my primary concern is with Che actions of
psychologists and their ideological consequences, and

not so much with their acknowledgment or recognition of
possessing certâin values. This debate can also be

approached from the point of view of the distinction
function/intent. Again, I would emphasize that ny

concern is with actual function and not with intent.
It can ålso be argued against the imputation of a

set of values Co an entire professional corununity that
it neglects differences in value preferences wiÈhin the

discipline. Such an argument would be warranted only if
ere sere dealing with scientific criteria, as opposed to
social, moral , and political convictions. For as Krasner

and Houts (1984) demonstraCed, while groups of different
theoretical orientations in the behavioraL sciences

differ in their discipline-specific episÈemotogical

assumptions, basically they shâre sinilar sociopolitical
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values. Since the present study wiII concern itself
with the impuÈation of the latter, t.he above mentioned

criÈicism is somewhat irrelevant.
According to Krasner and Houts (I9g4), most

behavioral scientists make statements in favor of social
Darwinisn (vs. social altruism), conservatism (vs.

liberalisn), and a value-neutral as opposed to value-
laden view of science. The last one, as indicated, is
of particular interesC to the pr.esent discussion.

The notion of a "va1ue-neutral psychology" is
pivotâl in our investigation for it lends itself to
various ideological uses. First and foremost, it has the
power to portrai psychology as depolitÍcized and to use

this image to promulgate the regnant ideology.

Psychology "has shown a clear bias in supporting the

interests of Èhe powerful and the status quo, nany times

in the nane of scientific objectivity,' (Steininger,
Newell & carcia, 1984, pp. 2I6-2L7 ). By portraying
itseif as a strictly ',object,ive', endeavor, nany of
psychology's prescriptive biases are erroneously

interpreted as merely descriptive assertions about human

behavior. "Va1ue cornmitments are almost inevitable by-
products of social existence, and as participants in
society r,re can scarcely dissociate ourselves fron these

vâlues in pursuing professional ends', (Gergen, I973, p.

312). Consequently, it is highly unlikely that we, as

psychologists, stricÈ1y describe erhat appears to be,
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vrithouÈ ab the same time subtly prescribing what we

regard as desirable. And our definition of "desirable, "
as it will be argued below, is usually in conformity

çrith that of bhe ideological apparatuses whose nain

function is to effect a successful socialization.
In addiÈion, the value-neutral idea predisposes the

public Èo accept psychology's assertions unquestioningly

and to regard them as apolitical truisms rather than

sociohistorically conditioned. Although there is enough

evidence to indicate that this notion has been widely

used for ideological purposes (see for exanple ALbee,

1986; Bi11ig, L9?9¡ Sampson, 1983r Sarason, 198Ia; and

W. Ryan, 1971), its poputarity cannot be solely
attributed bo sociopolitical. interest but also to the

hegemony of the posibivistic-enpiricist scientific
paradigm (Sampson, 1978; TouLmin & Leary, 1985). The

initial epistemic value ascribed to the concept of

"value-neutraL psychology" by positivism, can be thought

to have opened the door for its use as an ideological

non-scientific value. Whatever the precise degree of

influence that, ideological interests might have exerLed

upon the development of the above mentioned scientific
paradign' iÈ should be clear that, once estabLished, the

concept "vaIue-neutral psychology has been utiÌized to

advance ideological objectives. This apparent misuse of
psychology rnotivat,ed Sullivan to conÈend that

"depoJ.iÈicized at the level of theory and theory
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language, the effectively neutral position masks

political intentions" (SulIivan, 1984, p. 25-26).

l.loreover, SulIivan claims Lhat a critical analysis of
different orientations such as behaviorism and

psychomet r ic psychology

gives ample evidence thaC social science bheories

are intricately involved in value issues and have

broad social policy irnplications....Social science

theories are "1egit. j.mators" of the status quo, thaL

is, they render interpretations which back up or

legitirnate a certain socio-politicaL constellation
of power. (1984, p. 26).

Sarason, who deaIL extensively in his psychologv

!{isdirected (198fa) rçith t,he socialization of
psychologisLs, contended that psychologists are, by and

large, successfully conditioned not to deviate from Che

intellectual order prescribed by the contemporary

predominant ideological atmosphere. Furthermore, he

denonstrated how bheoretical innovations in the field
were f requent,ly promoted by the establishnent of new

social policies. In Sarason's opinion (1981a), not only

do psychologÍsts rareLy challenge the existing social
beliefs but they actively endorse and facilitate the

reproduction of Èhe same.

It should not, be forgot.ten bhat, rnost social
scientisÈs belong to a sociaÌ class whose political and

economic int,erests are usually in accordance r,riÈh these
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of the doninant sectors (Holland, I97ga; Sarason, 19gla;
SulLivan, 1984). WhiIe it is not my intention to reduce

the scientific endeavors of psychologists to onl.y

legitj.mâlin9 the status quo and their professional
practice to a class weapon, as some Marxists would seem

to do (e.9., Nahen, IggIt see also A. Ryan, l97O), it is
perceived thaC the potentiaL impact of their class
background on their practice has been seriously
underestinated (J. F. Bror.rn, I936).

No conspiracy theory, however, should be inferred
from the above argunent, i.e., that psychologists
contribute to the confirmation of cultural practices
that help strengthen the underlying principles of social
organization. Psychologists âre not perceived as

deliberâteIy misleading the public in an attempt to
guard social stabiJ.iby. Their assistance in
perpetuating the current sbate of affairs does not
derive, in my opinion, fron a conscious effort to serve

themselves by deceiving the popuJ.abien as to the nature
of power relations in socieLy. It derives nainly from a
very efficient sociaLization that taught then not to
question, to any threatening degree, the existing sociat
system (Sarason, I98la, I98Ib, Chorover, I9g5). However,

iÈ couLd be argued that it is this very lack of intent
that makes it more insidious. Sarason (I9B1a) described
the socialization of psychologists as follows:

As a group, they have undergone a sociatization
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process. We may call the process education or
training: a long series of rites that make them

eligible for certain roles in certain places. It is
a process in which self, others, and the nabure of
society get defined. It is, of course, a

continuation of a process that begins at birth.
They do not come t,o "higher" education without
their society already being in Chen. The more

prolonged, systematic, and effective the

sociâlizabion, the less self-conscj.ous people are

about hhe different factors and forces that shaped

them. To be socialized means that one has

absorbed and accommodated to predetermined

conceptions of the way things are and ought to be

Iitalics added]. One may resist and resent the

process but if one r.rants Èo occupy a certain place

and role in society (e.g., lawyer, physician,
psychoJ.ogist) one has t,o traverse successfully the

rites of passâge. the socialization rnay be partial
but its effects are never absent. For nost people

the process is far nore thân partial¡ iÈ is so

Eucceasful that for a1l practical purposes there is
no questioning, no seÌ f-consciousness, about the

forces that shaped then and their concepÈion of
society (p. 148).

The partial attribution of their conservative
attitudes to the process of socialization does not
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exempt psychologists from facing the elhical dileruna

implicit in this practice. Lack of intent does not free
individuals from confronting the morâl consequences of
their actions. The first step in approaching this
dilerruna is to explore how psychologists help solidify
Èhe social sys t en.

The Psychol.ogizâtion of Soc i ety

The second corollary of our leading assumptíon is
thât psychoJ.ogy, in turn, has an impacb upon society's
institutions and their regulaLions. psychology is
intermingled in social life in countless forms. Hence,

psychologyrs potential to exercise an enduring impact

upon society's esÈablishnents and their policies is
subst,antial . Such has been Èhe caEe since the beginning

of the cent.ury.

Historically, North America offered psychology a

unique opportunity¡ To come ouÈ of lhe academe into the
practical world of business, governnent, education and

the military¡ and to dissociate itself f rorn philosophy

to become an independent discipline (Danziger, !979¡
Samelson, 1979). In the early t90Os the À¡nerican eLite
nas searching for practical ansleers to a multitude of
social problerns. The prospect of having a science

devoted to finding solutions to these riddles was very

appealing. Psychology, as Danziger (1979) has claimed,

did not hesitabe Èo volunteer iÈs services in exchange

for recogniEion as the l{aster science of hunan affairs.
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Danziger's summary of the social dynamics that led to
this developrnenb is worth quoting:

Control of university appointments, research funds,

and professional opportunities was vesged in the

hands of either businessnen and their appointees,

or politicians \.rho represented their interests. If
psychology was to emerge as a viable independent

discipline, it would have to be in a form

acceptable to these social forces. The inclinations
of those on whose decisions the faÈe of American

psychology depended were clear. They erere men in
positions of genuine sociâI po$rer r.rho were ânxious

to use their positions to control the actíons of
others. they were interested in bechniques of
sociaL control and in tangible perfornance. Their
image of nan was hardly of the conternplative
philosopher: A huge system of secondary and

professional education had to be built practically
' fron scratcht the human fallout from wide-sca1e

migration and urbanization had to be dealt with;
man had to be made to adapt to a rapidly
rationalized industrial. systernt products had to be

sold. In view of the weakness of alÈernaÈive

sources of professional. expertise, psychologisÈs

might become acceptable if they could reasonably

promise to devetop the technical conpetence needed

to deaL appropriately with Èhese problens
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(Danziger, 1979, p. 35).

The turn of the century witnessed a rapid
consolidat,ion of a professional group interested in
transforming a specuLative psychology into an applied
fie1d. Society was about to be psychologized. Judging

fron psychology's penetrâtion in alnost every aspects of
every-day existence, that prophecy was largely
fu1filIed.

Several parameters can be utilized to support the
claim Èhat psychological formulaÈions do in fact affect
the state of affairs in society. One of them is the

J.arge audience of psychoLogical nagazines such as

Psvchology Todav, parenting, etc. A sectíon called
"Behavior" in Èhe widely read magazine Tírne is another
indicaÈion of the public's ineerest in psychology. Ann

Landers, the celebrated newspaper columnist, often
refers her readers to mental health workers. In
addition, the popularit.y of ,'How to ...,, books dealing
wiEh e¡notional issues, are frequently. written by

psychoì.ogists, and denonstrate that the corununity in
large is exposed to what psychologists prescribe (e.g.,
Rosen, 1987). Sinilarly, radio shows advising on issues

of emotional well being and sexual behavior are being
broadcast aI1 across North America.

AÈ the governnental IeveI, advisory conunittees

composed of social scientists and psychologists often
play a decisive role in recommending the adoption or
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rejecÈion of certain policies (see for exarnple: The

joint commissÍon on mental health of children , I973¡
Nahem, 1981t and also Rein, I9Z6). Desegregation,

deinstitutionatizationr affirmative action, chiLd abuse,

drug abuse, educational reform, aging, divorce, mental
and physical handicaps, smoking, disEribution of health
services, are among the social problems for which

legislabion has been, directly or indirectly, influenced
by the input of psychoLogists as individuaLs or as

special interest groups (Sarason, 1996). The judicial
systen, schools, industries and corporations, the
military and many other agencies enploy psychologists as

consultants. Szasz (1984) has iLtustrated Èhe

overwhel¡ning intrusion of psychology and psychiatry in
official matters in his recenÈ collection of articles
published under Che name The TheraÞeutic State.

Haverman (L957), studying the influence of
psychology on our lives has arrivêd at bhe conclusion
thaÈ t,he present era deserves to be Aeclared "The age of
psychologyr,' and Koch and Leary (I995), as previously
stated, have defined the present tirnes as "the
psychological century" (p. 33). Koch and Leary are
quite eloquent in their view bhat psychology has invaded

almost every Eingle aspect of our civilized existence:
Not a few psychologists, in the firsÈ cenÈury of
their ',sciencer. have been wiLling to serve as

self-anointed prophets in relaÈion to virtually any
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issue that can bear upon the human condition. If
that condition be, in any context, problemâtic (or
anxiety-ridden, or even mildly irritating), then

surely a science attuned to the ,,Iawfulness,, of
hunan function will ha've something to say about the
remedy. Perhaps everything Co say! Thus, for a

century the erorld has been increasingly rife wíth
scienLifically based advice concerning a limitless
(if untidy) dispersion of mabters....The fact thab,
at any given momentr expêrt advice is bewilderingly
nultifarious and that bhe central tendency or
doninant CechnoLogies in any given period tend to
be fads which are displaced and often reversed, on

cycles of a few years, lessens society,s ent,husiasm

no! one whit (Koch and Leary, 1995, p. 33).
IÈ would appear reasonable t,o propose thât the

disse¡ninalion of psychological knowledge and experbise
indeed make a difference in people's ideas aboub

themselves and about society. psychology can be thought
of as infl.uencing society in two opposite directions:
(a) Reaffirming or reinforcing existing policies and

consequently ratifying the status quo, or (b)

criticizing the social order and thus fostering changes.

While there is evidence to substantiate, to sone extent,
either clain, it would seen that the former is a much

nore pronounced and pervasive phenonenon than the
latter. Àn evaluation of this clain requires an



understanding of the concept of ideology.
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ChaÞter 4: Ideology and psvchology

Ideologv as a Research Instrument

As bhe majority of authors studying ideology would

assert, this is probably one of the most debated and

controversiaL Èerms in the social sciences. Writ.ers

balk about its connotations as positive, neutral, anð,/or

negative. The categorization of ideology along these

lines is not related to its descriptive or explanatory
values but rather Lo its added meaningsr usually
associated with polibics. These poLit,icâl connotations,
in turn, eliciÈ partisan and enotional responses that
have interfered with the development of ideology as a
useful research instrumenÈ (cf. Shepard & Han1in, f9g7).
I contend Èhat if ideology's controversiaL connotations
can be neutralized, iÈ has the potential to be a
valuable aid in the investigation of social.

reproducÈion. Àn overvie!, of the various meanings

previously associâted with the construct is an inportant
step in atÈaining the desired neutralization. It, would

be necessary to realize, from the outset, that an

attempt to arrive at the ',correct" definition of
ideology is considered futile. Rather than establishing
the concept of ideology, ny 9oa1 is to describe the
numerous ways in which it has been used, and the one to
be adopted in the present inquiry. The question to be

asked is no! which concept of ideology is the right one,

but which one is being used.
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The brief historical outline that follows is based

prinarily on the works of Geuss (t98l), Giddens lLg7g),
Larrain (I979), Mannhe.im (I936), Ricoeur (197g),

Therborn (1980), Thompson (I984), and the International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (see Johnson, t96g;
and Shils, 1968). Destutt de Tracy is considered the
first author to have used the term ideology at the end

of the eighteen century. He was concerned with the

developnent of a science of ideas, called "Ideology. "

His treatment of the concepL was regarded as highì.y
posiÈive in that it provided t,he basis for its later
connoÈation of ideology as Lhe study and eradication of
irrational beliefs about the vrorld. A depreciatíve
connotation eras attached to it by Napoleon, who caì.Ied

his enemies, the inteLlectuals, "ideologues,' for they
were not in touch with "rea1ity." The negative meaning

given bo ideology by Napoleon is kepL alive in Webster's
Third New International Dictionari (19?6) where ideology
is defined as rran extrenist sociopoliÈical program

constructed wholly or in part on factiÈious or
hypothetical ideabional bases.,'

The r.rritings of Marx generated a great deal of
discussion on Èhe issue åt hand. When the noÈion of
distorÈion is introduced in his metaphor of camera

obscura, according Èo which social circumstances appear

upside down, tlarx was conveying t,he rnessage that people

"are deluded about thenselves, their position, their
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society, or their interests" (Geuss, l9gl, p. 12) by

those in positions of power. At this point, ideology cane

Co be identified with either ideologicaL delusion or
false consciousness. Distortion of societal conditions
in order to preserve Che status quo can be regarded as

the cenÈral contribution of Marx to the ideology debâte.
The ideas of the ruling class are, in every age,

lhe ruling ideas: i.e., the class r.rhich is the

dominanÈ naterial force in society is at the same

tine its dominant, inÈellectual force. The class
which has the neans of material production at its
disposal, has control aÈ the same tine of mentaL

producÈion, so that in consequence the ideas of
those who lack the means of mentaL production are,
in general, subject to it (üarx, 1964, p. 7g).
The meaning implied here gave rise to the

conception of ideology as the ideas of the ruling class.
9lhen the two definitions given by tfarx are Linked

together, as it is of te-n the case, ideology represents
a systern of ideas espoused by the doninant segments of
society utilized to preserve their position of power by

portraying a distorted inage of societal conditions.
The views of Marx on ideology have been a

constitutive part of the Criticat Theory of society
developed by Èhe Frankfurt School of sociology
(Connerton, L976; Geuss, fggl). This is clearly seen in
one of its basic postulaÈeE3 'rldeoJ.ogiekrit.ik is not
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just a forn of 'moralizing criLicism,' i.e., an

ideological forn of consciousness is not criticized for
being nasty, imrnoral, unpleasant, etc. buè for being

false, for being a form of delusion" (Geuss, I9gI, p.

26) .

StiIl in Èhe Marxist tradition, tfannheim's

Ideology and UtoÞia (1936) was an attempt to apply the

concept of ideology to the realm of epistemology. His

thesis was that the same sectional interests operating
in the field of politics are also present in the

creation of social knowledge. Mannheim went beyond

criticizing the ideology of lhe ,'other" and claimed that
one's or.rn ideas must be subjected to ideological
analysis. Such enterprise woul.d be undertaken by the

sociology of knowledge. His important legacy to the

sÈudy of ideology $ras to emphasize iÈs ubiquj.Èous

nature.

According Èo Ricoeur (1978), another connon meaning

ascribed to ideology iE a set of notions that, a group

holds about itself whose primary function is to foster
cohesiveness and inÈegration. This interpretation refers
to ideology as group identity. Vthen this definition is
expanded to society in general, across class and

sectionaL boundaries, it is used in the sense of social
cenent and social cohesion. This variation is usually
attributed to Althusser (Àbercrombie, 1980; Giddens,

1979; Therborn, 1980).
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CurrenÈlyr the term is used in the literature in
two fundamentally differing ways. The first, called by

thompson (1984) the neutral conceÞtion, refers to its
use as a pureÌy descriptive terrn. In this sense authors
identify ideotogy with different systems of thoughts,
values and beliefs which generate social âction or
political projects. "Ideology is present in every
political progranme, irrespective of whether Lhe

programme is directed towards the preservation or
transfornation of the social order.', (Tho¡npson, 19g4, p.
4).

The second meani.ng conunonly seen in the Literature
"is essenÈialIy linked to the process of sustaining
asyrnmetrical relaÈions of power--that is, to the process

of naintaining domination.. This use of the term

expresses what may be ca1led a critical conception of
ideology" (italics in the original) (Thompson, 1994, p.
4). This interpretation has a definite bias against the
ståtus guo. Ideology in this sense re.fers to lhe
study and criÈique of stratagems employed by "those in
posrer to conceal their real interests and advantages,'
(Sampson, 1981, p. 731).

As can be deduced from this overview, not all
interpretåtions are rnutually exclusive. Ideology as

"social cenent, " for instance, does not conflict with
the definitions given by Marx. Ib simply adds another
dimension to Èhem.
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Among the plethora of definitions available in the
literat,ure for ideology, Berger and Luckmânn,s "ideas
serving as weapons for social interesLs" (I962, p. 7) is
the one with the rnost potential to be translated into a

research instrurnent. This is due to a nunber of
qualities. First, the term ideas is conprehensive enough

to include the other t\¡ro key elements usually associated

with ideology: values and beliefs. Second, it is broad

enough to enconpass ideologies for and against the

status quo. ¡¡tost definitions are quite restrictive in
that they limit ideology to a systern of ideas or beliefs
in defense of a power elite. Illustrative of t.he labter
is Reading's version of ideology as "a belief system

which protects the interest of an elite" (1977) (cf,.

ideology in InÈernationaL Encyclopedia of Social
Sciences, Johnson, I968). Third, unLike rnost

def iniLj.ons in t,he ¡'farxist tradition, it does not

necessarily imply the notion of conscious decepÈion by

the group holding these- ideas. Therefore, these ideas

wouLd function to promote certain objectives, buÈ are

not necessarily intended to do Èhat.

We are now in a better posiÈion to consider the

concept of ideology advocated for Èhe purposes of Lhis

investigation. Sirnply stated, ideology as a research

inst,rument, can be defÍned as ideas affecting the social
orderi where (a) ideas are broadly conceived to
encompass moral, cultural, and sociopolitical values and
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beliefs; (b) no specification is made as Eo the
direcbion in which ideas influence the social order; and
(c) ideas can affect the sociaL order in ways that
people holding thern ç¿ere not necessarily aware of¡ or
intended then to. In my view this is a vj.åble concept
of ideology for an inquiry into the sociopolit.ical
implicaÈions of psychology.

Às prevj.ously indicated, this conception can be
given whatever directionality the investigator desires.
It can be used as ideas in support or in opposition to
the stabus quo. Thus, when dealing with ideological
elements of psychorogicar theories and practices that
supPort the status guo, these will be understood as: a
conponent of a theory or applied field in psychology
which functionally, albeit noÈ necessarily
intentionally, contributes to the maintenance of the
prevaiJ.ing social order. Conversely, when discussing
ideologicâI elenents thât foster social change the
inplied definition wiII be: a coÍrponent of a theory or
âpplied field in psychology which functionaLly, aLbeit
not necessarily intentionally, contributes to the
pronotion of social change.

Ideological Elements in psvchology

In effect, psychology can be said boÈh to support
and criticize the status quo, and evidence could be
found to support both arguments. This is possible due to
the fact that psychology is not a unitary entity. It is
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conprised of several schools of thought, and Chousands

of individual professionals who happen to differ in
their appraisal of the sociaL order. The question is
asked, hoeever, what kind of evidence can be marshalled
to support either argunent. This author is of the
opinion that r.rhile a case can be made to support either
psychology's endorsement or opposition to the status
quo, the literature seems to indicate thaÈ the
predoninant bias is towârds the affirmation of the
existing state of affai rs.

Undoubtedly, there have been numerous atÈempts to
make the discipline an insÈrument of social change.

Some of theEe challenges have been undertaken by

proninent figures such as presidents of the A.p.A.
Anong those are KenneEh CIârk (I9?4) and ceorge Albee
(198I, 1986). Other initiatives to develop a psychology
aÈ the service of social change include the ,,Radical

TherâpisÈ" movenent, (AgeI, 197t, p. Brovrn, 1973);
community psychology (IIelIer & Ì.fonahan, 197?; Sarason,

1982, 1984b)¡ as well as sone behavior analysts
(Hol.land, 1978a; Nevin, I992, 1995). The secÈion for the
psychologicaJ. study of social issues of A.p.À. (SPSSI),

as weLl as the section for social responsibility of
C.P.A. are also concerned with maÈters related to social
change. Though eloquent and forceful, these social
critiques retnain isolated occurrences within the
discipli.ne.
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Psychology at the service oE the status guo, on the
other hand, represenCs a much Iarger and pervasive
phenomenon than the sporadic efforts of psychology to
promote significant social change. As it r,ri1l be later
exemplified in section If, sorne of bhe ideological
elements supportive of t,he staEus quo in psychology are
parÈ and parceJ. of mainsLream theories and practices in
the behavioral sciences.

Beneficiaries of the present social structure
regard psychological science as one of their more

treasured possessions (e.g., woolfolk e Richardson,
1984). At the structuraL level, a pervasive dichotomy
betsreen the individual and society is observed in
psychology (e.9., Ingleby, I972, 19gld; Sarason, t9Bl.a,
1981b, 1982; WexLer, t9B3). An im¡nediate ideologicaì.
benefit is derived from such a dichotomy--nanely, the
individual is sLudied as an asociaL and ahisÈorical
being whose life vicissitudes are artificially
disconnected from the r,rider sociopolitical cont,ext.
Fo1lowing this ideological reasoning, solutions for
human predicaments are Èo be found almost exclusively,
within the self, Ieaving the social order convenienÈIy

unaffected (ÀIbee, l9B1; Fox, 1995, W. Ryan, 1921). In
thÍs context, Bevan argued in his 19g2 presidential
Address to the American psychological AssocÍation Èhat.

One of the most powerful inteLlectual tides of this
century is a general propensity, by psychologist
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and nonpsychologist a1ike, to think of all hu¡nan

issues in psychologicaL terms. It is a temptation
that often leads to oversimplification Iibalics
addedl, but it is a temptation that is hard to
resist (1982, pp. f305-I306 ) .

FurÈher support to the reigning ideology can be

found in concreLe governmental poJ.icies and in the
advancement of heralded cultural beliefs. Activities
carried out in the name of psychological science can

and have been used, to rationalize sociaL poLicies !.rhose

purposes r.rere not akrays the pure pronotion of ,'human

welfare.I' The besting movemenÈ (Kamin, 1924, Sarason,

L981a; Sedgwick, L974) and social DarwiniEm (Àlbee,

1986; W. Ryan, 1971r Thielrnan, 1985) are salient
examples that reflect psychology at the service of
political thought. As welI, psychology has been

instrumental in upholding the predominant ideo).ogy by

promuLgatj.ng values such as individualism (e.g.,
Sarnþson, 1977; Spence, 1985), male suprenacy (Nahem,

198I; Shields, 1975), potitical conformity (Jacoby,

1975)¡ and a purblind faith in Èechnology,s ability !o
solve human predicaments (e.g., Skinner, L972¡ also cf.
Woolfo1k t Richardson, 1984 ) .

Some concrete examples of the ways psychology

operaÈes as a protoÈype agent of socialization are now

in order:

]. Values Èhat benefit the dominanÈ segnent of
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society are portrayed as benefiting society as a rrhole
(Giddens, 1979r Sampson, I9B3). This mechanisn is
recognized in industrial psychology, vrhereby steps
intended to advance managerial goals are depicted as

invariably valuable for the lrorkers as we]I (Baritz,
19?4; Ralph, 1983; Wells, 1987).

2. Socia1 problems that originate in Ehe structure
of the socioeconomic system are discussed in ter¡ns of
psychological maladjustmenÈ (W. Ryan, 1971). The essence

of Èhis ideological. stratagen is best captured in the
tÍtle of Ryan,s seninal book Blaming the victim (f97I).
According to it alnosÈ all unfavorabJ.e experiences in a

personrs life are attribuÈed to faulty mechanisms within
himself,/herse1f. When this approach is applied to the
analysis of "naladaptive" behavior it often results in
erhat Albee (1981) has termed the defect model. An

exceLlent illusÈration is provided by C.rplan and Nelson
(1973). their research indicates Èhat eighty percent of
psychological sÈudies dealing with Black Americans

attributed their predicarnents to some intra-personal
variable rather than to sociohistorical circumstances.

This approach results in theEapeuÈic efforts being

âl¡nost exclusively directed at changing the individuat
and not the socioecononic situation (Atbee, I9gI,
HolLand, I978at W. Ryan, I97I; Sarason, l.9gta, I9g1b,

Wineman, 1984; for reviews on Èhe influence of
socioeconomic conditions on menÈal iltness see Albee,
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1986t and Grusky & Pollner, 198I, part two, section C¡.
This nodel has been proposed not only by psychologists

and psychiatrists but by sociologists and social workers

as well (üi11s, 1943; t.tildin9, I98l; t.¡ineman, I9g4). Its
origins can be traced to a market systen whose

entrepreneurial morâIity promulgates the notions of
self-help and equality of opportunity. One,s welfare is
one's responsibility. No matCer how adverse the

societaL conditions may be, an ingenious, diligent,
strong willed individual would be able to face them with
dignity and would eventually attain happiness (London,

1969). Thus, remedies are rarely advocated in terms of
community changes.

An extensive lexicon of person-bl.ane concept,s

supports the defect nodel . À¡nong them, ,,maladaptive

coping mechanisms," "cognitive deficiencies,'r Íweak-

egor r' rrmaladjusted personaliLy," ,'character disorder, "

etc. This language is not, at aI1 surprising considering

that rrAnerican psychology has been quintessentially a

psychology of the individual organism" (Sarason, I9g1b,

p. 827).

3. Socia1 realities âre abstracted fron their
sociohiEtorical context and regarded as unavoidable

( Ingleby¡ 1972) , In Sampson,s words, . . .,'the present

moment is reified and so nade natural and inevitable"
(1983, p. 128). This is a basic assumption upon erhich

many pEychoÌogicaL explanations are constructed--namely,
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an aconÈextual. vier., of people. That is, the analysis of
human behavior wibhout !âking into account social and

hist,orical circumstances. Clairning that.,'human nature,,
or "genebic factors,' account for the majority of certain
individual differences, such as sex roles and

intelJ.igence respectively, is only one instance of thj.s
phenomenon (e. g. , Ingleby, 1991d).

Inasfîuch as Èertns such as "human nature,' treat
human phenomena as realities independent of "Lhe
particular sociohistorical conditions of Itheir]
constièution'r (Satnpson, I991, p. 737), Èhey can be

justifiabty regarded as psychological reifications
(Sampson, 1981).

Psychological reifications clothe existing social
arrangements in terms of basic and ineviÈab1e

characteristics of individual psychological
functioning; this inadvertentÌy authenticates the
status quo, but now in a disguised psychological
cosÈume. Whât has-been rnediated by a

sociohiEÈorical process--the forns and contenbs of
hunan consciousness and of individual psychological
experience--is treated as though iÈ were an ,'in-

itself ,'r a reality independent of Èhese very
origins (Sampson, I981, p. Z3g).

4. rrDislocation is a process whereby something new

is brought inÈo a cultural system and has the ability to
mute the partial critical insight of Èhat cultural
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systemrr (Su1livan, 1984, p. 165). In oLher r.rords,

changes of â minor nature are allowed into the system

with the purpose of creating an image of flexibility.
The unfortunate dor,rnward aspect of it is that
s!.gnificant modifications are delayed due to the
preoccupation with insignificant reforms.

Fanily therapy is a case of dislocaÈion. Facing the
pressure to move away from â highly individualistic
model of psychological intervent,ion, instead of
endorsing a truly systenic and communiÈy based approach

bo lherapy, psychology "invented,, family bherapy (Janes

& l.lclnÈyre, 1.983 t poster, I97g¡ Wineman, 19g4). Another

one is the expansion of forensic services. In an address

to correctional psychologists Judge Bazelon made this
point in a vary eloquenÈ manner:

Why should we even consider fundarnental social
changes or nassive income redistribuÈion if the

entire problem can be solved by having scientist.s
teach bhe criminal class--like a group of
laboratory rats--to narch successfully through the
¡naze of our socieÈy? In short, before you respond

nith enthuEiasm to our pLea for heLp, you must ask

yourEelves whether your help is real.ly needed, or
whether you are merely engaged as magicians to
perforn an intriguing side-show so that the

spectators will not nobice the crises in the center
of the ring. In considering our motives for



offering you â role, I Lhink you would do well
consider how much Iess expensive it is to hire
t,housand psychologists than to make even a

minuscule change in the social and economic

strucÈure (In Caplan & Nel.son, L973, p. Zl-O).

to

a
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Chapter 5: ¡,ramework of Analysis

The main propositions advanced in this section can
be sunmarized as f oLlor,rs:

l. psychoLogical theories and practices are
affected by, as well as affect, the social orderi

2. psychology is ascribed considerable authority in
an increasing number of human affairsi

3. SociâÌ, cultural, and potitical values are
present in the fornulation and dissemination of theories
and practices in psychoLogy,

4. There is significant affinity between these
va.Lues and Èhose typical of dominant segnents of
society;

. 5. proninent atnong these values is the maintenance
of the existing state of affairs in society;

6. psychology's affirmation of the social order
does not necessarily reflect intent,

?. While extra_scientific values fostering
macrosocial change are also present in psychologyr their
social impacÈ is outweighed by those stated in 5.

The geventh and principal proposition car.ls for a
conparative evaluation of the relaÈive strength of
confirrning and disconfirrning evidence. Answer to this
question r{ouLd entâi1 the identification and conparison
of instances where psychol.gical theories and practices
operate as (a) conforming and (b) as change promoting
forces in Eociety. A number of problerns are eLicÍÈed in
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considering evidence. These are âddressed next.
What consÈitutes confirming ev idence?

fn order to argue that certain theories of hunan

behavior and applied fields of psychology act in support
of Èhe social system, some criteria must be developed

that wiIl serve as, at least, tentative confirming
evidence. Consequently, a definition of what

constiLutes a conforming rnessage or activity is needed.

This is provided in the conception of an ideotogical
elenent supportive of the status quo as a coml¡onenb of a

theory or applied field in psychology which

functionarry, albeit not necessarirv inÈentionaLly,
contributes to the maintenance of the prevailing social
order.

The reviewed liÈerature suggests the following
such ideological elements in psychologyl

1. Tendency Lo attribute excessive weight

t,o individual fact,ors, such as genetic or psychological
constitution, in explaining individual andr/or sociaL
behavior. This also inplies a disposition to omit
socioeconomic and political variables or to portray an

asocial and ahistorical image of persons (Albee, 19g1,

1986r Henriques et aI. I9B4; Sampson, 1993, Sarason,

198la, 198Ib)

2. Propensity to analyze social problens that
originate, at least in part, in the structure of the
socioeconomic sysÈern in Lerms of psychological
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maladjustment (Capl.an & Nelson, I973; W. Ryån, l97I),
3. Reification of behavíoraI phenomena. That is,

the treatrnent of hurnan behavior as if it were an ,,in_

itself, " an enÈity abstracted from the socioeconomic

conditions where it developed (tngleby, Lg72, LggLd,

Sampson, 198I ) .

4. Tendency to endorse technical soLutions for
social, econonic, political, and et.hicâl problerns.

Inasmuch as such technical soluÈions divert atÈention;
more fundamentaL changes are postponed or evaded

(Ànderson & Travis, t9g3t Holland, I97ga; Woolfolk &

Richardson, 1984 ) .

5. Insufficient consideration of the potenÈially
conforrnist prescriptive bias inherent in theories or
practices; leading the recipient of psychologicaL

knowledge or counseling to believe that these Lheories
or Practices are essentially "value-neutral, " a

reflection of ,'truth" or "objectivity', and are not
affeicted by Èhe psychologist,s set of nonepistenic
values (Gergen, 1973t Jacoby, L975, Sampson, IgZg).

6. Propensity to portray values that benefit the
doninant segments of society as benefiting society as a

whole (Barir-z, I974, CIark, 1974; lngleby, Ig74, IgBId¡
Nahem, 198I r Sampsor., L974).

7. The introduction of new knotledge or services
that are likely to result in the dissipation of sone

critical insight of the social systen. Criticism is
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siLenced $rhen innovative techniques purported to create
sj.gnif icant modifications are brought into the sociat
system. Often, hor.¡ever, they only deal with superficial
probJ.ems and are quite inconsequentiaL in solving
sysÈemic predicaments (Anderson & Travis, I9g3, Jacoby,
1975; SuIl j.van, 1984 ) .

These ideological components are tikely to reduce

the probabilities that the recipient of psychotogical
knowledge and/or practice (a) would becone aware of the
importance of adverse social. influences on his/her Iife
condiÈions, or (b) that she/he would engage in
act,ivities to promote macrosocial change.

WhaÈ constiLuÈes disconfirming evidence?

Disconfir¡ning evidence, or instances where

psychology promotes macrosocial change, is defined as a

comÞonent of a theory or applied field in psvchology

which funcbionallv, albeit nob necessarily
int.entionatly, contributes to the plomotion of
macrosociaL chanoe.

The folLowing are sone examples whereby psychology

can be consÍdered to foster nacrosocial changes:

1. Consideration of the social determi.nants and the
need to nodify the environmental conditions conducive to
psychopathology (ALbee, l9B6r crusky & potlner, I9gI,
Ho1land, 1978a, 1978b).

2. Prornotion of prevention programs thaÈ quest,ion
the capaclt,y of the present social systen to enhance the
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\,re1l-being of the population (HelIer & Monahân, L977;

Sarason, I982 ) .

A second kind of disconfirming evidence would be

the lack of apparent implications of any of the
psychologicaL fietds researched for social reproduction
or social change. However, inasmuch as all the fields
chosen for analysis hold an inplicit or explicit
assumption about the nâLure of functioning of the human

being in society, and they are all widely practised,
Uhey alI impact upon the continuum social reproduction__
soc j.al change .

Several potential ways whereby psychology can be

used Co help in changing or reproducing the social
systen have been suggesÈed. The following chapters wiIl
aÈtempt to show how Ehese ideological mechanisns

manifest themselves in a sample of psychological
interpreCâhions of hu¡nan behavior. psychology is noÈ a
unified science (Koch, 19g5), and. as a consequence

different systerns in the discipline portray the
individual and society in a different fashion. Little
congruence is to be found among their definitions of
ps¡yche, mind, or even of their very subject matter.

It should be understood thab the theories to be

analyzed will neiÈher bluntly and openly support the
status quo, nor portray modern society as a source of
innu¡nerable opportunities for sel f-actual i zat ion. The

conforning components of psychological conjectures are
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conveyed to the general public often in a very subtle
luay.

Whât. are the sources of evidence?

This question deals with bhe problern of sample, It
could well be argued that enough controversy and debate

would be found in one school of thought or psychological
area to justify a separaÈe dissertation. At the sane

time, by focusing on only one single area, whab r
consider a pervasive phenomenon could not be revealed.
The sÈudy is limited to the most prominent ideoLogical
aspecÈs of each field.

In Èota1, the presence of ideological components

is explored in six separate fields: (a) behaviorisrn, (b)

psychoanalysis, (c) humanisn, (d) cognibivism, (e)

industrial psychology, and (f) abnor¡nal psychology. The

firsÈ three are srell-established schools of thought

within the disciptine and are usual.ly represented in
books dealing rriÈh systems of psychology (e.9., Lundin,

I972¡ lttarx t Hi11ix, 1979r Not,terman, 19g5) and/or

theories of personality (e.9., Hjelle c Ziegler, l98I;
Sahakian, 1977). The fourÈh area constitutes a trend
whose recognition and wide acceptance are congidered to
have caused a "revolution,, in psychology (Gardner, 19g5,

Baars, 1986). The last tr,ro are applied fields that
impact upon large sectors of the popuJ.ation.

A study of this nature can do justice neither to
the scoper nor to the range of internal differences
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existent in each school of thought. Emphasis will be

placed on these applied aspects Chat are Likely to have

a direct impact on the. public, the more obvious being

therapeutic methods derived from these Èheories. WhiIe

such a selective approach may leave important

contributions untouched, it is not deemed as

illegitimate but a beginning.

Basically, three kinds of sources have been used in
reviewing the different areas:

1. Whenever possible, writings by major infLuential
figures in each systern have been consulted. Thinkers
such as Skinner in the case of behaviorisn, Haslot and

Rogers in humanism; and Freud in psychoanalysÍs

are examples of this type of source.

2. Reviews and books about the different systems

have also been consulted. Books on systens, hist.ory of
psychology and theories of personatity exenplify this
source.

3. The third source is cornprised of writings
dealing specifically with the ideologicaJ. dimensions

of the theories and practices chosen for analysis.
It can be argued that the lack of quantitative data

detractE from Èhe certitude of the conclusions. While

this can be construed as a weakness, I would maintain
that the very lack of quantification can also be

regarded aE desj.rabl.e at this stage of Èhe analysis; for
it allows for Ehe flexibiliÈy needed ín exploring the
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numerous dimensions of lhe phenomenon under

invest iga È ion.

A1so, the present author cannot claim the absence

of personal convictions. Neither the selection, nor the
analysis of the argunents could be ,'objective.', And in
aII likelihood the inescapable ubiquitous character of
ideology has perneated the present manuscript. Finally,
the limited scope of this inquiry places definite
restricbions on the generalizations to be nade from its
conclusions. As stated above, the focus of the
invesÈigation are the applied aspecbs of Lhe areas

selected for analysis. This is by no means a

cornprehensive list of the Iimitations of the present
project. It is only intended to dra$, attention to the

nost conspicuous of then.
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Section II: Analyses of Ideological Elernents

in Psychology

ChaÞte.r 6: psvchoana lys i s

An elucidaLion of the progressive or conservative

social repercussions of psychoanalysis nust, of course,

take into account Freud,s contributions as well as the

fact that his life span was a ]ong one (1856-1939), At

t,he sâme time, one should bear in mind that the current
implicaÈions of psychoanalysis for social change do not

necessarily derive fron Freud,s or!.ginal postulates buÈ

from ranifications, interpretations, and elâborations of
the sane. ConsequenÈly, this analysis will not be

Iimited to Freud. Considerable attention wilI also be

paid to his followers.

The Polilics of Freud

As in the cases of Skinner, Rogers, ând l¡laslow, I
shal1 not concern ¡nyself r.rith the personal motives or
convictions of Freud, but rather r.rith the social
functiong for which his views have been appropriaÈed.

Adaptations of Freud's ideas to justify ideologies, be

them in favor or against the stat,us quo, have taken

place within and wibhout psychology and have changed

from era to era. Àn interesting contrast between t,he

progressive connoÈations of psychoanalysis outside
psychology and its conservative reverberations within
the díscipline witl be noted.

Given his voluminous wri.tings, the evolution of his
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thinking and a lack of categorical political corunentary

on his part, it is not aÈ aLl surprising thaÈ

contradictory social positions have been ascribed to
Freud. Under the headings "Freud the conservative" and

"Freud the progressive, " I shall present some of Freud's

views r,¡hich may hâve had, in varying degrees, serious
political significance. An anâlysis of the

sociopolitical impact of his follo\^¡ers wilI fol1or¿.

Freud the conservative

Freud has been accused of generating conservative
thought on many accounts (e.g., Bart1ett, 1.939, Brooks,

1973r Cohen, 1986; Nahem, I981, tlortis, 1945). Three

representative charges deal with his (a) isolated view

of the individual, (b) emphasis on "biologisn,, and

alleged inevitability of war, and (c) anti-ferninist
inplicaÈions.

The first claim has been forcefuÌly presented by

Freud's contemporary Bartlett (1939). The phyl.ogenetic

basis of developrnental stages, their .relaÈive
independence from environrnental circumstances, and theii
claimed universali.ty are t,he central points of
contention for BartleLt,. Armed eribh the ereLl-known

research of ¡¡lalinowski, which refuted Èhe omnipresence

of the Oedipus complex, Bartlett questioned the validity
of Freud's assertions in respect to the primarily
asocial characÈer of sexual and psychological maturation
(see for exanple Freudr L940/1949'), !.toieover, BarÈlett
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(1939) attributed to Freud a social aÈomism, according
Èo erhich society was depicted more along the Lines of a

human conglonerate rather than a hurnan gestalt. In
Freud's view, Bartlett (L939) argues, "society as a
system of active, pracLical relationships, evolving
according Èo laws which are not deducible from the
nature of individuals, does not exist" (p. 70). To

document his claim Bartlett quoEes Freud saying that
"sociology, which deals with the behavior of nan in
society, cân be nothing other bhan apptied psychology"
(in Bârtl.ett, L939, p. 70). Wortis (I945) wrote that
Freud "not only neglected the social situation...but
stood everything on its head by regarding social
situations as the expression of people's ideas or
unconscious sÈrivings" (p. 915). He further noted thåt
"from this point of view war, for exanple, is the
expression of aggressive insLincts" (1945, p. g15). A

similar reading of Freud has been more recently voiced
by Brooks (1973), who argued that "Freud,s
individualistic concepEs are not merely asocial, but
define society as only a collection of atornized

individuals connected by caÈhected libidos', (p. 36I).
Bartlett ' s and Brooks, individualisÈic

interpretations of psychoanalysis converge in their
allegation against Freud as conservative. When specific
socioeconomic factors are no! fuIIy taken into account,
the resuÌting theory of hutnan behavior Ís not onLy
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partial in its explanatory value, but also ideologicaJ..
Ideological in that problems that may have originated in
the social seructure are situated in the individual and

câL1, therefore, for individual sotutions (Bartlett,
I939; Brooks, I973 ) .

Whereas these critics nay have presented a picture
of human predicaments more individualistic than what

Freud's wribings warrant (as we shall see beÌow), their
ideological indictment of the "Freudian" way of solving
t,hese problems seems t.o be well Êounded. The preferred
r.ray of treating Ehe unconscious instead of environmentaL

factors (e.9., 1940/1949) Iends considerable support to
that assertion. Inasmuch as the unconscious obscures

"!E power relations betereen peoÞLe þI locating the
dvnamics and Íssues of intersubjective life inside the
individuaL" Iitalics in the original] (Brooks, L973, p.

344), it can be argued that psychoanalysis serves to
depoliticize human relations where the opposite may be

what is needed.

Closely related to the firsÈr the second accusation
made against tFreud the conservative', is the prinacy
attributed to Èhe instinctual roots of hu¡nan behavior
(i.e., Cohen, I986r Ingleby, l98td; Nahem, 198I, WorÈis,

1945). The political signifÍcance of such a tenet is
cleårl.y arÈiculated by Freud himself in Civilization and

its Discontents (1930/1961) where, given the pervasive

nature of Èhe dest,ructive instinct, he basicalty
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precludes the possibility of peaceful civilized co_
existence.

The existence of this inclination to aggression,
which we can detect in ourselves and justly assume

to be present in others, is the factor which
disturbs our relations with our neighbour and which
forces civilization into such a high expenditure of
energy. In consequence of this primary mutual
hostility of hu¡nan beings, civilized society is
perpetualLy threatened with disintegration (Freud,
1930/196r, p. s9).

When asked by Albert EinsLein in 1932 for his
participation in preserving peace, Freud replied in an

open letter that r.rår "seens quite a natural thing, no

doubt it has a good biological basis and in pracÈice it
is scarcely avoidable,' (In Nahem , 19g1, p. 25).

In Civilization and its Discontents, which can be

considered one of his more explicit political
corunèntaries, Freud derogates socialism in no uncertain
terms. In his opinion socialism fundarnentatly
contradictE human nature. Thus, "the psychotogical
premises on which the (socialist) systen is based are an

untenable illusion,' (Freud, Ig3O/Ig6L, p. 6O).

IJuria summarized the critique against Freud's
isolated view of persons and ernphasis on drive by
stating that instead of understanding the ,'psychic

processeE and needs of nan as a product of a social and
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historical development, psychoanâlysis derives thern from

instincts inherent in the organism, thereby giving a

narrowly biological interpretation to all forms of a

man's psychic activity,' (In Cohen, I986, p. 6).
Alehough Freud may noL have envisioned the

pracÈical ideological uses of his theories, Nahem (1981)

contends thab Freudianism is highly advantageous to the
ruling segments of society.

glhat could be more pleasing to a do¡ninant class
than t,o convince people that Èheir problems are due

to their unconscious conflicÈs? And what could pay

off nore handsomely than the idea Èhat hurnan

history today, with its wars, racism and
- oppression, is due to unconscious, destructive and

libidinous forces and not to capitalism? (Nahem,

1981, p. 34).

In addition to Freud's individualistic and

instinctual reductionism, his anti-femini.st remarks have

also contributed to his characterization as a highly
conservative thinker (Brooks, 1973r Henriques et aI.
I984; Hyde t Rosenberg, 1980; Zaretsky, l9g6).

One of the salient features of women,s psychology,

according to Freud, is their itrunaEure superego. "The

work of civilization,rt \{rote Freud, ,rhas become

increasingly the business of men, it confronts them rvith
ever rnore difficult, Èasks and compels the[i Èo carry out
instincÈual sublirnations of which women are 1ittle
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capabler' (1930,/196I, p. 50 ) .

Other central personality traits of çromen in
Freudian theory are passivity and masochism. Freud

maintained that young girls have a desire for a penis,
hence their "penis envy." Since their desire for a penis

cannot be fu]filled, that, wish is transforned into ân

urge to be impregnated by their father. ',In choosing the

strategy for obtaining the desired penis by being

inpregnated by the fâther, the girl adopts a passive

approach--to be impregnated, to be done Èo, not to do--
and this passive strategy persists throughout. life"
(Hyde & Rosenberg, 1980, p. 38). That very wish to be

penetrated is aLso the source of masochism, for
intercourse and childbirth are said to be painful (Hyde

& Rosenberg, 1980). These, among other Freudian

observations on the female psyche, might have led
Henriques et aI. (L984) to the conclusion that Freud's

"anti-feminist implications are indispuÈable" ¡p. 206),
' Thus far ¡,¡e have dealt with those elements of

Freud's thinking that could be used as supportive of the

status quo. The definition and treatnent of hunan

predicaments in individualistic and biological terms, a

nell-knor.rn ideological stråtegy to avert any grave

menace to the status quo (Caplan & Nelson, l9?3; Rose,

Lewontin, & Kâmin, I984; tt. Ryan, Ig71), might have

gained considerabl.e impetus fron psychoanalysis.

And yet, there is anot,her, more progressive aspect
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to Freud. To this \de now turn.
Freud the progressive

Against, the charges that Freud fostered cultural
nyths, such as women,s inferior capacity for
sublimaLion, by undermining the role of specific social
constellations, not a snall number of authors have come

to Freud's defense. The latter have set out. to "prove,'
that Freud was not only progressive, buÈ in many çrays a

radical (e.9., Jacoby, !975¡ Jones, 1955). Jones

(1955), Freud's friend and biographer, stated for
instânce that

Freud would have been in favor of any obvious

social reforms, but on a longer view he \{as not

sure thaÈ they would produce a really satisfactory
civilization. Something nore radical was needed,

and he r,ras a revolutionary raLher Èhan a reforner
(p. 414).

Counteracting the accusations made in the previous

sect.ion, Èhree argunents are advanced: (a) Freud's

cultural criÈique, (b) the social, or at the very least
interpersonal nature of his bheories on human behavior,
and (c) his contributions to personal Iiberation.

As a crit.ic of his cu1Èure, Freud astonished many

contenporaríes with his claims on sexuality,
parÈicularly infant sexualiÈy (Freud, IïAO/I9A9). Wortis
(1945) correctly noÈed that Freud ,'helped shatter the
taboog âgainsÈ an exanÍnaÈion of gexualiÈy,' (p. gI4).
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At the time that Freud developed and made public his
theories on sexuality, he and ,'his followers were

regarded not only as sexual perverts but as either
obsessional or paranoic psychopaths as çreII, and the
conbination was felt to be a real danger to Che

community" (Jones, I955, p. lO9).

Not only did he shock people r+ith his unprecedented
notions about sexuâlity, bub also horrify t,hem by

deÈhroning religion of its unirnpeachable podium in his
Future of an Illusion (Freud L927/t964). Freud stripped
religion of its sacrosanct apparel to make it a mere

psychological mechanism "born from man's need to make

his helplessness tolerable and bui1t, up from the
material of ne¡nories of the helplessness of his own

childhood (Freud, f927/1964, p. 25). As to the idea of
God, Freud argued that "when man personifies the forces
of nature he is following...an infantile model (Freud,

L927/1964, p. 31). In his recent accounÈ of Freud's
moral and political thought Abramson (19g4) states that
for the for¡ner "God is our or.rn creation, an illusion we

believe in precisely because it illustrates the world
according to our infantile liking (p. 69).

,Iudging fron the fierce response of his culture,
there is little doubt that Freud was unsettling the

"natural order of Èhings,' by questioning the validity of
some very basic social pillars (e.g., Jones, 1955).
Freud's unorthodox views on sexualiÈy and religion are
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exemplified in a Letter sent in 1935 to an "Anerican
Motherrr in regards to her son's homosexuality:

Homosexuality is assuredly no advantâge, but it is
nothing to be ashamed of, no vice, no degradation, it
cannoL be classified as an iLlness....It is a great
injustice to persecube homosexuality, and a cruelty too
(In Bayer, 1981, p. 27). WhiIe Freud's opinion on

homosexualj,Èy may not seern too unusual today, it
certainly was in 1935 (cf. F. !.farcuse, I9B0). (It is of
interesÈ to note Lhat $rhile homosexuality does not
consèitute aÈ present, a separate nosological entj.ty in
Èhe Third Revised edition of the Diagnostic and

Statistical tfanual of MenÈa1 Disorders (ApÀ, L987), it
does appear in the index as homosexual i ty-ego dystonic.
One cannoÈ help but wonder whether the activists who

fought vehernently for bhe complete deletion of
homosexuality from the manual are aware of its
inconspicuous presence).

' Another line of defense in arguing Èhat Freud was

neither a self-declared, nor by implication, a

con_s,ervative, haE been the atternpÈ to register his
noticeable alrareness of social and political
circumstanceE. Bartlett,s charge of Freud's treatment
of the 'risolaÈed individual', would appear to pertain
more to therapy than Èo theory. At the therapeutic leveJ.

Freud no doubt focused on bhe individual. At the
theoretical 1evel, however, Freud appears to have Laken
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into account mícro and macrosocial determinants, as

Badcock (1983), Caruso (1964), Jacoby (1975), and

Zaretsky (1986), among others, hâve eloquently argued.

Social. interpretations of Freud endeavor co shor,¡

his alertness to both nicro and macrosocial factors. At
the macro level, for exanple, in his Future of an

Illusion Freud did nothing less than criticize class
socieÈies. Conmenting on the living conditions of the

"underprivileged cLasses" (Freud's words), Freud wrote:

"a civilization which leaves so large a nunber of its
parÈicipants unsaLisfied and drives bhen into revolt
neither has nor deserves the prospect, of a lasting
existence" (Freud, 1927/1964, pg. I5-f6). Another blunt
critical sÈaÈernent of Èhe social sLrucÈure and its
institutions is contained in a communication with
Puf na¡n. In thaè letter Freud stated:

I believe that your compl.aint that r,re are not able

to co¡npensate our neuroÈic patients for giving up

their illness is quiÈe justified. But it seems to
me that this is not the fault of therapy but rather
of social institutions. What would you have us do

when a r,roman complâins...that she has been deprived
of the joy of living for merely conventional

reasonE? She is quite right, and ere stând helpless
before her...But the recoqnition of our theraÞeuLic

IinitaÈions reinforces our determination to chânge

other social factors so that men and women shall no
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Longer be forced into hopeless situations Iitalics
addedl (In zaretsky, I986, p. I3S).
Badcock (1983) has argued that Che portrayal of

Freud as oblivious of societal complexities is,,a major

distortion of Freud's thinking of which many analysts
and nearly alL writers in the social sciences who have

used psychoanalytic ideas are guilty (p. 69). fn an

abtempt to recover the broad scope of Freud's theories,
which in his opinion negLected neither the individual
nor the environment or the social system, Badcock (19g3)

introduced the Lerm social psvchoanalvsis. In doing ehat
he has hoped to counteract the coÍunon misconception of
Freud as an intrapsychic thinker par excellence.

Similar argunents have been advanced by Caruso

(1964). Taking issue wit.h the sotipsism ascribed t,o

Freud by Wells, Caruso noted bhat such a reading of
Freud is a very sinplistic one. Caruso (1964) claimed

that in additÍon to the irnport of. i nt ra-psycholog i cal
Processes' "psychoanalys i s--and this goes back io Freud-

-is also founded on bhe concrete and overalL reLations
of the patient erith the world" (p. 265).

Freud's concerns with micro-social institutions,
such as the famiJ.y, can be hardly disputed. Whereas

Freud might not have fully elaboraÈed upon the impact of
social power structures on Èhe individual, he definitely
cont,ributed to an understanding of the power structure
of the family and its consequences (see Caruso, 1964,
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Kovel, 198Iat Jacoby, I975, Zaretsky, I9g6).
The final argunent to be presented in support of

"Freud the progressive" is his devetopment of what might
be calLed, after Abramson (1994), personaL liberation.
What is neant by personal Liberalion is the process

whereby the individual frees himself/herseLf from

intrapsychic conflicts which rnay elicib anxiety,
phobias, fearsr etc. Few thinkers have assisted so much

in promoting such therapeutic mentality. Ànd although
the risks of focusing on personal liberation to the
exclusion of politics are well knoern, it would be

unfortunate t,o discredit en bloc individual therapy.
üoreover, it can be conjectured that unless individuals
liberabe themselves fron personal fears, repression,
etc. they wiJ.I likely lack the necessary energy to
engage in social transformation. This notion wilI be

furlher elaborated below.

There shouLd be no doubt, however, that as a
"liberatoir'r Freud was_more of a personal rather Èhan a

social liberator. And, once again, one may question both
the feasibility and the uttinate validity of individual
salvation in a disturbed society. Hot ever, one

cannot ignore Freudian Lhought.

Having presented some of the rnost cornmon arguments

reported in Èhe Literature r.¡hen trying to portray Freud

as either conservative or progressive, what kind of
conclusions can be arrived at? üy tentative conclusion
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r,rould be Èhat Freud's statements and theories defy
classification as either in favor or againsb the status
quo (cf. Abramson, I9g4r Jacoby, I975¡ Rieff, 1961).
Whereas Freud has made numerous assertions indicting
class society and its repressive institutionsi he has,
at the same tine, helped create one of the more powerful
ideological stratagems of capitatism. His r.rork suggesLs
the possibility of attributing personal unhappiness
alnost exclusively to intrapsychic conflicts.

Jacoby (1975) contends that these contradictory
tendencieE derive mâinly f rotn the divergent interests of
Èheory and Èherapy in Freud. In his view Freudian theory
contained Èhe necessary elements to unravel. the
problematíc hurnan condition, to indict repressive
institutions, and hence its potential to promote well
being. Therapy, on the contrary, operates within an
oppressive society to alleviate personal predicanents
and does not purport to have social curative effects. In
,Iacoby's view, to take psychoanalysiq only as therapy

"is to blunt psychoanalysj.s as a critique of
civilization, turning it into an instrument, of
individual adjustnent and resignation. The point is not
to play one against the othery both Èheory and therapy
exj.st within Freud in conÈradiction,, (Jacob!, !975, p.
r20).

The Politics of Freud's Followers
ttuch of the poliÈica1 ambÍguity refLected in
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Freudrs r,rritings dissipates considerably in the work oÊ

his followers. At least three well defined groups, which

can be placed along the political continuum, are

identified arnong Freud followers. These måy be termed

the Radical Freudian Left, the Neo-Freudian Left, and

the Conservâtive Freudians.

Prior bo studying their sociopolibical trends and

how they manifest thenselves in Twentieth century North

American psychology, iÈ is necessary to appreciate the
metamorphosis experienced by psychoanalysis in its
transition from Europe Èo North Àmerica. As Jacoby's
(L975, 1983) research indicate, fundamental

transfornations in the intellectual spiriÈ of
psychoanalysis have taken place since its arrival from

the o1d cont,inenÈ to the United states and Canada.

The najor change observed by Jacoby (1983) was what

he ca1led the "repression" of psychoanal.ys i s . By thaL

Jacoby meânÈ the alnost complete eradication of radical
politicat agendâs f rom- psychoanalys i s . !{hereas in Europe

psychoanalysis could not be conceived without its
cultural and sociaL interesLs, in certain circles in
A¡nerica it can hardly be conceived with them. Àlthough

rîany of its precursors in Europe, as iÈs followers in
Àmerica, were medical doctors, a narked difference could

be observed between Èhen. Jacoby maintains that

'rEuropean doctors have tended to be more cultured than

their À¡nerican counterpartst European medical education
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reflects, and parbly causes this richer humanist vision.
Anerican physicians obtain a more specialized educat.ion',

(1983, p. I8). Further,more, Jacoby argues that t,he

sociaLization of North Àmerican physicians "filters out
¡navericks, hunanists, and dissenters,' (1993, p. Ig).

Since its incipience, European psychoanâIysis has

.been characLerized by a close association with
reformist groups. ln Anerica, on the conÈrary,

psychoanalysis became very much pârt of the

medical establishment (Jacoby, l9B3; Turk1e, t97B).

Turkle summarizes well the ,'assimilation', and

" accomriodat ion'r of psychoanalysis into the American

scene:

Anericans accepted psychoanalysis, but they shâped

it to Èheir image of what would be "he1pfu1. "

A¡nerican psychoanalytic ego psychology, directed
toward an active adaplation of the patient Èo

reaLity, Èoward what came to be cal1ed "copingr,'
broughL Freudianisn in Line with Arnerican beliefs
about the virÈue ând necessity of an optimistic
approach....The optimistic revisions of Freud

focuEed on adaptâtion to a reatity $hose justice
waE rarely challenged (1929, pp. Z-8).

In order to qualify for Ehe optiÍlistic revisions thaÈ

TurkIe talkg about, psychoanalysis had to be

"desexualized'r and "stripped of ibs enphasis on

irrationality" (IngJ.eby, 1981d, p. I2).
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Next, r.re shall see that only a small Êragtnent of
the reformist spirit of psychoanalysis has survj.ved in
Americar mostly outside psychology and psychiabry. Àt

èhe sarne time, nost of its more conservative features
have been fortified in medical and psychological

circles (Jâcoby, 1973 ) .

The Radical Freudian Left

In the past there have been numerous attempts to
arrive at a synthesis between Freud and Marx. Besides

the pioneer work of W. Reich and the significant
contributions made by Èhe Frankfurt School (see for
example Bocock, 1983¡ and Jacoby, 1983), oÈher r,rell

knor,rn studies Ëave been carried out by Frorun (1955) anCl

Schneider (I975). A more recent si¡nilar enterprise has

been undertaken by Castilta del pino (I9BI). Whi]e the

significance of their efforts is not in question,

shalI delimit this secLion onLy to some relevant aspects

of psychoanalysis that seern Èo haüe persisted in the

t¡orÈh ¡¡nerican lef t
If psychoanalysis was to be made compatible with

l.farxism, and especialì.y with historical materialism, its
instinct,ual foundations had to be reinterpreted. This

siÈuation led to a new reading of drive theory3

Instincts were no longer the exclusive producÈ of
inÈrapsychíc constitution but also, and perhaps mainly,
of internalized cult,ural practices. H. ¡,tarcuse (I966)
was very influential in advancing this conceptual i za È ion
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of Èhe instincts. He does not only claim thât ,'Freud

(was) well aware of the historical element in man's

instinctuaL structure" (H. Marcuse, I966, p. 133), buE

expands on that theme himself. ÀIthough H. Marcuse gives
full recognition to the phylogene t ic-biolog i caL Level,
he argues Chat the sociological level is the one to
deterffiine the particular historical character of the
instincts. According to his thesis the "organization
Iitalics added] of the instincts in the struggle for
existence would be due to exogenous factors--exogenous
in the sense that they are not inherent in the Inaturel

of the instincts but etnerge from the specific historical
conditions under which the instincts develop,' (8.
!.farcuse, 1966, p. 132). This approach, which enphasizes

the sociological mornent in drive theory, is sometimes

referred to as ,'second naÈure." The Latter being the
reflection of the sociohi.storical circumstances in the
composition of Lhe personal.ity (e.g., Jacoby, I975, pp.

3I and 88).

l,larcusers sociological elaboration of Freud is
epitomized in his concept surÞIus-reoression. This is
defined as Íthe resÈrictions necessitated by social
domination. This is distinguished f rorn basic reoression:
the "rnodif ications,, of the instincts necessary for the
perpetuation of the human race in civilization,'
(8. Marcuse, 1966, p. 35). Departing fron Freud's
explanation of organized socieLy in Civitlzation and its
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Discontents, H. !.tarcuse conÈends that repression is not

onJ.y required for the cont,inuation of the race, but also
for the perpetuation of a social configuration of
domination. "The specific interests of domination,,'
he asserbs, ,,introduce additional controls over and

above bhose indispensable for civilized human

association" (H. l.larcuse, 1966, p. 37).

The political implicabion of !¡tarcuse's analysis is
that society has sti1l a long path to Èraverse in order
to reduce or rnininize surplus-repression. particularly
for those who are placed at the bott,om of the social
hierarchy.

Albeit significantly influential in the 1eft
(see for example Lasch, L984), it should be stated that
¡¡larcuse'g views aE well as elaborations of the sane by

Jacoby !.rere not uniformly accepbed by those pursuing

social change (e.g., Bramel & Friend, 19g2, Brooks,

1973). This is, in large part, due to a great reluctance
in many left circles to endorse Freudian concepÈs or any

variations of the satne (see section ,'Freud the

conservativeh) (Bramel & Friend, 19g2; Brooks t 19?3¡

Nahem, 1981) .

E. !.{arcuEe is representative of the non-clinical
branch of bhe Freudiân Left. In contrast to his
vociferous indictment of capitaList society, a much more

sil.enÈ, alrnost underground kind of social critique has

been conducted by Freudian clinicians in America.
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Jacoby (1983) has documented at some length the radical
thought of Fenichel, Jacobson and A. Reich. As Jacoby

puts it I'Feniche1 or Jacobson or Annie Reich rvere not
merely outstanding theorists and clinicians, they rrere

also radicals devoted to a social psychoanalysis (1983,

p. 7). While in many respects bheir thinking r{as

similar to H. Marcuse's, Lhe fate of their politicâl
convictions would be much different.

Almost all of these politically progressive

Freudians came bo the UniÈed states as refugees fron
Europe in the 1930s. As such, ,'Èhey erere fearful of
jeopardizing their tenuous legal status'r (Jacoby, 19g3,

p. 19) by pubJ.icizing their rather unpopular views on

socj.al mabters. "They generally desired social and

political invisibility" (Jacoby, 19g3, p. I9). Às a

result of their hidden positions on such issues, almost
nothing is left for the public to study of their
critiques. fn fact, these analysts are well remembered

for'their clinical--not sociopolitical--contributions to
psychoanalysis.

-The political seclusion observed in the European

refugees is a trademark of the medicalization of
psychoanalysis in North Ànerica. As has been not,ed by

several commenÈators of psychoanalysis in this
continent, since its arrival at the beginning of the
centuryr psychoanalysis has becone a medical experÈise
deprived of whatever social connotations it might have
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possessed in Europe (e.9., Jacoby, I9g3; Kovel¡ 19gIa,
198Ibr TurkIe, L978, tggt). As TurkIe (I979) pointed
out, 'rin Amer j.ca, medical professionalization
contributed to defusing rnuch of whaÈ was most radicat in
(Freud's) vision" (p. 150).

Concurrent to its medicaL professionalization,
Anerican psychoanalysis underwent a process of potit,ical
sterilizaÈion. This is not to say that psychoanalysis

became apoliÈical buÈ rather that iÈ aspired and

preÈended to be apoliticat. As Kovel (I9BIa) has noted,
only a few have survived this procedure. Kovel being one

of them. It would probably be safe to assume thaÈ Kovel
is a specimen of an aLmoEt exÈinct species.

Kovel's (198Ia, t9BIb) Marxist orientâtion Èo

psychoanaÌysis can be sum¡narized along three lines of
reasoning. First, he utilizes Marxism to criticize the
ideological uses of psychoanalysis; i.e., iÈs diverting
aÈtention fron political issues, iÈs individualistic
approach to human predicaments, etc. Second, Kovel

denotes the affinity of goals between psychoanalysts as

ínterested parties in a class society and their
functions aE socializaÈion agents. Ihird, at the level
of praxis, he co¡nbines psychoanalysis Èo heLp

individuals deal with their psychological repressions,
with a tlarxist view of the erhole person that does not
end in the therapy roon. 'rIt is absurd to think of
caring for soneone in a purely psychological way, i.e.,
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r,riÈhout seeing Co his/her so-called material needs. Care

is given to a whole person, not just the psyche,' (Kove1,

198Ia, p. 252).

Kovel's personal attempt to reconcile Freud with
Itlarx is unique in that he does not arÈificially attempt
to reduce one in order to mâke it compatible with Lhe

other. While he realizes, and emphasizes, that both
systems fight repressiont at the same time acknowledges

their different targets and scope and does not confuse
then, J..e., PsychoanaLysis focusing on the individual
and !¿larxism on the cornnuniÈy aÈ large.

Àlt,hough not definite, a few conclusions can be

aÈtempted from'this brief overview of the Freudian Ieft.
If the left is a smal1 rninority within the political
scenario of NorÈh A¡nerica, then the Freudian left is
only a minority r{ithin an already small minority. And if
psychoanalysis is only a snaIl subspecialty of nedicine
and psychoJ.ogy, then it would noÈ.be difficult to argue

that left psychoanalysis is indeed a !are occurrence
(e.9., Bra¡nel E Friend, 1992; IngIeby, 199ld, Jacoby,

I975r 1983; Kove1, tggIai Turkle, 197g, 1991). Ilence, f
would pose that the impacts of progressive

pgychoanalytÍc forces upon socieÈy aÈ large are very
limi ted.

The Neo-Freudian Left
It should be made clear aÈ the outset of this

discussion Èhat authors disagree widely in their
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interpreÈation of the sociopolitical contributions of
Che Neo-Freudian leftist. Frorîm (1955) provides a good

example. According to p. Broern (l9gI), Fronun would

belong in the Radical Left fracLion. According to Jacoby

(1975' 1983)r and H. l¡larcuse (I966), Frorun's

sociopolitical legacy is revisionist and far from

radical. Yet Lasch (1984), whose position is endorsed

here, places Frotùn somewhere in the middle and ca1ls him

a Neo-Freudian leftist.
This section will concern itself primarily r,rith the

work of Fronm, Horney and Sullivan. AII of them have

been idenLified, with slight variations, as belonging to
the nore progressive branch of Neo-Freudianism (e.g.,
BareLetÈ, I945, P. Brown, I981; Jacoby, l9B3; Thonâs &

SiÌIen, L972). Frorun's The sane societv (1955), Horney's

The neurotic personality of our tine (1937), and

SuIIivan's The interpersonal theory of psychiatrv
(1953), are representative of this cultural trend of
psychoanaLysis. In their respeceive studies, these

Lhinkers deviate fron Freud in the significance
attributed to social and culCural factors. Variables

that were, in their view, underestimated by Freud.

Their posiÈion is succinctly presented by Lasch: They

tried to press psychoanalysis into the service of
sociaÌ reform by emphasizing cultural insÈead of
biological deterninants of personality. The

cultural school. had set out to strip Freudian
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Èheory of iÈs 'biological determinism,' its
'disregard of culturâl factors' and 'social
conditions,, its undue emphasis on sexuality at Che

expense of ,feelings of inferiority' and the
'hunger of appreciation or affection,' its neglect
of interpersonal relations,' its'patriarchal,
bias, its 'hydraulic' theory of psychic energy__

everything, in short, that a11egedly stamped

Freud's thought as a product of nineteenth_century
mechanistic science and bourgeois culture (Lasch,

1984, pp. 227-2291 ,

According to H. Marcuse (f966), the main objections of
the Neo-Freudian to Freud ,,måy be summed up as follows:
Freud grossly underrated the extent to which t,he

individual and his neurosis are determined by conflicts
with his environ¡nentr' (H. Marcuse, 1966, p. 24g). And

P. Bro$rn clained that Fronm and Horney "emphasized the
manner in which compeÈition radiated fron its e.conomíc

origins to play a doninant role in pèrsonality
development" ( 198I, pp. ZI-22).

A1Èhough their works have been regarded as very
sensitive to social influences and as a result quite
progressive, Èhe Neo-Freudian,s ultinate political
inpacÈ is difficult t,o ascertain. That is so because

their critique of society as pervaded by competition and

injustice rnight have been undermined by their ',optimism',
regarding the individual,s abíIity to aÈtain happiness
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in such society (e.9., Ingleby, lgBfd). In other words,
the emphasis placed on the curative effects of therapy
and the potenLial of the individual to overcome

circumst.antial barriers might have draern attention away

from the need to ,'cure,' society as welL.

IronicaIly, albeit. the Ieftist Neo-Freudian's have

been calLed the cultural, social, and interpersonal
school , when it comes to irnproving the well_being of lhe
population they rely heavily on the therapy room. Such

attitude has gained theÍi the adjective of ideaLists.
Idealists in the sense thât they hope to change society
by altering ideas and predispositions $rithout effecting
najor modifications in the material and economic

conditions (Caruso, 1964). Objecting to bhis trend
Caruso (1964) asserted: "No one wants to fall back into
the error of those ready to construct a New Society by

neans of psychoanalysis" (p. 225). Stating his or,rn

discomforÈ to such a situation Caruso admitted:
we psychoanalysts/ orthodox or not, so often lutl
ourselves, as Erich Fromn does, with idealistíc
ilLusions; that is the reason why we âre ready to
believe that the couch in which our clients extend
Èhemselves is Èhe bed whereon a New Hunanity wiII
be born (1964, p. 279),

order Lo make psychoanaì.ysis conforn with the spirit
the times, and place, the Neo-Freudians had to nake

"practical. " As a result, the radical opponents

In

of

ir
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contend, they have advanced therapy at the expense oE

critical social theory (BartIett, 1945, Caruso, L964¡

Jacoby, 1975, I983; H. !.tarcuse, 1966).

When the cultural and social repercussions of the
Neo-Freudian Left are compared to that of the Radical_

Freudian Left, two differences are apparenÈ. First, the
Neo-Freudian message appears to be by far less
challenging and more conforming than that of the
Radicals. Second, the reformist spirit of the Neo-

Freudians has reached a much greater audience, both
wit,hin and erithout psychology, That is mainly, I think,
due to the popularity of Fro¡nm's books in the general.

public, and Sullivan's acceptance in clinicaL
psychology .

To be sure, the Neo-Freudians were aÈ least social
refornisÈs. And if when compared to the Radical
Freudians they look quite conformist; r.rhen evâluated
against Lhe psychoânatytic groups Èo be discussed next
bhey look quite radica-l .

The Conservative Fr eudi ans

Al.though psychoanalysis can be thought t.o have

nu¡nerous progressive irnplications, ,'there is a marked

tendency for these to be suppressed in favor of
ÈherapeuÈic techniques which in effect focus on

fostering the individual's adjustÍlent Lo his or her
environment" (Henriques et at. , Igg4, p. 207). Às we

have seen in this and previous chapters, a cornmon
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strategy utiLized by conservatives to avert opposition
to the status quo is to "blame the victim" for their own

nisery, and propose solutions based on personâI changes.

In this secbion I sha1l provide a few examples of human

suffering r.rhereby psychoanalysis has been invoked to
stress individual or group "pathology" and at the same

time to exculpate society.

Few writers have so clearly exposed the ,,blaming

the victin" ideology ås w. Ryan (I97f). His detailed
documentation of instances where social and economic

facÈors are undermined or omitted from the etiology of
poverty contains illustrative exanples of the role
played by psychoanalysis in upholding that ideoLogy.

W. Ryan (1971), for insÈance, takes issue with Kardiner,
a psychoanaLyst who believes thâb poverLy will not be

eradicated "merely Iitalics added] by housing, more jobs

or improved education" (in W. Ryan, t97I, p. I40), buL

by some kind of compensatory emotional education.

Kardiner's proposed plan would be

to organize cadres of women who, after a short
training program, would go into emoÈiona1ly

impoverished homes where they would atbempt some

educating and guiding of the adults as to how they

can provide some of the needed nurture....Whatever

the plans, we nust treat the causes of the disease,

not the symptons (In W. Ryan, 1971, p. 140).

Kardiner stat.es in no uncertain terns that for him the
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enoÈional problerns are not symptorns, but the very cause

of poverty.

W. Ryan (1971) also quotes extensively from

Chilman, an expert in poverty. AtI too familiar ç¡ith the

Ianguage of psychoanalysis, Chilman asserts that the

poor has Less "ego strength," is "imnature,,' and has a
marked tendency tor.rârds "impulsivity. " W. Ryan himself
acknowledges that some of these characteristics nay

apply to sE poor people. But he correctly points out
that under no circumstances the emotional problems of
sorne should lead to the conclusion that they åre
generâting poverty and as a result Lhese, and not the

econonic roots of poverty should be treated.
According !o the psychoanaLytic view, "the problems

of the poor are, ât botÈom, manifestations of neurosis
or character disorder. That is, Lhey are intrapsychic
problems that can only be corrected by therapeutic
intervention in the psychic processes of the poor person

hi¡néeLf " (9t. Ryan, 1971, p. I47),

Another case of psychoanalysis at the service of
conservative interest.s can be observed in psychoanalytic
explanations of the behavior of Blacks. Since the turn
of the century Èhere have been numerous psychoanalysts

whose writings, benevolent as they might have been

intended, erere in effect quite injurious bo Black people

(Thonas & Sill.en, :-972). Thomas and Sillen (Ig?Z)

provide extenEive evidence of psychoanalytic conjeclures
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concerning the âlmost ,'inevitable" differences between

r.¡hites and BLacks in the social order given the

"inferior" constitution of the Black psyche. Their study
revealed that such views were repeatedly expressed by

psychoanalyst.s since the first issues of The

Psvchoanalyt i ca1 Review in 1913, and The American

Journal of Psychiatry in 192I, up until the publication
of their book in 1972 (Thomas & Sillen, Ig72).

Thomas and Sillen's incisive account of the use

made of psychoanalysis to justify the oppression of one

race by another is replete r.rith examples of degrading
com¡nentaries about Blacks. ÀIthough Che anguish and

torment experienced by the 1aÈter are sel.dom directly
attrj.buted co their "inferior,' nental development, many

psychoanalysts insinuate, in one wây or another, that
the Black is incapable of conducting an independent

Iife. This is due bo an either passive submissive

character, or a chronic dependency on whites, The

stignatizaCion of Blacks as subrnissive goes back to
I'fcDougallrs 'rinstinct of sub¡nission.,, f n 192J. l,tcDougall

clained ÈhaÈ "in Èhe great strengÈh of this instinct of
sub¡nission, we have Èhe key to the hisÈory of the Negro

racerf (In Thomas & Sillen, 1972, p. 15). Both the
submissive trait and the dependency on Ìrhites were

resorted to by psychoanalysts Hunter and Black in their
explanation of the B1ack's inability to function
autonomously. They claimed that ,,in view of his
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unprepared ego, the permission to individuate, given by

lan to the Negro slave in 1963, was essentially a

usel.ess privilege" (In Thomas E Sil1en, Lg72, p, 6t). It
may very r,rell be Chat it was a privilege Blacks could
not benefit from, but certainly not because of an

"unprepared ego.,'

"A1so characteristic of psychoanalyt ic
explanations, " Thonas and Sillen note, "is the
misevaluation of the objective cause of black anger__the
real oppression....The black man's anger is stripped of
its genuiness and validity,' (L972, p. 63). Instead,
anger and protest are Iargely discredited as

manifestations of psychological--not material__needs.
Similarly, if èhe fâte of Blacks was to inprove, few

t.alked about reshaping social institutions and

aÈtitudes, instead a "supernigger,' was to be creâted (F.
Uarcuse, 1983). psychologicaJ. oversimplifÍcations of
Èhe kind presented above are a tr.ade mark of the many

psychoanalytic authors- reviewed by Thomas and SilIen
(re?2) .

Honosexuality has been yeÈ another area in which
psychoanalysts have, inÈentionally or otherwise, upheld
the sÈatus quo. Whereas Freud's view on honrosexuality
was one of tolerance and accepÈance as an alternative
eray of life, many of his A¡nerican followerE hasÈened to
decLare that it eras a pathotogical state (Bayer, I9B1).
Bieber, author of Honosexualitv, a major study of the
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Ner,, York Society of ltedical psychoanalysts conducted in
the L950s, is quoted by Bayer ås saying that "all
psychoânalytic theories assume that. homosexuality is
psychopatholog ic " (In Bayer, 199I, p. 30). Like Bieber,
Socarides $ras to become, two decades ago, a major

representative of the psychoanalytic position that
hornosexuality constitubed a severe psychopathology

(Bayer, 1981). Bayer's review of his work revealed that
according to Socarides "âLmost half of those who engage

in homosexual practices have a conconitant

schizophrenia, paranoia, or latent or pseudoneurotic

schizophrenia, or are 'in the throes of a manic-

depressive reacÈion"' (Bayer, 1981, p. 35). TheEe

analysts go into greåt detail explaining honosexuality

as a resulÈ of pathological farnily relationships or
other psychological distortions. Although Lheir

arguments concerning the basic pathological nature of
homosexuality have been refubed numerous tirnes (e.g.,
Halleck, 1971; Spiers r -l-973), their assertions were not

easily dismissed (Bayer, 1981). Indeed, their
asEurnptions harnpered the efforts of those interested in
having horüosexualit,y deleÈed fron the nomenclature of
psychiatric illneEses (Spiers, 19Z3). UItinate1y, the

work of psychiatrists such as Ealleck and homosexual

activists (see for exampJ.e Spiers, 1973) resulted in the

deLetion of homosexuality as a major entity f ro¡n the

Diagnostlc and SÈatistical ttanual of üentaI Disorders in
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1973 (Bayer, 198I).

Two final examples of the way in which

psychoanâIysis indirectly endorses conservative policies
and discredits reform are provided by anaJ.ysts

Bett,leheim and Hendin (Nahem, f981). CoÍmenting on

activisÈ student leaders the for¡ner is quoted as saying

that they are "emotionally fixated at the age of the

temper tant,run'r (In Nahem, I9BJ., p. 24). Similarly,
Hendin r.rrites of sÈudenbs who prohested against Nixon's
policies:

îhese young radicals have suffered in
fa¡niIies...which ignored and frustrated their
personal needs and continue to be blind to them as

people...IdenÈificaÈion with the poor and the

oppressed permits these radical studenÈs to react
to poverÈy and oppression r.rithouC having Èo face

hoÌ{ personally impoverished, vicbiÍlized and enraged

they feel (In Nahem, 198I, p. 31).

In sun, tlro distincÈ psychoanalytic features with
direcÈ and indirect conservative repercussions have been

reviewed. The first is the ,'pathologizing,r of certain
segments of the population, guch as the poor, Blacks,
and homosexualg, r{ith the clear irnplication that
vrhatever probJ.erns these people may experience are

largely Èhe result of Èheir oern pat,hology and not of
society. Ihe second is the discreditation of protest as

a manifestaÈion of unrnet psychological needs.
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Final CommenL

The diversity of trends withj.n the psychoanaJ.ytic

movement precludes a conclusive asserCion as Lo Che

polit.ical effects of psychoanalysis in general. For that
reason I have preferred to present the social ând

cultural vier.rs of the different factions. Each fâction,
from progressive to conservative, have exerted some

influence on the NorÈh American scene. gihich is nore

potent? l.ly personal reåding of the situation is that the

conservative branches of psychoanalysis have penetrâted
psychology more than Èhe reforrnist or progressive
groups. The Latter seem to have exert,ed greater
influence on the lef! in generat than on the

"psychologi cal', left (cf. Bramel & Friend, I9B2).

Finally, I would pose that psychoanalysis can be

potenÈialIy employed bo either support or oppose the
staÈus quo. Às Ingleby stated3 ',If psychoanalysis

reifies and reinforces the conditions of our upbringing,
it provides the sbrong-.st buttress for our civilizat,ion.
If, on the other hand, it exposes and criticizes them,

it becomes a powerful caÈatysÈ for change,' ( Ingleby,
198ld, p. 13).
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Chapter 7: Behaviorism

The use of analogies and netaphors is not, unusual
in psychology. "The conceptualization of similarities
between two constructs 'in anaLogical fashion, or the use

of language syntax in such a srây that figures of speech

are laken literally, as in metaphor" (Rychlak, 196g, p.

55) are helpful devices in understanding the major
principles of theoretical systems. RecentLy, Deese

(1985), and Sullivan (1984) have emptoyed t,he mechanical
metaphor in analyzing the inage of the human being
porLrayed by operationalisn and behaviorism. pioneers of
behaviorism have invested considerable effort in
attempting to create a physics-like science of
psychology. Such an attempt was prirnarily designed to
enhance the credibility of psychology in bhe scientiEic
com¡nunity by cornplying with the dominanÈ zeitgeisC
(Larsen, I986b). According to Toulrnin and Leary (I985),
f{atson's "resolution eras to make psychology as close to
experimentat physics as he knew how, banishing all
subjective appeals to inLrospectable daÈa and focusing
exclusively on public, observable reactions to arbitrary
sti¡ruLi" (p. 601). Whereas Skinner differs frotn Watson

on other issues, he eras also interested in pursuing a

physics nodel for the science of human behavior. In his
Verbal Behavior, Skinner indicated that "there is a

promising possibiliÈy thaÈ neanings will be kept ouÈside
Èhe skin. In this sense, Èhey are as observable as any
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parÈ of physicst' (I952, p. B).

Behaviorism has fostered a reactive, machine_like
irnage of t.he hunan being. The indivíduaI is viewed

mostLy as a physical entity responding to external
sÈj.mulation. His,/her actions and movements are the
objects of study, and the neasurement of human behavior
is the main concern within this framework. Control and

predi.cÈion of behavior were considered the parameters of
a successful psychological science (Deese, Ig72,). At the
leveL of philosophy of science, a reductionis!,
elenental, deterministic image of people is adopted by

the pronoters of the mechanical metaphor (Deese, 19g5,

SuIlivan, L984 ) .

Prior to our inquiry into the more ideoLogically
sensitive themes of behaviorism it should be pointed out
that Èhis school of thoughÈ is not a unitary enbity.
KrapfI and Vargas (Lg77a, distinguish between two major
orientations within behaviorisms (a) Methodological
behaviorism, and (b) Radical behavioris¡n. The forner
differs frorn the latter in bhaÈ it deals "only with
public and not wiÈh private events'r (Krapfl & Vargas,
I97?a, g. x). .üethodoLogical behaviorism, as a branch of
phÍLoEophy, Euggests that mentaL episodes are

"equivalent in meaning Èo statenents about the behaviour
of the embodied persons in whose ¡ninds the events or
states are said to occur" (euinton, 1999, p. 75).
Râdical behaviorism, as representative ¡{ichael (1984)
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observes "does not exclude privâte stimuli...fron
scientific consideration" (p. 120). A second

di.stinguishing fact.or has to do with their overall world
view. Whereas the forner views behaviorism rnainly as a

method of research, the latter's ,,principal interests
are in the extension of behaviorism to all facets of
hunan activity,' (Krapf] & Vârgas, Lg?7a, p. X). Radical
behaviorisÈs, say Krapfl û Vargas (:-g77a)¡ ',identif y
themselves with the works of Skinner, and are interested
in behaviorisrn as a social and inÈellectual movement as

well as in its technological developnent. Radical
behaviorism is behaviorism in its broadest sense in that
it incorporates all behavioristic nethodologies" (p. XI)
( Eee also üichael , L9?7 | .

A third Çroupr noticeably removed fro¡¡ Skinner, is
cognitive behavioraL psychology. Sone of the ideologicaJ.
repercussions of that trend will be deaLb erith in the
chapter entitled cogni t ivisrn.

civen that rny interests lie in the broad social
inplications of the practices and beliefE generated by

the teachingE of Skinner, this chapter rnay be said to
addresE pri¡¡ariIy the branch known as radical
behavior i sm.

Social BettermenÈ Through Behaviorisn

It is noÈ difficult to find the coruronalÈies

between the terminology of behavioris¡n and the semantics
of technocracy. In a Eociety r,rhere technology has been
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many times uncritically used as a synonym of progress
(EIIuI, 1964), psychology was bound to acquire not only
the procedures but also the weltanschauung of
technology. The "geometric expansion of the (behavior
modification) field" (BeLlak, Hersen, and Kazdin, 19g2,

p. XI) in the last three decades attests to society's
faith in the more technologically oriented psychologies.

An unfortunate side-effect of this innovative
weltanschauung was the notion that technology possesses

the necessary tools to answer moral and ethical
questions. In rny vievr, lhis epÍsternological error has

been a constitubive part of behaviorism. This
conceptual confúsion about the proper donains of a

fechnology of hu¡nan behavior has been a major feature in
Skinner's Bevond Freedom and Dignitv (Ig72).

"If â scientific analysis can tell us how to change

behavior, can it teII us what changes to make?"

(skinner, I972, çt.97). In undersËanding Skinner,s
posiÈi.on, as Day (1977) pointed out, 'lbhe inportant
thing to reaÌize is thaÈ Skinner's answer to Èhis
question is essentially yes,, (p. 12). Skinner, then,
suggested solving ethicaL concerns by means of a

technology of behavior. Such a technology could assisb
in designing a desired type of human being, but it
cannot deterrnine what image is Lo be created (cf.
Freedman, L972¡ C.B. Rogers, Lg77),

Skinner (f922) impliciÈLy equates scientÍfic and
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technical knowledge $rit.h what is morally right. What is
good for science is necessarily good for human welfare.
Such a position is questionable on trro accounts. First,
iÈ contends thaÈ an ',ough¡" statenent can be derived
from an "is" statement; a view which many regard not

only as untenable but also incompatible hrith the
positivistic, "value-free,' scientific paradigrn endorsed

by behaviorism (e.9., Freedman, L972¡ C.B. Rogers,

I977'r. Being able to account, for the values held by

individuals is not the same as knowing which values are
intrinsically advantageous for the promot j.on of human

welfare. As Freedman (1972) put it "Èhe staternents of
the 'values or goals sought' cannot come from science,
even though behavioral scientists may be able to explain
vrhy an individual holds one set of values rather than

another r' (p. 6-I).
The second objection against the implied idenLity

"r.rhat is good for science is good for hunan welfare,'
ernanates from the plethora of problems elicited by the
inage of the Scientist King. In this variance the
PsychologisÈ King. Two of these difficulties should
suffice to iltustrate the intricate issues involved. If
scientific expertise does not confer any superiority
lrhatsoever in the choice of values to be promoted, then

"Skinner, as a behavioral scienÈist, is no nore nor less
qualified than anyone else to decide what is right and

wrong" (Freed¡nan, I972, g, 6-3). Sinilarly, C. B.
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Rogers ( 1977 ) contends that
subjecÈing statements to possible faLsification is
at the heart of the scientific enterprise. If a

behaviorist suggest Chat I !ype of behavior should
be valued by society...there is no way to subject
such a statenent to possible falsification....When
a behaviorist asserts that he/she knows what

society should be like, I have no great
problem....The point at issue is, does expertise as

a behaviorist Iitalics added] puÈ one in a better
posiÈion than oÈhers to deterrnine whaÈ should be

the nature of their socieÈy?....In the satne sense

that nuclear physicists shouldn't determine the
conditÍons under which an atomic bomb should be

used, or doctor's shouldn't deternine wheÈher

paÈients have a rÍght to live or die, behaviorists
shouldnrt determine the desired type of behavior to
be sought from people in a sóciety....Behaviorism
has much to offer, boÈh as a science and as a
technique for attaining a variety of goals. It has

no nore to offer than any other group when it comes

to decÍding lrhat those goats should be (pp. 36I_
3621 .

An ånswer f requentl"y given by behavioristE to the
above proposition is Èhat they value "survivaL', (e.g.,
I'fichael, 1977¡ Skinner, !972). But even if they vrere

able to prove that survival wouLd be achieved by
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behaviorism, the point remains that survival is itself a

matter of choice over which human beings may disagree.
Survival under what conditions? Survival of which

culture? (for a ful1er discussion of Lhis point see

llachan, 1974, chap. 4).

As well, people can be justifiably concerned about

the prospect of having psychologist Kings choose Lhe

"righÈ" ways of either surviving or self-fulfillment;
for as benevolent as scientists night r.rish to be, and as

efficient as counter-controls nay be, there is enough

evidence to indicate that the personal interests of
scienÈisÈs and those who support them, at times, come

before the welfáre of the community (Savan, lggg).
Behaviorism and Technicism

woolfolk and Richardson (1994) contend that
behavior therapy is consonanÈ with the ideology of
modernity, of which technicisn is an indispensabLe

feaèure. this ideology is rnostly promoÈed by Èhe ruì.ing
j.nstitutions in society-i{hich play an essentiaL role in
maintaining the societal status quo. The conforming
message behind its ideology is Èhat problems of inequity
and social injustice can be solved through Èhe

development of ,'technics" of social engineering, and

more efficient managerial strategies. By masking social
and moral conflicts with Èhe appearance of mere

'rtechnical" inconveniences, the individual is 1ed to
believe thaÈ in principle the present state of affairs
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in society is realIy adequâte and onLy ',Èechnicalities,,
stand between suffering and the attainment of a happier
1ife. In ot,her vrords, fundamental issues pertaining to
the rnoral and ethical values preserved by the ruling
instituÈions nay be eluded by offering solubions to
social riddles in terms of efficiency, re-organization,
better management, and technical progress (cf. Brandt,
L979). Questions of essence are distorted into
questions of for¡n. Furthermore, in our dynanic society
$rhere technological changes occur at a rapid pace, the
individual is likely to think that indeed rneasures are
being taken in order to alleviabe his/her situation.
I'fore ofÈen than not, Èhose changes serve the dominant

ideology and iÈs supporters, thereby justifying in
effect the maxim that: ,'the more things change, Èhe more

they remain the same. ,,

Behaviorism has absorbed and has been absorbed by

the mechanicaL spirit of our century, promoting the view
that the betternent of society depends mainly on the
progress of technology in general, and of a specific
technology of hu¡nan behavior in particular. À

considerable risk is run when the main Èhrust of
behaviorisrn is placed on technical concerns about

change, for t,hey may divert attent,ion from cardinal
ethical issues. The eagerness to control hu¡nan behavior
and change it should not preceder or bê at the expense

of, guestioning the rnoral implications of change for Lhe
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individuals involved and for society as a who1e. A case

in point is Oppenheimer's com¡nent about the developnent
of the hydrogen bombs "When you see something that's
technically swee! you go ahead and do it and argue about
what to do about it only after you have had your

technical success" (In ttarcatillo & Nevin, 19g6, p. 63).
Fully aware of this risk Krasner reports about one of
his interventions ! ',To the extent that !.re were

successful in developing a token economy program on a
hospiÈal ward, ne were helping maintain a social
institution, the mental hospital, t,hât in its current
form, was no Longer desirable in our society" (1976, p.
63s).

Progressive Behaviorism vs. Conservative Behaviorists
In principle, behaviorism may be lauded as

progressive in that it stands in direct opposition to
the "blaming Èhe victj.m,' philosophy. Behaviorism brought
inÈo sharp focus the issue of extêrnal controls. One's

pleaèure as well. as one,s misery are largely determined
by controlling factors in the environnent (cf . Geiser,
1976, p. I51). Contrary to popular wisdom and naivete
(cf. Krapfl & vargas, I9'17b), behaviorism did not
impose "controls where none exisÈed before,' (Bandura,

1969, p. 85), it simply drew our attention to the
determining variables in an unprecedented manner. Such

an experimentâI anal.ysis of behavior Èhus enables a

systematÍc study of social circumsÈances conducive to
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hunan suffering (Holland, tg?Ba). An important first
step in altering social structures.

Yeb, behaviorism's progressive potential is
severely curtailed by an occupational myopia. WhiIe it
in fact professes the need for social changes

(ritarcatillo & Nevin,1986; Nevin, I992, I985; Skinner,
L948, 1985), at the applied 1evel behaviorism has aLmost

exclusÍvely concentrated on the re-organization of the
individuaL's behavior and her/his immediate environnent.
The present $riter e¡ouLd concur with Holland (1977) that
many of "Èhose f'rho setl their talents as behavior

modifiers accept Èhe victin-blaming definitions which
(actually) serve por{er and at,Èempt to fix, not

environments, but the inner nature of the Índividuals"
(p. 203). Having reviewed the literaLure on Èhis very
point Stolz (1978) arrived at, the conclusion that

In Èhe pracÈice of behavior rnodification, then, as

eribh oÈher psychotogical therapies, society has

controlled the defj.nition of deviance, Iocated the
problem withi.n the individual, and directed
treatment toward changing the individual.
Rebellious school children are taught to follow
rulegi questions are seldon raised about. vrhether

the classroom activities are boring or aversive.
AIcoholic persons are punished for drinking or

. trained to nake social responses conEidered more

adapÈivet questions are seldom raised about the
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many pressures for Lhe consunption of alcohol , such

as cocktail parties, attractive advertising, and

interpersonal activities for which drinking alcohoL
is an essential entrance behavior. Homosexuals are
shocked in the presence of photographs of males or
given orgasmic retraining, questions are only
recently being raised about the societal pressures
forcing homosexuals to request redirection of their
sexual interests (Stolz, I9?8, pp. 4g-49).

Larsen (I986b) sumrnarized this argunent commenting

thaÈ Behâviorists "frequently overlook the (macro)

social contexÈ of behavior't (pp. 222-2231 .

It may be argued that since behaviorists sÈress the
¡nodification of environnenbal conditÍons in helping the
individuat that it is in fact a highly progressive
theory. This argument would hold only if Èhe sociaL
changes proposed would be cornprehensive enough to
dininish the environmental factors involved in t,he

perpetuation of human suffering. Behaviorists have

traditionally concentrated on the alteration of
inmediate external conditions, as opposed to more

social-oriented changes. Given the fact that basic
factors are lefÈ undisÈurbed and the roots of the
problens noÈ extirpated, this nay noÈ be regarded as a
radicâ1 approach.

At the applied 1evel, behaviorists have alrnost,

exclusively direcÈed efforts aÈ re-organization at the
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micro-Ievel. InstiLutions where the behavior occurs are
sel.dom challenged. These merely undergo a small scale
rearrangement of their contingencies. This has been the
case in penitentiaries, nental hospitals and schools
(Geiser, 1976, Winett & Wink1er, Lg?2). The school
sysÈem, r.rhere behavior modificaLion has had a Èremendous

impact, provides an illustrative example. More often
t,han not, interventions are designed to neutraLj.ze
rebellious children, pacify',trouble-¡nakers,,, and simpty
make Èhe¡n more dociLe (ceiser, 1976, WinetÈ & Winkler,
I9721 . This kind of behavioral engineering is very
appealing to Èhose reluctant to take another look at
their educationàt practices. Enbarrasing questions
dealing with the structure of the educational system as
a whole (such aE: is the school serving the needs of alt
the children or only those who can learn by ancient
techniques? or may ib be that educational pracÈices need
serious reforn to fosÈer motivation in all children?)
may be strategically av-oided when those who do no!
follow Lhe rules can be labelled attenÈion deficit
disorder or conduct disorder and given behavioral
treatment. As ceiser (1976) pointed out, "a great danger
of behavior nod technology is it.s tendency to reinforce
the status quo ând to. discourage the unco¡nfortabLe
questions" (p. 92). on the parÈicular Íssue of behavior
nodificaÈion in the schools Geiser (I926) observed:

Because Èhe methods do work Èo a degree, behavior
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mod has strengthened the reign of law and order in
poor school systems....Behavior moders...are hired
by those in power. in institutional settings, and

Èheir ¡nethods serve the status quo of the

establishment. . . .Their extrenely narrow focus
concentrates on a subject's behavior in an

Ímmediate situation.... (They) redesign the child to
fit the existing environment (p. 97 l.

A similar case is made by Holland (t9ZBa) against the
correctional system. Wittingly or unwittingly the
behavior analyst strives to Ícorrecb the offender "even
though Èhe behaviorigts, knowledge of the principles of
behavior control should inspire a search for the
controlling variables in the rcorld Iitalics added] of
the crininal." (Holland, I97ga). Àfter aI1, as Corsini
(1955) errote about the breatrnent of criminals, "the use

of therapy is a cheap way of assisting men to better
adjustmentr' (p. 163). Cheap? yes. Effective? Like1y not
(Corsini, 1955r Holland, 1978a). From a behavioraL point
of view it is indispensabLe to address the contingencies
facing the criminal in her/his own natural environ¡nenÈ.

gollandrs paper Behaviorisn: part of Èhe problem or
part of the solution? (197gar see also replies by Àzrin,
Birnbrauer, and Goldianondr as well as rejoinder by

Ilolland, 1978b, in same issue) is a landnark

contribution in undersÈanding both Èhe functional
ideological role of behaviorists in supporting the
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present social order, as well as in delineating the
unrealized potential of behaviorisrn as a catalyst, for
social change. To put it in his olrn reords, while
"behaviorism stands ready to be part of the soLution,
the applied behaviorist has Èoo often been part of the
problem,' (Hol1and, I97ga, p. I63).

In applying behavioral principles to behavior
therapists' contribution to the social reproduction of
the presenÈ social order, Holland concludes that their
dependence on those who conÈroI society largely
determines their selective concern .with micro_Ievel
environments. According to him, the proposition that
large scale institutional reforns be carried out, be it
in order to elininate certain behavioral problems or to
enhânce lhe welfare of the population, may be
justifiabLy perceived by those in power as a threat to
their privileged position. l¡toreover, he argues that
behavioral analysÈs themselves may noÈ be interested in
fosÈering ¡nacrosocial changes, for in.the present system
their rewards are substantial. I! should be imrnediately
pointed out that HolLand's conclusions can be easily
generalized to all the helping professions.

Folloering a denunciatory analysis that portrays
behaviorists as part of the problern due to their
reLuctance to pronote macro-social changes or at the
very least radical institutional changes, he proceeds
with an annunciatory discussion of how behaviorism can
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be part of bhe soLution to sociaL problerns. HoLland

argues that ',ironically, even as we serve power, our
behavior--rnodification systems are beginning to give the
social reformer an advantâge. Behavior modification
nodels Che norrnal socíetal control process and makes the
process explicib and clearer" (Holland, Ig7ga, p. IZI).
The experimental analysis of behavior can be employed in
discerning the rnechanisns involved in the perpetuation
of sysberiic inequity and exploibation, and in designing
the eray for improvement.

If the people of a society are unhappy, if they are
poor, if they are deprived, t,hen ib is the
contingencies ernbodied in institutions, in the
economic systen, and in the governnent which must

change. It Èakes changed contingencies to change

behavior. If social. equality is a goal, then alL
the institutional forms that naintain
straÈification nusE be replaced wiLh forns that
assure equality of- power and egual.ity of status. If
exploitaÈion is to cease, institutional forms that
assure cooperation musÈ be developed. Thus,

experirnental. analysis provides a supporting
rationale .for the reforner who seÈs out to change

systems (ItoIland, l9ZBa, p. IZ0).
ln conclusion, Holland's contribuèion has been to

distinguish between how behaviorism is being currentLy
applied and how it should be applied. The manner in
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which it is widely utilized at present serves to support
the present social order; the ideal way in which it
should be employed would promote macro_social changes.

Statenents urging social scientists to utilize
behaviorism Èo âdvence social reforms have been recently
nade by radical behaviorists (MichaeL, Ig77). They plea
Èo create a "more peacefuJ. and product,ive lror]d,,
(Skinner, 1985, pp. Z4-25), and to "use our knowledge
and our ski1ls as psychologists'r in social action
(Nevin, 1985, p. 43). SimiIårly, growing interest in
the fields of behavioral ecology (Rogers Warren û

Warren, 1977; Rozynko, Swift, Swift e Boggs, 1973,
Willens, L974), and behavioral community psychology
(Jason & GÌenwick, lg8d) rnay be a sign of greater
aerareness of the crucial roles played by largety
forgotten macro-envi ronrnental factors in assisting
"diverse subgroups of our socieLy in better meeÈing

their needs,' (Jason & Glenwick, 19g4, p. 1I0).
These can no doubt be considered positive

developments in that they counteract the overwhelming
tendency to deal mainly with the individual and the
imediate surroundings. Neverthelegs, thus Ear the
focus on the im¡nediate stinuli affecting the behavior
under treatment seems to have monopolized the behavioral
Literalure. Therefore, the attention given to social
conditÍons Èhat might have contributed to the evolution
of the problens being dealÈ erith is yet unsat, isfacto ry.



As radical behaviorist I,f ichael (I927) observed: ,,At

present, behaviorists use too much time and energy on

cure and not enough on prevention" (p. 303).
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Chapter B: Hunânisn

Numerous meanings have been ascribed to the term

"Humanism. " In the present context I shall refer to
Humanism as fornulated and practised by Humanistic
psychoLogists. In I962 Maslor., described the field of
psychology as having been doninated by two comprehensive

schools of thought, the Freudian and the

exper imental i s È ic-pos i t iv i s t i c-behavior i st, ic. A{as Iow

also contended ehat a neçr trend, called the "Third
Force, " had become an imporbanl player in the arena of
psychological. movernents. This new force has been usually
ident,ified as Humanistic psychology. The following
excerpt, taken f ro¡n Èhe staÈemenÈ of purposes of the
Journal of Humanistic psvchologv, wiII be helpful in
understanding the wide spectrun of interests and the
philosophy adopted by Èhe energing movement.

The ilournal of Humanistic psychology publishes
papers dealing hrith Humanistic psychology, defined
as "prinarily an orientation toerard the whole of
psychology râther than a disÈinct area or school .

It stands for respect for the worth of persons....
As 'third force' in contemporary psychology it is
concerned with the topics having little place in
existing theories and systems; e.g., 1ove,

creaÈivityr seLf, growth, organism, basic-need

graeificaÈion, self-actualizaÈion, higher values,
being, becorningr spontaneity, play, humor,
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affection, naturalness, warmt.h, ego-t ranscendence ,

objectivity, autonomy, responsibiliLy, meaning,

fairplay, !ranscendental experiencer peak

experience, courage, and related concepts,' (Sutich,
cited in l.faslow, 1970, p, ?O) .

It has been argued that Humanistic psychology

gained ¡nany of its supporters due to its reaction to
Freudian (e.9., Buhler, J-962¡ KunkeI, t9g9) and

Skinnerian determinism (e.9., Rogers, I961). The

humanistic approach clearly emphasizes the human

potenÈia1 for change and growth. This schoot believes
in the capability of the psychotogical organisÍl to
'rliberate'r itEelf f ro¡n circu¡nstantial barrÍers and to
overcome external congtrainÈs. It advanced the notion
(wishful thinking?) that human beings are capable of
making choices and being in charge of their own Iives,
as opposed to Èhe regnant Í,reudian and/or Skinnerian
interpreÈation that our Iives are controlled by

impulses, the unconscious, or external stirnulation.
ËunanisÈic psychologists took upon thenselves Lhe

task of creating a self-generated image of persons. An

organism that would rise above environmental

conditioning and be abl.e to conduct her/himselÉ through
life as a seJ.f-guided, self-governed individual. "The
suggestion implicit in the humanist concept of
'psychological freedom, is the individual ability to
Èranscend EocieÈyr' (LarEen, 19g6b, g. 22?). !¡toreover,
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Èhey mandated themselves to rescue the ',se1f " fron Lhe

Iack of reflection and contemplâtion endorsed by

behaviorism and the inposition of unconscious drives
advanced by Freudian psychology. Buss (1986) contends
that many Iiberal psychologists could not reconcite the
pursuit for self-determination with either behaviorism
or psychoanalysis; for both paradigms are highly
deterministic. In this regard humanistic psychologists
may have confused the messenger with the rnessage. To the
exÈent that psychoânaJ.ytÍc and behavioral principles can
be found Èo be correct, they represent a certain
situation, they do not necessarily create conditions for
conÈro1 or determinism. The clai¡n would be tantamount to
accusing Newton for the existence of the law of gravity.

On Èhe basis thaE neither behaviorisn nor
psychoanalysis advanced Liberal values (i.e. freedom,
liberty, individual devetopnenÈ), humanistic
psychologists "launched their critique of the two

'traditional' psychologies,' (Buss, I986r p. t3g). In its
battle against determinism, however, hu¡nanism overlooked
some environnentaL variables that exercise considerable
influence upon human personaLity and behavior. fn its
eagerness to show how flexible and adapÈive the human

"soul" is, iÈ did not, until recently, pay enough

attention to ecological determinants of hunan suffering
and the need to modify those adverse socioeconomic
condiÈions. Such o¡nission resulÈed in an excesgíve
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burden or expectations on some individuals seeking
personal relief; and at the same time in an exculpation
of sociaL structures ând inst.itutions in seeking gtobal
relief. As we shall see below, the conservative
implications of these âttiÈudes are accentuated by â
marked poliLical innocence and a notable ,,retreatism,,, 

a
form of passivity which will be defined more fully
below.

To be sure, humanistic psychologists aspire Èo

prornote human values that would enhance not onÌy
personal well-being, but comnunity welI_being as we1I.
Witness for instance the attributes ascribed to the
ideal hu¡nanist type by Maslor,, and Rogers. ÀInong others,
!¡laslor.rrs study of ¡,¡hat he cal.led self_actualized or
psychologically healthy individuals revealed the
following characteristics: independence, enhanced sense
of norality and justice, unselfishnesg, appreciation of
beauty, sponÈaneity, humor and creativity, Iiving in
peace with oneself, ability to lÍsten.and learn from
others, etc. (e.g., cobLe, Lg?o, pp. 23_36). Another
insight into the ideal humanist type is provided by
Rogers (1986) when he describes the "person of
Totnorrow.rr Rogerg ÈaLks about this person,s ,,desire for
intÍmacy' closeness, and comnuni ty. . . openness to his or.rn

and others, feelings...spontaneity,, (19g6, p. 30). Both
the Rogerian and the tfaslovian Èypes serve as roLe
models for humanistie psychologists wanting to create a
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better lrorId. yet, these noble sentiments of morality,
justice, unselfishness and community, remain mostly
dreams Èo be dreamt by hurnanistic psychologists
suffering from a rather severe case of political
naivete (Aron, I986r Jacoby, I975). Sinp1y put, good

inÈentions are not enough. Or as Thibault (1981)

observed: "Working for the people's cause does not
necessarily guarantee that r.re work for the people"
(p. 278),

Voices of discontent over the political
inpi.ications of the poliÈically insensitive, seLf-
oriented hu¡nanistic atÈitude are being heard. Articles
by uay, Nord, Buss, Lafferty, and lr{arien in the new

volume: Politica and Innocence: å Hu¡naniEÈic Debate

compiled by Greening (1996) raise critical quesÈions

about to the place of humanistic psychology in the
social order. Some of Ì,lay's remarks illustrate this
trend: rrNo a¡nount of sr.¡eetness and lighÈ is going to
solvè our political prollerns or is going to keep us out
of nuclear war', (t¡lay, 19g6å, p. 9). Analyzing an

optimistic Rogerian outlook of our culture lr{ay wriÈes in
an open Letter to Rogers: "you paint a seductive and

enticing picture, and anyone would Iike to beli.eve it.
But I recaLl the vrords of Warren Bennis in bhe f il¡n of
you and him, when he characÈerized your viewgoint as

'deviJ.ishly innocent,,, (l,fay, I9g6b, p. I6).
An unfounded opÈinism abou! an illusory autononous
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self along erith an overtly bland and indj.vidualistic
approach Èo social reforn co-exist with sincere
declarations of caring and respect for the person and

human cornmunity in the politics of humanis¡n. These witl
explored below.

The Perils of "Salvation" Through Self-Actual.ization
The emphasis placed on personal and g1obal

liberation through seLf-actualization, or the

fulfillment of one's potenlial, is one of the principal
tenetg 0f Èhe hunanist novement. rhat notion entails a

number of political implications that require attention.
These have been succinctly presented by Buss (19g6):

The excessive individualism contained in the

doctrine of self-actualization serves to mask the

larger social questions surrounding socieÈy's

structures and institutions. A theory that
predisposes one to focus more upon individual
freedon and development rather than the larger
social realiÈy, works in favor of maintaining that
social reality (p. I40).
Albeit inadvertently, the conbinat j.on of (a)

unlimited faith in the potential of the self to evolve

and overcome adversiÈies, r,rith (b) Limited criticism of
societal strucÈures, may result in what has been earlier
referred to aE a "blaming the victim gtance. " The

emphasis placed on therapy and on the alrnost unlimited
possi.bilities of change in t.he individual, along with a
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rather constricted social critique, might ere11 Lead to
the concl.usion that nothing is wrong with societv, it is

who has to chanqe.

À para1le1 between the idolizaÈion and,/or

idealization of the "self" by humanistic psychologist.s

and the cherishment of individualism in modern Arnerica

can be easily drawn. As Lasch (f994) put it, "Rogers,s
own approach to therapy, as a follower put it, was ,as

American as apple pie," (p. 2I1). The A¡nerican dream is
ratified by humanistic psychologists who lead people to
beÌieve that Èhey have Lhe absolute power to satisfy all
their aspirat.ions, regardJ.ess of adverse ¡naterial and

social conditions. Interestingly enough, humanistic
psychologists have emphasized the need Èo study ,,healthy

individuals, " those ,'r.rho made it,, in capitalist America,
probably conveying the message that \{e can all ¡nake it
if we have the spirit. As Jacoby (19?5) says 3

The fetish of health, success, adjustment finds
expression in the case hisÈories. presented...This
psychology is t,he ideology of confornism and

synchronization in the era of late capitalism. The

reality of violence and destruction, of psychicalty
and physically damaged people, is not merely
glossed over, but buried beneaÈh the lingo of self,
meaning, auÈhenticiby, personality (pp. 56-5?).
Rogers, a pioneer and leading figure in humanistic

psychologyr foEtered the idea thaÈ personal problems are
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basically of an internal or endogenous nature (Rogers,

1961). Sarason is quite right in asserting that
Rogers's Counselino and psvchotheraÞy ,'defined bhe

problems of people in terms of an individual psychology:

Problems were personal or narrowly interpersonâl and for
all practical purposes independent of the nature ând

structure of the social order" (Sarason, 19glb, p.

830). While Rogers does not deny the existence of acute
social problens and their reflection on the mental

health of the population (Rogers, t9g6), his elucidation
of their origin is seriously rnisguided. In his vier.r,

problens of social order are reduced to Èhe 1ack of
exposure of individuaLs to a g rowth-promot i ng

interpersonaL climat,e. Àccordingly, if ',therapy gives
us favorable conditions for continuing our psychological
growth" (Rogers, 1967, p, 2Ir, a psychologically mature
person ¡¡ould evolve who will possess "the qualities
which would cause him to value those experiences which

woul.d make for the survival and enhancement of the human

race. He would be a worthy participant and guide in the
process of hurnan evolution" (Rogers, 1967r p. 20). In my

opinion, the funda¡nental error com¡nitted by Rogers is to
beLieve that society is run as a therapeutic session, or
an encounter group, in which feelings of equality and

cormunity arise as part of the healing process. However,

p9i3!, economic, and poliÈical predicaments require
solutions of a socialr êcoltoÍtic¡ or poliÈical nature.
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PsychoLogy might occasionatJ.y fåcilitate understanding
between persons and groups but it is definitely not the
only, or even preferred, tool for the promotion of human

welfare. By attributing the cause of socioeconomic and
political. conflicts to psychological roots, Rogers atso
contributes to the perpetuation of the sEatus quo, for
as long as the political and socioecononic roots of
problems remain uncovered, societal changes wiIl
inevitably be postponed

whether or not humanistic psychologists
j.ntentionâIly supporC the predominant ideoLogy is a

debatable question. !,tuch less ambiguous is Èhe

conclusion that by diverting attention from sociaL
problems and presenting thern as a natter of individuar
"psychological inmaturity,,, the "third force,, in
psychology is doing a great favor to those interested in
prol0nging the existing state of affairs Ín society. For
as Larsen (1996) recently asserted, ,,those who believe
that self-acÈualization wiIl occur in a socio_economic
vacuum support the status quo" (p. 226).

Another latent congervative facet of humanistic
psychology is bhe phenomenon known as retreatistn. This
is a form of

system nainÈenance by encouraging or aiding those
who experience frustrations with the system to
retreat into the self or int,o groups embracing
enotional but not political expression. The
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clearest cåse is the encounter group movement,

$rhich...has strong elements of sociopoliticaÌ
r,rithdrawal (Bermant & Warvrick, 197g, p. 393).
An even more insidious conservative process has

been depicted by Marien (19g6), r,rho draws an analogy
between the activities of humanistic psychologists and

children playing in a sandbox. The sandbox syndrome, as
I'larien refers !o it, symbolizes the area where children
play withouÈ disturbing t.he adu1ts, or where hunanists
entertain ideas of change r,¡ithout considering bhe

polj.Èical complexities surrounding the sandbox. In the
sandbox, humanists nurture eâch other and foster the
belief that a bètter world is inevitably coning. while
l,larien's portrayal of humanistic psychology embodies

many of the risks contained in a caricature (mainly
simpLification), ând should be interpreted erith cauLion,
there is value in his represenbation. For, as he writes,
"the widespread belief in a transformation thaÈ is
happening in facb keepe it fron happening,, (Marien,

1986, p. 53), simply by deflecting concern from the
structural , maÈerj.aL, economic rnodifications to be

pursued if changes are to be neaningful and to last.
GlobaI "SaIvation" Throuqh Humanisn

A reading of r.rorks by leaders of the hurnanist

movement (e.9., Ferguson, 1996, ¡laslow, 1965, 197I,
1986, Rogers, 1967, L986) reveals a sensiÈivity to
social and such global issues as alienation, war, the
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environment and human rights. Humanistic psychology,s

hope is to expand the rewarding experiences of seLf_
actualization to as many people as possible. Such an

honorable goal is commendabLe, but the strategy__or lack
of it--in achieving this state of affairs is not. The

trânsiÈion from self Co coÍununâl actualization nay not
be as simple as envisioned by Humanists such as Ferguson

( r986 ) , Ir{aslow (1971) or Rogers (1996 ) .

Though conceptualized as global, the primary mode

of addressing these issues is a highly personalistic or
individualistic one. The underlying thread is that if we

aIl becone bebter individuals through self-
acÈualizaÈion, consÈrucÈive changes in the Structure of
society will necessarily fo11ow. Societal conflicts are
treated here as if they were merely interpersonal or
intrapsychic (cf. Van Hoorn, 19g4), but the

applicability of models that have been helpful in
fostering cohesion and cooperation in smalI groups

( regardless of their size) to large societ,al processes

is mosÈ questionable. As Doyle (19g6) observed,

"hu¡nanists and psychologists...are addressing change at
t,he interpersonal level of politics rather than

structural change't (p. 203). Consequently, cauÈion is
reconmended $rhen predicting the humanization of society
through methods whose feasibility has been chiefly
proven in artificial collectives created for the
purposes of sel f-developnent (Back, lg7g). Such caution
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is doubry necessary when facing a most enbellished
picture of Lhe future and somewhat exaggerated claims
abouÈ the ability of humanist technology to bring about.
such an ideal sÈate of affairs. Here is one such clain
made by Rogers (1986 ) :

I believe that our American way of life will be
radically altered by the growth of a nee, vâIue
system, a ner., culture in which feelings and
subjectÍviby and openness (rather than hypocrisy)
have a proninent pLace, alongside inteLl.igence. We

are going to have a new Àmerica, in my judgrnent, an
America of change and flow, of people rather than
objects. We have the k.now-howr the skilLsr to bring
about this new America Iitalics addect]. And now, in
an increasing number of significant persons, ¡nosLly
young bub also older, we have bhe deterrnination and
the wilL to bring it into being. I think it is not
unrealÍstic to believe that there wiII co¡ne into
.being a portion of the global cornmunity, residing
on this North A¡nerican continent, of which we will
no longer be asha¡ned, buÈ in which we will feel a
quiet, peaceful pride (p. 32).

If words were historical events, this would mean

something, but one can only lronder about Rogers, sources
for such extravagant opt imi sÍt.

PersonaL accounts tend Èo confirn that encounter
groups and hunanistic therapy in general have
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faciliCated the process of self_aceualization for some
people. Sone report considerable improvement in the way
they feel about themselves and the way they get along
with others. Lafferty (r986) notes Lhat his humanistic
therapy ,'produced profound and highly rewarding personal
resu1ts,, (p. 47 ). These satisfying personâl outcomes,
however, should not be confused with, or taken as,
social ameLioration. The individual spirituaL elation
and happier general outlook on life that may be
occasioned by humanistic therapy do not automaÈically
translate into sÈeps for a beÈter socieÈy. That is the
realm of social and political action. ,,Without action
toward social change, humanistic psychology will remain
a class psychology for upper rniddle class fanmili.es,,
(Larsen, I9g6b, p. 226),

So far, the beneficial effects of humånistic
therapy appear to have been reserved for a srnal1
privileged comrnunity whose socioeconomic position and
environmental conditioqs afford then the Iuxury of
seeking personal developrnent. As Carnpbel1 (1986)
concedes, "it is Èrue this (hunanistic) movement has
been prirnarir.y a serf-help group of middle cr.ass, mostr.y
nhite Westerners....f{e have been bÌessed wiÈh the luxury
to explore levels beyond survival,, (pp. I96_197). This
would be no problen were it noÈ for the fact that
hunanisÈic psychologists cla j.m that only personaL
salvatÍon for ¡nÍdd1e class whiÈe WeEÈerners, but global.
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salvaÈion through a humanistic Lherapeutic world culture
(Ferguson, I986¡ t¡taslow, I97!i Rogers, 19?0, l9g6).
Global "saIvation" through seIf-actualization
presupposes that social relations can be changed

through individualistic means pâr exceLlence (Aron,

L986; Nord, 1986). In other words, there is a sonewhat

unr.rarranted tendency to extrapolate fron personaL

salvation to global salva t ion.

One cånnot question the desire of hurnanisbs to
change the world and to make it a more just and better
place to live. But their effusive enthusiasn,
originated in the posiCive personal bransfornations
experienced by individual menbers, may have led them

into believing that beneficiaL societal t.ransf orrnations
are also occurring. Thus, Ferguson (1996) offers as

evidence for these hunanist progressive social changes

the fact Èhat she was invited Èo 1ecture bo rnany big
corporations as r.rell as other institutions throughout
the world. As opposed to her conclusion that, this is
indicative of changes in attitude that favor a hunanist
culture, it may be argued that the very fact thaÈ she is
invited to ',lecture', serves the purpose of controlling
dÍssidence by promoting debate çhich rarely expands

beyond the boundaries of a clearLy established
consensus. Such stratagem, vastly researched by Herman

and Chomsky (1988, also Chomsky, 19gB) is one of many

used in nanufacturing consent. In sum, the pronotion of
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debate and controversiaL viewpoints cannot be said to
necessarily guarântee change. On the contrary, it may be

utilized as a means of containing change. As a result, a

very different conclusion from that asserted by Ferguson
may be arrived ât, i.e. that inst.ead of becoming rnore

humane, big corporations are becoming more art,iculate in
the rhetoric of human i sm .

FinaL1y, a word about power. This is not
entirely neglected issue for Maslow (f986) and

(1986), but certainly an underemphasized one.
Att,itudinaL changes are given much more consideration
Lhan poerer redistribution. As with many other iasues,
political power is conceptualized in psychoLogical terms
such as authoritarianism (Maslow, 1965, 19g6), and as

such it can be given psychoLogical rernedies. As to
alienation, fragmentation of the hunan experience, and

racial tensions, T-Groups are recornmended (Maslow,

1986, Rogers, 1970). Humpden-Turner,s observation thât
Masiow rtwas not very so_phisticated in political af fairs,,
(1986, p. I12) nay be an understatenent.

. Hurnanists hâve their "heart in the right p1ace,,,

but they rnay also have their "head in Èhe sand. " As Nord
(1986) has recently observed: "much of hu¡nanistic
psychology may be too psychological bo be effectively
hunanistic" (p. I36).

an

Rogers
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ChaÞter 93 Coqni t ivism

Various currents of reseårch and thought may be

incorporated under the. comprehensive umbrella of
cognitive psychol0gy. Theories referred to as cognitive
are prevalent, inter ê!!3, in the areas of personality
(KelIy, 1971; HjelIe & zigler, 1981), clinical (Beck,
1976, !982; Freernan & Greenwood, 19g7, Mahoney ¡ I97:. ¡

l.tahoney & Freeman, I9B5); development (Buck_Morss, ]929,
cholson & Rosenthal, l9g4; Sampson, IggI), social
psychology (Israel, I979i Furby, 1979) ¡ learning
(Anderson & Travis, I9g3); informaÈion processing,
perception, and artificial intelligence (Baars, 19g6,
Costall e StiIl, t9gZ, cardner, L9g5). Cognitive
psychology's objects of study are the internar processes
according to which the individual filters and

manipuì.ates physical and/or psychological stimulation.
Ifs purpose is to unravel the mystery of the ¡nind and
how it affects behavior. Fol1owing Sanpson (I9BI), I
shall refer to cognitive psychology as "that broad and

diverse range of psychological approaches which
emphasize the sÈructures and processes within the
individual's mind that are said to plây the major role
in behavior,' (pg. 730). AC the same time that they
enphasize cogniÈion, I concur hrith cardner (I9g5) in
Chat it de-emphasizes affect, context, culture and

history (pp. 41-42 ) .

With these defining characterisÈics, Èhe modern
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cognitive pâradigm may be in fact considered the vivid
legacy of Cartesianism. As Gardner (t9g5) observed,

"Rene Descartes is perhaps t.he prototypical
philosophical antecedent of cognÍtive science,, (p. 50).
Descartes has largely set the parameters not only of
cognitive psychology but of psychology as a who1e.

Capra (1982) has staLed rather categorically that ,,the

science of psychology has been shaped by the Cartesian
paradigm. psychologists, following Descartes, adopted
the strict division bebween the res cogitans and Èhe res
extensa" (p. 164). And while behaviorism attempÈed to do

away with rnind altogether and restrict psychology to the
science of the observable, ¡¿e witness today in
psychology a resurgence of dualisrn in favor of res
cogitans. Skinner (1987) has recently admitted, with
some disdain, that psychology has rernained "primarily a

search for inbernal determiners" (p. 7g0). ,'The 'new,
cognitive sciences are to some extent reÈracj.ngs of ân

oLder 'mentalism' that the behaviorists had attempted to
bury" (Robinson, I995, pp. tg-19). AlÈhough this Lrend
has not gone unchallenged, and some psychologists try to
promote anti-dualism and mutualism (St.i11 & CostalI,
L987 1' opposition has done liEtle to undernine its
supre¡nacy (Cosbal1 & StilI, I9BZ, Sampson, 19gL).

The cartesian dualism created difficulLies not only
for understanding hon rnind and body inÈeract but aLso
how mind and social contexÈ interact. Reconstituting the
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mind as an autonomous entity relegated both organic and

environmental variables Lo a second place. To the
extent that cognitive psychology has adopted the
Cartesian "mind," it has propounded and affirmed an

abstracted person (Sanpson, I9g3, chap. 9, Still &

CostalL, !987), a person conceptualized primarily as a

self-generated being:

In this CarLesian viewpoinL, the indj.vidual was

presumed to be a substance or entity (ä thinking
entity as distinct from a material body) rather
than a relation....Insofar as our psychology

insistently extirpates the actor from the scene, vre

become incapable of learning that the scene is as

importane in shaping t.he âctor's performance as the
actor is in shaping the scene (Sampson, 19g3, pp.

96-97l'.

This epistemological position of cognitivism has

sociopolitical repercussions that, given the place of
promínence enjoyed by c-ognitive theories in psychology

Èoday (Baars, 1986; Skinner, I9B7), must be subjected to
scruti.ny. Tr.ro important r.rorks have dealt with the
sociopolitical implications of cognitive theory:
Sampson's Cognitive psychology as ldeologv (Lggl), which
focuses mainly on its research and theory construction,
and Anderson's and Travis's psvcholoqy and the Liberal
Consensus (1983), r.rhich cent,ers on the educaÈionaL

applications of cogniÈive theory. Neither has addressed
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the growing specialty of cognitive therapy. The present
analysis will attempt to fill that void.
Cognitive Theory and R.esearch

CentrâL to understanding the social and political
implications of cognitive theory and research is the
concept of reification. Reification refers Co

The act of regarding an âbstraction as a material
thing. An analysis of any relationship in a complex
ç¡orId invoLves a process of simplification through
a set of abstractions in which certain aspects of a
given phenonenon are selected and stressed....If
they are taken ãs a compLete description of the
real phenomenon and the resuLting abstractions
endowed with a material existence of their own, the
process exemplifies...a special case of the fallacy
of reification (Labedz, 19gg, p. 735).

In other words, reification is the treatment of one
particular instance of a phenomenon as a discrete entity
accounting for the phenomenon itself. In the case of
human behavior, certain cognitions that may be involved
in the overall phenomenon of behaving are regarded not
only as distinct events, standing on their own, but also
as causative forces of the behavior under examination.
Two intinateLy related cognitive tendencies, obvious
derivatives of Cartesianism, may be said to be conducive
to reification in cogniLive psychology: (a) personal
cognitive causation, and (b) De-emphasis on contexÈ.
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These practices, as I shatl point out, have significant
implications for the social and political reaIm.

PersonaL cognitive causation.

Personal cognitive causation refers, in the

explanation of human behavior, to the prirnacy given to
individual thought processes that have been conceptually
disconnected Êrom the sociohistorical context. In the
study of personality this a is common practice, for
"most, researchers of personality use neasures (and

concepts) that are taken out of contexc" (cergen, Fisher
& Hepburn, 1986, p. 1261).

A popular analogy (attributed to Kel1y) is that of
Èhe "person as êcientist', (Hjelte E zigler, I9g1). A

person acts as a scientist in that s/he selects the
information available to him/her, interprets, and

funct,ions accordingly. This process entails the

eJ.aboration of hypotheses, their confi¡mation or
rejection, and the buitding of personal Èheories that
assist the individual i¡ her,/his daily decision making

and performânce. üuch like scientists, lay people differ
in their Ínterpretation of the world. A number of these
cognitive monents invoÌved in decision-making and acting
become reified when they are ,'abstracted from the
particular sociohistorical conditions of (their)
constitution" (Sa¡npson, L9AI, p. 737). As a result,
cognitive abstractions are granted a "timeless,
objective standing" (Sampson, 199I, p. ?37).
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An ilLustrative case of the personal cognitive
causation tendency is the construct locus of control.
Locus of control "refers to the individuaL,s perception
of where the causal agent of an observed environmental
change is located,' (Furby, Lg7g, p. 170). That
individuals who attribute change to internal or personal
causes behave, under certain circumstances, quite
differently than exLernal atCributors (e.g., l¡likulincer,
1988) is not disputed here. What is debatabLe is the
prj.vileging of "internalizers,' in Lhe liÈerature.

Several authors have documented Èhe explÍcit
preference of psychologists for those with internal, as
opposed to external locus of control (Anderson & Travis,
1983; Furby, I979, Gergen, Fisher & Hepburn, L9g6,
Gurin, Gurin & lrlorrison, L979, Sampson, 19gl). Following
the desirability of the formerr grêât efforts have been
directed at finding wâys to both reduce external and
increase internal 1ocus of control (Furby, I979). Why,

it may be asked, have psychologists idealized those with
internal locus of control? The answer does not lie in
correlates of psychological well-being, for under
certain conditions "externaLizers" have been found to
coPe with adversity better thân "internalizers,, (e.9.,
I'likulincer, 1988)r but rather in the belief thaÈ r,events

in any individual's environment are generaÌly contingent
on ÈhaÈ individuaL's behavior', (Furby, Ig7g, p. L73).
Psychologists, long standing love affair wiLh this
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version of self-contained individualism has been

eloguently presented by Sampson (1977) in his psvchologv

and the American Ideal. This is the belief referred to
earlier as the suprene self--an omnipotent individual
empowered to cope h'ith misfortune. It is quite amazing

that, in spÍte of the fact Èhat countless events in
one's environment are not controlled by one's actions,
psychologists continue to foster the (iIlusory?) concept
of internaL locus of control

Ab this poinL the sociopolitical implications of
the nurturance of ínternal locus of control becorîe quite
clear. By praising those who attribute success and

failure to inteinal causes, supporters of the inÈernal
model reinforce the existing protestant ethic, a

constitutive element of American society. Hard work and

determinaeion, in spite of societal obstacles, will lead
to prosperiÈy (Bellah et al., t9B5). Furby (1979)

summarized the political effecÈs óf the promotion of
internal locus of control as follows:.

Those in positions of povrer and affluence have much

to gain from increasing t.he internalitv of beliefs
about locus of control, and much to lose from

increasing external j.tv. If one perceives the
inability to find a job as the result of one's own

actions, then the response is likely to be either
apathy or 'self-j.mprovemenÈ. ' fn contrast if one

perceives uneniploynent to be the inevitabl.e result
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of an economic systen incapable of supporCing full
employment, Lhen one's response might be much less
pleasanL for those in power (p. 176).
Locus of control was presented as one instance of

personal cognitive causation. In reinforcing the
internal type, psychologists may be preventing the
advent of social changes by fortifying the belief in the
individuat's potentiaÌ to change hin/herself to cope
with misfort.une, rendering social structures more or
less intact. Other examples of personal cognLtive
causation, such as moÈivation, may be found in Anderson
and Travis (1983, chap. 4), Israel (I979) and sampson
(198r ) .

De-EnÞhasis on context, culture, and history.
Gardner (I995) contends that a constitutive eLenent

of cognitive science is the demotion of context,,
cuLture, and history. By definition, ,,cognitivisn is the
attenpt to explain human...cognition in terms of
internal representation-s and rules,' (CostaLI & StilI,
1987, p. t5). The search for internal operations and
avoidance of environmental contamination has Ied
cognitive psychologists to rely heavily on the computer.
Not only has the human being been conpared to t,he

"bright, machine,' (Robinson, I9g5), but, there are
mounting projects attempÈing to reveal sornething
fundarnenÈa1 about human thought through Àrtificial
fnÈelligence (AI) (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1982). Although
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this is not the pl-ace Lo examine the merits of AI , I
shall only say, as did Robinson (1985), that the
psychological aspect,s of AI remâin entirely wiLh the
prograruner and not with the machine. At any rate, it is
quite obvious that cognitive psychology has gone to
great Length to sterilize it,s subject matter from
material pollution.

By focusing almost exclusively on internal
processes t,he cognitive psychologist is exposed to the
risk of losing sighb of sociohistorical variables that
may influence our way of thinking and operating in
society. Behavior is not the soÌe product of thinking
bub also of external conditions.

What are the possible sociopolitical repercussions
of Èhis asocial position? Inasmuch as cognitive
psychology may be considered the psychology of the day,
and iEs acontextual theories and postulates extend to
applied fields such as psychot,herapy, education, social
problem-solving and conflict resoluLi.on, it would not be

unreasonable to expecÈ that the 1atter would stress the
need to adjust the nind, and not sociely, in order to
promote well-being (Sampson, I9g1). Conceptual changes

would take precedence over social changes (Anderson &

Travis, 1983 ) .

Cognitive Psychologv and Educat ion

The social inpact of the applications of cognitive
psychology in education has been discussed åt length by
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Anderson and Travis (19g3). Therefore, I shalI delimit
this section to their main argunents ånd more recent
developtnents.

Àccording to Anderson and Travis (I9g3) the
technochratic philosophy regnant in North Àmerica hetped
deverop the notion that social problems r.¡ilr be sorved
by the social sciences--through education in particular,
Although this belief gained credence at the beginning oÊ

the century $rith people like Dewey, it \.ras onLy after
the Second World l{ar that the approach fLourished. This
fornula for sociaL improvement proved to be particuLarly
appealing for those in positions of power as the basic
sociaL sÈructures would not be threatened, or even
questioned. "The social change envisaged r¡ras not
institutional buÈ conceptual" (Anderson & Travis, 19g3,
p. r0).

If poverty could not be eradicated before,
proponents of the Iiberal consensus argued, it was

mainly because there r,rere not educationaL methods,
endowed with cognibive theories, bo successfully teach
sLum chitdren. Although no one within the ,,libera1

consensusI would deny the detrimental effects of growing
up in a ghetto, a seÈ of priorities rras established that
pÌaced educational change in front of environnental
change. In the sixties and seventies cognitive
psychologist Jerome Bruner was highJ.y instrunental in
supporting a national agenda in the United Stateg that
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stressed the improvenent of minds over settings
(Anderson & Travis, 1983, chap. 3). This eras based on

a vacuous promise that. educational "know-how" would

enabÌe children Èo rise above deleterious living
conditions and attain upward social mobility. ,,The

problem of the poor environment is dodged by arguing
that $rhat counts is training the child to get âs much as

possible out of his environment by way of acquiring
problen solving skilIs" (Anderson & Travis, 19g3, p.

27).

Though Anderson's and Travis' analysis pertains
primarily to the sixties and the seventies, there is
evidence Co suggest that cognitive psychology's drive
and acÈuaL impact on numerous areas of daily life,
including of course education, has not diminished.
wiÈness for instance Lhe recent establishrnent of the
acadenic journa). Àpplied Cognitive psychology. In one of
iLs latest issues Sternberg (I9gB), a Ieading
psychologist in the area of intelligence, concludes t.hat

"cogniÈive psychology has given the study of
intelligence a Inew lease on life', and that the testing
and teaching of inteLligence can and should be viewed as

a primary focus of application for the principles of
cognitive psychology" (p. 231). He further makes the
point that "in educabion, the t j.ne is t,ru]y at hand for
the application of cognitive theory to testing and

Èraining" (p. 250). Undoubtedl.lr nânt benefits could be
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derived from a refined cognitÍve psychoLogy, and
sternberg (1999) does an excerrent job of showing its
potential. These advances, hoerever, are underrnined by
the primacy attributed to the improvement of the nind by
mind-techniques excrusively. o'hire certain affluent
sectors of the population may derive great enjoyment in
perfecting their cognitive skilts by intellectual
exercise, others less fortunâte worry about more
fundamental needs.

When conbating social iLls governments usually
focus on a 1inited rânge of variables. Very rarely do
governnents approach a systemic problern from a systemic
point of view. They are more Iike1y to concenLrate their
efforÈs on a well defined and narrow piece of the
puzzle. It is because of this ¡node of functioning that
explanatory preferences and priorities established by
social scientists are of cruciaL importance. When

theorizing about social mobility, a social scientist
speculaÈes about the percentage of variability accounted
for by cognitive and environmentaL factors. Should
his/her theories gíve more weight to the cognitive part
of the equation, governments wiII be more than happy to
quote that scientist and focus their attention on
reshaping the mind and not the environment. Anderson and
Travis (1983) cogently argue that this was preciseLy
what happened with the erork of Bruner, and if history
has sornething to teach us, it is noÈ unlikeLy that
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Sternberg's conEributions would be used in a sinilar
manner.

Cognitive Therapy

In bhe last fifteen years the prominence of the

cognitive nodatíÈy in the therapeutic comrnunity has

become almost indisputable. Cognitive therapy, largely
shaped by the initial work of Beck with depressed

patients (Beck, 1976), has by now expanded significantly
and is being applied in numerous settings to a variety
of populations, including children, the elderIy, chronic
patienbs, alcoholics, etc. (Emery, Hollon & Bedrosian,
L981i Freenan & Greenr,rood, I9g? ) .

The primary objective of cognitive bherapy is to
modulate and eventually erâdicate irratj.onal thoughts
thaÈ are said t,o be conducive to emotional disorders
(Beck, 1976; E11is, I985; EI1is & Harper, 196I; for an

updated overview see Freenan, fgBZ). "The therâpist
helps a pat,ient to unravel his distortions in thinking
and to learn alt,ernatir¿€, nore reaListic Iitalics added]

ways to fornulate his experiences (Beck, 1976, p. 3),
Beck (1976) further argues that ',psychological problems

can be masÈered by sharpening discrirnination, correcting
misconceptions, and learning more adaptive IiÈalics
addedl attitudesr' (p. 20). Notice the sinilar emphasis

on rrreality" and "adapting" by Freeman (1997): ',The goal

of therapy j.s t,o help patients uncover their
dysfuncÈional and irrational thinking, reality-Èest
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Iitalics added] their thinking and behavior, and build
more adaptive Iitalics added] and functional techniques
for responding both inter- and intrapersonally,, (pp. t9_
20). the "rearity" alluded to both by Beck and Freeman
is never ques t i oned.

To be sure, therapists are not expected to be
leaders in social change. But, aLso to be sure, their
activities nay inadvertently generate not an

insignificant degree of confornity in their cri.entele
and, furthernore, promote individualistic__as opposed to
institutional--changes (cf . Beit HaIlahmi, I974;
Hâlleck, I971). Cognitive therapists, by virtue of
their focal attention on thought processes, are
particularty prone Èo fosÈer bolh of the above. À few
examples wiII illustrâbe this claÍm.

E1lis (1985, r.rith Harper, 1961), founder of
Rational E¡notive Therapy, and one of cognitive therapy,s
pioneers, has conpiled a list of irrational thoughts
said to interfere with healthy psychoLogical
functioning. IrrationaL idea No. 9 deals with accepting
reality (ElIis t Harper, 1961, chap. 1B). Bâsica11y, it
contends that you should not feel berrible if things are
not the way you r{ould like them to be. And if you do,
you engage in ÍrraÈional thinking. Ellis and Harper
(1961) explain: ',When people ând events are the way you
would Like them not to be, there is actuaLly relatively
little pernicious effect they can have on you unless you
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think they can" (p. 163). The irunediate implication
is that if you change your thinkinq about people and

events they wíI1 obviously stop annoying you. Once

again, bhe impJ.ication here is rnodify your nind, not the

maÈeriaL circurnstances. Irrational thought No. 9 may be

in fact renaned prescriplion for conforrnity No. t. In
anot,her source, Ellis (f982) details hoe, one of his
paÈient,s was .noÈ pleased wiLh his workj.ng condiÈions and

sone of the demands placed on him by his employer. while
there cert,ainly night have been room for negotiaÈion for
improvenent in working conditions, ElIis chooses to
guide his client to a quiet, peaceful, and "rational"
accepbance and resignation in t,he work pLace. These

were but tno examples of bhe nutnerous confortning

meEsages inplicit in Ellis' Rational ûnot,ive Therapy.

Other instances where cognitive therapy may

inadvertently sÈrengLhen Èhe status quo, even when

envi.ronrnental changes are required for im¡nediate

therapeutic purposes, iome from the fields of School

and Child-Clinical Psychology. Cognitive therapies for
school-age chiLdren have becone very popular in the last
decade. An array of cognitive therapies have been

suggesÈed to treat learning as weII as social and

behavioral problerns (Di ciuseppe, 198I; Gholson &

Rosenthal, 1984r Kendall & Brasr.reLI, 1984). îhe many

virtues of these mechanisms can frequently be questioned

because of their lack of emphasis on environ¡nental
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changes required to suit the particular needs of the
youngster. In the same way that governnents prefer a

"nind-fix" over a "setting-fix," many school
administraÈors, beachersr ând parents favor ',nind"
therapies that focus on the child and leave the adults,
the classroom, and the social order of the school
unal tered .

À final and recent example of the way cognitive
therapy may serve the status quo has been furnished by

Stoppard (I989). Her revier,, of the Iiterature on the
cogni t ive-behavioral treatment of depressed wonen led to
the conclusion Èhat these theories fail to address the
external factors conducive to bhaÈ psychoLogical state.
Insbead, there is a narked ernphasis on internal
deficits. This type of lheorizing is likely to promote

victi.m-blaming and to exculpate social norms and

conditions that may in fact be pathogenic. Stoppard
(1989 ) observed that

because these bherapies are based on ilef icit models

of depression, the message LikeLy to be given to
clients is that they have become depressed because

lhey are deficient in so¡ne way. Therapists risk
falLing into Èhe trap of victin-blaming when they
interpret the depressed person,s negative
cognitions as soleIy the product of distorted
cognitive processes or dysfunctional attitudes,
rather than expLoring the possj.bility that negative
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cognilions may reflect a negative reality....Areas
of presumed vulnerabiliÈy are emphasized as targeLs
for change, erhereas the potential clinical
imporbance of changing the person's situation
receives 1itt1e attention in therapy 9oa1s (p. 46).
Though the preoccupation of cognitive psychology

with individual thought processes lends itself to
solving sociaL problems by individualistic--thus
conserva t ive--means , Èhis part,icular branch of
psychology may play an inportant role in resisting
indoctrination by guardians of the status quo. IÈ is
within the realm of cognitive psychoLogy to develop

techniques to hetp people discern whether the present

social systen is indeed ,'raÈional." Once cognitive
psychologists start quesÈioning the sacredness of the
external world, their formula to solving hunan problems

will Iikely incorporate sociopolitical elements and not
only intellecÈual ones.
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ChaÞter 10: tndustrial/OrganizationaL psychology

As an appJ.ied field, industriaJ.,/organizational
(I/O) psychology inpacts upon the Iife of thousands, if
not millions, of r,rorkers around the world (see for
example Bass & Drenth, 1997, Cabano & Tivendell, t9gg,
f,¡ells, 1987). As such, it plays an important role in the
promotion or contâinment of change, not only in business
but in society as a r.rhole.

the main argument to be advanced in this chapter
is that the social sciences in general and psychology in
particular have been typicaJ.ty used þ1 and for those
interested in preserving Èhe industrial status quo

(Baritz, 1974, Ra1ph, 1983; Shore, 19g2, WeI1s, I987).
Interestingly enough, it was not until very recently
that psychologists began to quesbion the moraL and

ideological implicaeions of this state of affairs
(Bramel & Friend, IgBl; Huszczo, Wiggins, & Currie,
1984; Warwick, I97B ) .

Historically, social scientists were brought into
business for the purpose of increasing productivity.
Baritz (1974) EtaÈed it rather bluntly when he wrote
that Ímanagers, as nanagers, are in business to nake

noney. (And) only to Èhe extenÈ thab social scientists
can help in the realization of this goal will nanagement

make use of them,' (p. 196). Cognizant of that siÈuation,
organized labor has been traditionally apprehensive of
psychological "services,' (Huszczo et al., 1994). In this
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regard Huszczo et aI conrmented thaL "unions have
perceived the contributions of psychologists, at best,
to be unrelated to their needs and, at worst, to be

antiÈhetical to their interests (1984, p. 432). Tn

reviewing the Iiterature describing the relationship
beÈween psychology and unions they identified, inter
a1ia, the following reasons for tabor's distrust of
psychoLogists 3

A. because of their association with nanagernenE.

B. becâuse of their association with F. W. Tay1or,s
Scientific Management (i.e., emphasis on

efficiency, time and motion studies)....
C. .because unions are ignored in textbooks and
journals of. I/O psychology.

D. because nethods (e.g., aÈtiÈude surveys) have

been used to avoid or busb union organizing
atÈetnpts or lower pay demands....

E. because mebhods of psychoiogical testing
enphasize differentiation anong workers (thus
antisolÍdarity and antiseniority principles)....
F. because ,'talking cure" nethods probe the pasL

and emphasize internaL rather than external sources
of mental stress and relief (Huszczo et aI. , Lgg4,
p. a3a).

DespiÈe the pseudo-neutral. language of
"Organizational DevelopmenÈ,rr and the humanisÈic flavor
of numerous rrHuman Relatlons" courses, "Ouality of
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Working Life" projects and ,'Industrial Denocracy,,
programs, the fact remains that these innovations were
merely instrumental in improving business and as such
had a clear pro-management bias (Alvesson, Igg5,
HoIl$ray, I9B4; Warr,¡ick, I978; Wel1s, I9g7). This point
was made very clear by J.À.C. Bro$rn (1954). Conmenting
on the pro-managenent bias of Mayo,s research, he

correctly argued that ',no industrial psychologist has
ever shown anything eIse, and....under Che circunstances
in which âlI industria.L research is carried out, such
bias is inevitable" (J.A.C. Brown, 1954, pp. g2_g3).

The purpose of this chapter is to exa¡nine in more
detail the argument outlined above, namely, that
I,/O psychology is highly instrunental in preserving the
status quo. Sirnply put, this section will ask why and
how I,/O psychology helps in the naintenance of the
present conditions ín industry and in socj.ety. In order
to do Lhat I will (a) briefly review the history oE I/O
psychol.gy' (b) present- its basic prenises¡ (c) analyze
the techniques used ín I/A psychology to affir¡n the
existing sÈate of affairs, (d) consider some ethicaL
conflicts and, finally, (e) elaborate on hoe, can I/O
psychology be used to chalLenge, rather Èhan ratify the
status quo.

Origins of L&. psvcholosy

Broadly defined, I/O psychology is ,'a branch of
applied psychology covering applications of psychology
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in the industrial fieId" (Babington Smibh, I98B¡ p.

418). lraditionally, the primary goal of mainstream I/O
psychology has been to. increase efficiency,
productiviLy, and profitabiLity (e.g., Maier , lg46) . The

achj.evemenÈ of these objectives necessitated the
application of psychology in a wide range of industriaL
areas. AÍiong others3 personnel selection, performance

appraisal, motivation, nental health of workers,
interpersonal relaÈions in the r,rorkplace, environmental
variables, etc. The variety of Lhese tasks called for a

variety of professionals specializing in the different
aspeets of workers' behavior. Given their prominenC roLe
in qrhat rnay be called the politics of, I/O psychotogy,

the following discussion will focus on the contributions
nade by experÈs in human rel.ations, occupaÈiona1 mental
heal.th and psychological test ing.

!¡fayo, regarded by Whyte (1957) as the ÉaÈher of the

"Human RelaÈions', school in indusLry, vras undoubt.edly

one of the pioneers in Jhe fietd of I/O psychoJ.ogy (see

also Brane1 I Friend, 19BI). In t,he 1aÈe I92Os !{ayo, a

professor of industrial research at Harvard, became

involved in the ,'Hawthorne,' experirnents being conducted
at the Chicago WesLern Electric plant (Bramel t Friend,
f981). This sÈudy, which was initially concerned with
the effects of illumination on workers, output, evolved
in a nonumental industrial research project which
included the interview of tr,renty thouEand enployees
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( J.A. C. Brolrn, I954).

Early in Lhe study, specifically in the
illumination experinents, researchers çrere surprised to
find out an increase in output in the experimental as

well as in the controL group. The investigators arrived
at the conclusion that "output shoot up in both groups
because in both groups the workers, participation had

been solicited and this invoLvement, clearly, was more

important than physical perquisltes'r (l{hyte, Ig5Z, p.
38). In other words, Lhe productiviÈy of workers went up

nof as a result of better illumination buÈ rather as a
result, of the attention paid to them by supervisors and
nanagers. PresentLy, the HaHthorne effect is the nane

usually associaÈed with the "observation that the output
of the workers seemed to be responding èo the
transformed interpersonat relaÈionship to the ,boss,...
rather than Lo the explicitly introduced variations in
physical conditions of work'r (Brarnel & Friend, l9gf, p.
870).

The Hawthorne experiments erere said to have

conf ir¡ned Mayo's convictions thaÈ co-operative hurnân

relations between Labor and management is the key for
both industriaL productivity and tranquility. FoJ.lowing

this principle of cooperâtion t¡tayo promoted a technique
according to which nanagers would be able t,o gain
workers' trust and avert industrial unrest. This
technique, referred Èo aE the ,'non-directive inÈerview,,,
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was prenised on the assumplion that any probLems

employees may have cân be "talked out.r Thus, counselors
were !rained to conduct non-directive interviews to
provide workers with an opportunity to express their
feelings abouè whatever problems they might have. Whyte

described as follows the philosophy of that technique:
He (the erorker) is to adjust to the group rather
than vice versai and the albernative of acbually
changing reality is hardly considered. If a worker
is sore at his foreman Che chances are good thaÈ he

is not really sore at, his foreman because of some

rational gripe but is merely venting on the foreman

certain repressed feelings. By Listening patiently,
like a psychiaÈrisÈ, the counselors help such

persons understand that $rhat they are reaIIy sore
about flows fron inner, subjective conflict (Whyte,

1957, p. 4L).

The inplication of this technique for industrial or
social change are rather obvious: if workers have

problems, they should change something wiLhin
themselves, not in the working conditions. An

implication which is entirely congruent with the wetl
known ,blarne the victim" ideology (w. Ryan, 19Zl).

Based on the high regard acquired by bhe l{aerthorne

experiments and the work of Mayo on human relations, it
would be safe to argue that Èhey have shaped, to a large
extent, the field ot T/O psychology (Bramel & Friend,
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1981t Ralph, 1983). Moreover, they may have provided the
basis for the relatively recent emergence of Lhe sub_

specialty called "Organizational Development" (HoIlway,
1984). This branch of L/O psychology is concerned with
Itraining rnanagers in interpersonal skills such âs

expressing feelings honestly and learning how to listen
and empathize. Such managerial styles would produce...
Less conflictual relations with subordinaÈes who would

thus experience commitment to the organization and

becorne more highLy noèivated,' (Holleray, 19g4, p. 32).
Another important point of departure Ê.or I/O

psychology was occupaCional mental healÈh. The origins
of occupational menLal healèh in North Ànerica can be

traced roughly to the I92Os, the sane decade Èhe

Har,rthorne experinents nere Co conmence (l,lcLean, l9g5 ) .

In 1919 Southard, once a Director of the Boston

Psychopathic HospiLal and professor of Neuropathology at
Harvard, was invited to conduct a study on the possible
psychiatric problens of discharged workers. In I920 he

reported that ,,60 percent of nore than 4000 caseg

reached discharge status t,hrough traits of social
incompetence rather than occupational inco¡npetence" (In
!¡lclean, 1985, p. 32). îhe same year he stated that
"industrial psychiatry ought to exist....I think that we

will have a place in the routine of industrial
nanagement, not as permanent staff,...but as

consultants. The function of this occasional consultant
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rirould be preventive rather than curative of the general
conditions of unrest" (In Mclean, 19g5, p. 33). Mclean
noted that the first full tine psychiatrist in an

American company was hired in L922. This was Dr. Lydia
Giberson, who worked for Metropolitan Life Insurance
most of her life. Macy's department store aLso

introduced in 1924 a Cean of mental health workers which
included a psychiatrist, a social worker and a

psychologists. t¡tcLean,s (I985) reviee, of the field
attests to the sceady expansion and ramification since
the early I920s of occupational menEal heaLth. At
present, many conpanies offer rnental health heLp in the
form of Employee Assistance prograns t,o their
employees. These prograns are becoming increasingly
popular in large corporat,ions. This is largely because

"the most conservative figures indicate Èhat

comprehensive employee assistance prograrns return
S2.00 or S3.00 in increased produðtivity for every gI.00
spent" (Wells, :-997, p,- 7).

The field of psychotogical Lesting also furnished
considerable irnpetus Eo L/O psychology. In L946 ttaier
wrotes "That psychological testing has an obvious
application to ernployee selection has been recognized by
many large industries, which have not only erelcomed the
application of existing tests, but have co-operated in
Èhe developmenÈ of new ones,' ¡p. l5I). !!ore recently,
Hollway (1984), Shackleton and Anderson (19g2), and
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Kavanagh, Borman, Hedge and could (I9g?) have

demonstrated the vitality and utility of testing not
only in personnel selection but also in job performance,

training ând vocâlional guidance.

Though different in their focus, the f iel.ds of
human relations, occupationâ1 mentå1 health, and

psychological testing converge in their ultimate
objective: increased profitability for management

(Baritz, I974; Ralph, t9B3; Wetfs, 19BZ). This is nor

to say that I/O psychotogy cannot offer concrete help to
r.rorkers, but that iÈ has typically shown a distinct
preference for working $rith management raÈher t,han qrith

unions (HuEzczo et al., 1994). Such bias has been mainly
attributed to psychologisÈs' class interesLs and

financial considerations (BariLz, 1974, BrameL & Friend,
1981t Husczco et aI., l9g4). In my view, another set of
factors should be emphasized. Thât is the social and

cultural presupposibions upon which I,/O psychology is
based. These assumpÈions sirnply elude the confLicÈuaI
nature of labor-månagement relations and operat,e under

the prenise that what is good for business is
necessarily good f or r.rorkers.

Íwo Basic Premises of !-&. psvcholoqy

The pro-nanagement bias ascribed to I/O psychology

derives, in Iârge part, fron two intimately related
basic prernises. These can be sumrnarized as fo1lor,rs: (a)

IndusÈry is a cl.ass-conflict-free enterprise, and (b)
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I,/O psychology is social science, science is good for
socieEy; therefore I,/O psychology is good for society.
If one takes both âssu¡nptions for granted, one is likeJ-y
to arrive aÈ the conclusion that I/O psychology ís good

for both parties concerned; employers and employees. A

completely difEerent conclusion is dra¡vn when these
fundamental p r etni ses are challenged.

Premise #I: Industry as a class-conflict_free
enterÞrise.

Premise #1 is a recurring theme in I,/O psychology.
Critical organizational theory (Alvesson, l9g5) suggests
Èhat nanagement can obtain tangible benefits by

advancing the tacit assumption that they and the
employees are all working towards the same goals. Such

a view is int,ended to eliminate nobions of fundamental

contradictions between the interests of enployers or
their representatives and employees. yet, to the exCent

that employers' profits are increased by conÈrolJ.ing
wages, serious differences do, and wiII continue to
exist. As Ralph (1983) argues, an increase in profit is
frequently accompanied by a reduction of wages or
deteriorati.on in the working conditions. This situation
I'creates an implicit and irreconcilable conflict between

management and labor....This conflict of interests
between enployers and employees is an inherent
characteristic of capiÈa1ism" (Ralph, 19g3, pp. 60_6I).
If not for profit, wages and/or the conditions of tabor
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are sonetimes adversely impacted upon simply because

businesses are having a hard time surviving. well.s

explains:

The adversârial relationship between labor and

Íianagenent does not derive f rotn some historical
accident or from a coÌossa1 mi sunder s tandi ng that
"better conmuni ca t ions,' or a "more mâture approach"

can resolve. It stens from the fact that businesses

survive by beating their competitors and, other

things being equal, this means squeezing as much as

possible ouÈ of norkers. Unions did not cause bhis

conflict; they arose as a response to it (WeIIs,

L987, p. r3).
Despite these argunents, which point to the conflictual
nature of labor-management relabionship, I,/O psychology

has nonetheless operated as though business were a "co-
operâtiverr enterprise whereby alI parÈies benefit
equally and conflicts are the result of either
misnianagement or misunderstandings.

BraneL and Friend (198I) contend that Mayo and his
asEociateE erere instrumental in prornoting a portrayal of

"the capitalist factory as nonexpLoiLative and free of
class confLict. This view, which is clearly identified
with the defense of the capitalisÈ mode of production,
persists to the present ti¡ne in discussions of the

psychology of industry" (p. 867). Two examples of this
classic attitude Ln f/O psychology are provided by
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Stagner and Rosen (t965) and by Maier (1946).

Stagner and Rosen's psychology of Un ion_Managemen t
Relat.ions (I965) is quite oblivious of the fundamental
political and economic differences bet$reen both parties.
When they speak of conflict, they do so in a

psychological, as opposed to a class language. Conflict
is viewed as the resuLt of psychological

misunderstandings; not as a result of unequally
distributed po$rer.

The folLoning quote is an illustrative example of
their general approach: "In the long run...every manâger

and union leader who honestly erants to reduce the
frequency of conflict in industry must take account of
the perceptions, goals, frustrations, and aggressions of
workers Iitalics added] (Stagner & Rosen, 1965, p.

117). Three points are of interest here. First, if
disputes are to be averted, psycholog ical--as opposed to
material--variables are to be taken into account.

Second, though they are carefuL to state in the
introduction that their treatment is "neutral toward the
values of managers and unionists" (SÈagner & Rosen,

1965, p. 7)r one has to question the neutrality of their
treatnent when they selectively tâlk about the
aggression of workers and fail ho mention the aggression
of managers. Third, another significant, implication of
thaÈ quote is that dispuÈes are undesirable. While
disputes affect workers aE ereLl as ernployers, Stagner
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and Rosen fail to recognize that, albeit painful in
their shorÈ lerm effects, strikes and conflict are some

of the feer tools labor has to advance their long-term

interests. In ny opinion, their book is a good

illustration of how a neer, ,'class-f ree" interpretation
of conflict is introduced by I,ZO psychology into
business with the purpose of keeping fundarnental

stiuctures unchallenged, for as they clearly errote:

"power need noÈ be taken away from management" (Stagner

& Rosen, 1965, p. I3I).
Similarly, l.faier's (1946) psvchologv in Industry

also reduces conflicts betr.reen Iâbor and management to
inter or i nt rapsycholog i ca1 variables. Workers'

frustrations are almost always accounted for by personal

problens. The class dinension is noticeable in its
absence. Needless to say, by presenting employee,s

frustrations as the manifesÈãtion of "psychologicaJ.

maladjustment" l.faier heì.ps vindicäte currenÈ practices
of management and the d_istribution of. por{er.

The lasÈ chapter of Maier's book serves as a brief
guide for supervisors, counselors and managers on how to
increase productiviby. In that chapter he differentiates
between tr,ro types of union. One Lhat goes along with
management and another that challenges it. While he

condones the former, he condemns Èhe tat,ter because of
its political aspirations. Thus, Maier approves of those

uniong which see conflicÈ only as [classless.'t In thât
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context, Maier warns nanagemenL againsc the risks of
frusÈration. It is important to appreciate, Maier

wrote, "the role which frustration plays in 1abor and

political novenents. FrustraÈed individuaLs are readily
organized and 1ed, and their activities are nilitant in
nature.. ..Poorly adjusted individuals are inclined to be

nilitânt and seek the union which suits their
inclinations" (t'faier, 1946, p. 4I9). Maier,s dislike of
militanÈ unions derives mainly from the basic assumption

that industry is a co-operative enterprise between

owners and workers. In this view, whatever problems

there ¡nay be can always be solved by constructive
dialogue. I¡tiliCant workers are not perceived as

politically conscious but rather discredited as

misguided and maladjusted individuaLs. Such a stand has

been quite corunon ln I/A psychology (Bramel & Friend,
198r ) .

The failure of, 1./O psychology to deal nith por,rer

different.ials in indusEry has been recenÈIy brought into
sharp focus by Barling (1988). In an empirical
investigation of t,he teaching, research and practice of
I,/O psychology Barling arrived at the conclusion that
'rindustrial relations" is the ,,blind spot" of the field.
Earling studied the extenÈ to erhich I/O psychology pays

atÈention to unions. A review of al1 the articles on the

subject from the 1.980-1986 issues of the Journal of
ÀÞÞlied Psychologv, Journal of OccuÞational pEychology,
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Orgânizational Behavior and Human performance, and

Academy of Management Journal Ied him to conclude that
"union nembership is ignored alnost invariably',
(BarIing, 1988, p. 105). Addressing the question "how

much coverage is devoted to industrial relations issues
in frequently-used I/O textbooks" (Bâr1ing, 19gg, p.

105), he reviewed 39 such introductory texts as well as

3 advanced texts. Results showed that "15 of these

Èexfs make no mention of unions...(and) 29 suggest that
Iess than It of their contents consider union issues',
(Barling, 1988, p. f05). He also asked a sample of
Canadian I/O psychology teachers to nhat extent their
courses deâlt with industrial relations issues.
Responses were received for 22 courseE: "Ten of the Lg

undergraduate courses, and three of the four graduate

courses did not deal nith industrial relatíons at all"
(Barling, 1988, p. 106). Furthermore, 7 of the 15 texts
used in these courses make no reference to union issues

whatsoever.

One cannot help but wonder just what leads I/O
psychologisÈE to ignore the topic of indusÈriaI
relations. Two plausible explanations may be considered.
The first would indicate that ib is in their economic

and political inÈerest not to disturb the industrial
status quo. Social scientists employed by management

realize t,haÈ treatnent of issues such as industrial
relations is an open invitation Èo incl.ude politica in a
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field that bhey would prefer to keep "neutral." For as

Iong as indusÈria1 unrest can be prevented or minimized

by the presence of "objective scientists," both

management and scientists alike are saÍd to benefit: the

former by keeping politÍcs out of industry, the 1atter
by lucrative contracts.

An âlternative explanaÈion to account for the
omission of class and poner issues in Í./O psychology is
simply thaÈ social scientists believe in technical, as

oPposed to poLitical, solutions. Consequently, unions--
identified as political forces--are not even considered
to be part of their occupational endeavor. This argument

cannot, be easily discarded, for the pervasive character
of the technical rationalitv of our times has hardly
left an area of social inquiry \,rithout iÈs inprint
(Alvesson, 1985 t Benson, I977).

Whether because of a partisan interest in
preserving Èhings the way they are, or because of a

siniere belief in the solubiliLy of alL social problems

by Èechnical neans, the situation remains that I,/O

psychology has paid negligible attention to the cLass

and political nature of labor--managernent conflicts. And

inasmuch as politics is a potent tool for t.he

transformation of power arrangerlents in society, Èhe

clear beneficiaries of Chat situation are those r.rho

would like to see things in the future stay the way they
are in the present.
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tf. I/O psychologists are interested in serving aIJ.

sectors of industry, it is imperat.ive that the working
assumption thaL industry is a class-conflict_free
enterprise be challenged. I would concur with Barling in
that I'I/O psychoJ.ogist,s nust accept the inevitability...
of union-managemenÈ conflict in its many manifestations
in organizations, and discard their attiLudinal
indifference Cor,rard, or ideotogical bias against labour
unions" (1988, p. I0B ).

Pre¡nise #2¿ T/O psychology is science and science
is qood for societv.

"Social science is science; science contributes to
hunan welfare; Lherefore social science contributes to
human welfare" (Warwick, I9BO, p. 3t). This syllogism,
premised on a great, deal. of naivete, protected the moral
conscience of rnany social scientists for a long time.
I,/O psychologisÈs, as social scientists, found in it an

elegant way to amaLganate their pursuit of scientific
knowledge with what they termed a contribution to
society as a whole.

It, iE not ny intent here to challenge t,he

scientific status oE f/O psychology but rather its
supposed contribution to ',human welfare.,' As Steininger
et aI (1984) succinctly put it: "psychology can be used

to serve the interests of the powerful or the int,erests
of the powerless" (p. 196), I/O psychologists may have

intended Èo serve all classes, bub the actuaL results of
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their efforLs have benefited, almost exclusively, the
por{erful (Baritz, L974ì Huszczo et aI, 19g4; Ra1ph,

1983, Shore, L982; Wells, f9g7).
I,/O psychologists, as is the case with many other

social. science practitioners, endorse a technicaÌ
rationality according to which social problems wil1,
event.ually, be solved by scientific and technical neans

to the exclusion of political solutions. This approach

to human dile¡n¡nas has been termed by Anderson and Travis
(1983) Èhe ,,liberal consensus. " It consists in the
belief t,haÈ society wil.I be bettered by "neutraI,'
scienÈists and professionals. The spirit and political
inplications of this technocratic philosophy, so much a
part of I,/O psychoLogyr are well summarized by Alvesson:

In the technological-capitalist society, there is a

general tendency to re-define problens concerning
purposes, aims, and values so as either to make

them appear to be technical issues, or Èo make them

seen irrelevant. guestions invoL.ving such natters
as alienationr ând the content and value of work,

are defined as probLems which socio-technical and

other organizationaL principles should solve çrithin
Èhe framef.rork of prevailing conditions....In the
technocratic consciousness, the disÈinct,ion beÈween

communication concerning political frameworks and

social norns on the one hand and technical problern-

solving on the oeher has been erased at the expense
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of the former. This consciousness...contributes to
the blocking of a dialectic where the negation of
prevailing conditions is envÍsaged as a

possibility. In this wây, a world picture which
supports the predominant rationality is transmitted
(ÀLvesson, I995, p. 127).

this technocratic doctrine treats alI human

problens as technical ones. Inequality, power,

discrimination, and the like; are not the resul.t of
injustice but of lack of scientific progress. Thus, I/O
psychology, which ernbraced this weltanschaaung since its
origins, became oblivious to the politics of production.
Iqayo eraa absoLutely convinced Lhat "scientific
nanagenent," equipped wiÈh the newest techniques of
hunan relations r,rould advânce the welfare of enployers
and empJ.oyees âlike. ,'¡,layo argued with passion that
social and cLinical psychological approaches could be

incorporated into an enlightened rnanagernent in such a

way thaÈ the social -emot ional needs of workers would be

met'r (Bramel & Friend, I9BI, p. g68). This would in
effect prevent workers from organizing to protest
unfavorable working conditions or Iow wages.

IndispuÈab1e faith in the âssunption Èhat science
is good for human eelfare rnight have precluded posing
the simple question: Good for whon in society? Tf. r/O
psychologists had asked that question, the socio_
political repercussions of the field might have been
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radically different. As it turned out, however,

In seeming disregard for ApA's vision of psychology

"as a means of pr.omoting hunan welfare,', the

mainstream of industrial psychology hâs

traditionally labored to promote empl.oyer welfare
as it.s principal goa1. While the single-minded
quest for efficiency / productivity / profitability
inevitably encounters t.he obstruction of unions, it
also resulÈs in a regard for workers--aL1 workers,

not just union members--as little nore than

insÈrurnentalities for achieving manâgetnenÈ

objectives (Shore, 1982, p. 334).

Thus far I have examined the basic premises that,

have led I,/O practit,ioners to side with rnanagenent and

thereby support the status quo. The actual ways whereby

these prenises are translated into acÈions will no¡¿ be

discussed.

How !p psychoLogy Uoholds the rndustrial Stacus Ouo
' I/O psychology contributes to the maintenance of

the induEtrial status quo hhrough three different, yet
reLated mechanis¡ns. Through (a) the personalization of
conflict, (b) the co-operative approach, and (c) the
professional i zat ion of managerial decisions.

the personalization of conftict.
The attribution of workers' problerns Lo internal

causes has been pioneered by !¡tayo in the inÈerview phase

of the Har.rthorne reEearch (Branel & Friend, 19gl; J.A.C.
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Brown, 1954), and is exemplified in the books by Maier

(1946) and Stagner and Rosen (1965). In essence,

employees are guided to vieçr their lack of satisfact j.on

in life as a product of their own personaL inadequacies.

While nanagers--as the administrators of capital--are
doing "all they can to he1p,, by providing counselors;

the internal nâture of the workers predicanents demand

correcLions of an inbra-or interpsychical character.

Quoting Whybe again: "the alternative of actuaÌIy
changing reality is hardly considered" (1957, p. 4I).

This nethod of counseling not only leads to an

inadvertenb self-bl,ame attitude in it,s cLients, but also
exculpates ¡nanagement for whaCever role ib might have

played in the r.rorkers' difficulties in the first place.

An additional bonus that bhe personalizaÈion of conflic!
furnishes to ovrners is that the latter comes across as

caring and personally interested in t,he welfare of the

employees, thus strengthening loyatty and com¡nitnent Lo

the fir¡n. As WeIIs (1987) has recently put it,
counseling prograns

âre aimed at helping workers deal with their
(product ivi ty-reduci ng ) problerns of anxiety,
alcohol use, depression, drug dependency, and so

on. Workers are persuaded Èhat these problems are

'personal' problems not related to the workplace,

but problems that nanagement nevertheless cares

enough about to lend a hand,, (p. 6).
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It, shouLd be remembered, counseling services are

parL of comprehensive empÌoyee assistance programs \,rhich

result. in increased productivity for every dollar
invested in it by managenent (Wel1s, fgBZ). But

increased productivity is not the only benefit for
mânâgers. In addition, psychological experÈise has been

âble to pacify trouble makers and diffuse resenbment

against oerners and supervisors (Baritz ¡ L974¡ Ralph,

r983 ) .

WiCh time, unions began Lo realize that counseling

provided by employers had an undesirable side-effect. It
was conducive to workers, passiviby and conformity. It
"helped" "trorkers and their dependents adjusL to
increasingly alienated, degraded, and pressured

conditions, in order to prevent labour unrest', (RaLph,

I983, p. 47). Havernan (1957) nrote t,hat unionists
started referring t,o this kind of psychological help as

"cow psychology." They saw.it as ',an attetnpt to get nore

production out of the worker by keepi.ng hin placid and

unconplaining...on the ground Lhat any advice paid for
by the company is âlmost bound to favor the company's

desires over the r.rorker's psychological needs (p. 52).

The increased awareness of these side-effects led unions

to oppose such "benef its.I' Although "enployers ofben

have been able to slip mental health 'services, into a

broad occupational health package...nany unions have

managed to see Èhrough this stratagem,' (Ralph, 1983r p.
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I4I). This siCuabion forced the introducbion of
innovative methods to gain workers' compliance and

prevenL industrial unrest. A suitable term for this new

technology of human relations may be the "co-operative',
approach.

The " co-operat. ive', aÞproach.

The argument hâs been made that the most

efficacious met.hod of social control is that r,¿hich does

not elicit resistance (Skinner, 1976; Zimbardo, l9g4).
Schacht (1985) has caLled this type of controlLing
influence "softened power. "

Softened power decreases individuals' experience of
political impact on bheir lives and thought,

promoting uncritical internaLization of prevailing
ideologies and anesthetizing persons to the ways in
which they are being Led, influenced, or

controlled. Softened power circumscribes their
consciousness, allowing illubions of free choice to
persisÈ while ava!Iable choices are curtailed
Èhrough a subtle foreshortening of Èheir

imagination (Schâcht, 1985, p. 5I3).
Fu1ly aware thaÈ Èhe times require "softened power, ''

industrialists enlisted the assisÈance of social
scientists in designing programs of worker control that
would not elicit the latter's resistance. In response to
that demand, two innovative approaches to hunan

relationE have been introduced. These are Organizational
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Devel.opmenÈ (OD), and ouality of Working Life (OWL).

The concepÈ of OD refers to inÈerventions based on

behavioral science intended to increase the

effectiveness of an organization (HoIlway, L9g4, WaIton,

t978). "Specifica1ly, " Walton (1978) wroter "OD attends
Èo the use and development of hunan capacities and

social integration in the work p1ace,' (p. 124).

Sensitivity training programs designed to enhance

interpersonal understanding, team buiJ.ding, and reward

sysÈerns for enployees are key features of its
nethodology.

Despite its appårent humanistic aspirations of
improved co-operation and quality of working life for
everybody concerned (Ho1lway, 1984; Walton, l97g), OD

faces criticisms similar to those leveled against
employee counseling. Namely, it may not be as benevoLent

and neutraL as it purports to be. Its very name

Organization Development is somewhat misleading, for the
word deveLopnent usual]V fras a positive connoÈation and

impJ.ies unfolding towards a desired goal, a state of
maturiÈy. yet, as Warwick (1978) has argued,

development and health for ,'the manager or owner mây

well be disease for the worker" (p. 149). pseudo-neutral_

terms such as "team building,'r "problen solvingr,' and

"effecÈiveness'r are very conmon in OD. _To the extent
that this vocabulary ignores the power strucÈure of
companies and prornotes a so called conflict-free
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language, one has Co question the purity of the motives

behind OD interventions.

'rEf fective OD intervention, " Warr.¡ick (I978) noted,

"r,riL1 almost allrays chånge or reinforce the balance of
power, influence and authority in a system. Some

individuals and groups will gain in the âbility to
pursue their interesCs and intentions, while others wiIl
1ose" (p. 149). If thae indeed is the case, and OD

practitioners rrmost often enter the systern as management

consultantstr (l¡ar$rick, I978, p. I49 ) , it, erould not be

unreasonable to conclude thae in the majority of
instances OD lends its "scientific support" to keeping

or even reinfor'cing Èhe prevailing disÈribution of power

in industry. IL could probably be argued that, if that

r{as noÈ the case, managers would think ttrice before

hiring OD experts. For, after alt, they are brought into
business r,rith the purpose of increasing outpub.

Probably the single, most importanÈ feature of OD

is its impartial and humanistic facade. These

specialists are portrayed as neutral third parties

merely intere8Èed in "improving the effectiveness of

organizations thaL produce useful goods and services and

in enhancing the quality of human experience in the

workplace" (Walton, 1978, p. 124). Their "impartial"
and 'rcaring" approach is reinforced by t,he ernphasis

placed on bhe "collaborative" nodel . If you $rant to

increase productivity you don't fight with your workers,
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you collaborabe with them; you don,t force them, you

talk them into doÍng iL. Owners and workers dialogue ,,as

if I' they were equal; thus gaining the latter's
cooperation and subtly dissuading them from organizing
politically to fulfilI Lheir aspirations. Sirnilar
aIlegaÈions have been made against euality of Working

Life (QWL) projects. These programs, which are typically
carried out by "someone who is welt versed in bhe social
psychology of smal} groups" (Wells, 1987, p. 3), are

intended to bring labor and management together in ân

effort t,o nake use of workers' full physical and mental

abilities in a nore creative and productive fashion
(Wel1s, 1987). In addition to the job redesign involved,
I'QWL programs are alreays characterized by their focus on

greater participaÈion by workers, usualJ.y through labor-
management coÍmittees" (We1Ls, 1997, p, 2). The main

thrust of these comnittees is to fosber a purely
psychological orientation to conflict in the workplace.

Wheri conflict is defined along these Iines, cooperation
is much easier to abtain than when iL is conceptualized
in political terms. 'tÎhe cooperation beÈween workers and

tnanagers in these meetings is supposed to foster a nore

general cooperation outside the meetings: the whole

point of QWL is to create a new kind of cooperation on

the jobr' (WeIIs, 1987, pp. 3-4). Wells (I98?) concluded

thaÈ in effect, the principat objective of rnanagemenb in
implementing QVIL is !o "undermine the main forn of power
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lhaÈ r,rorkers and their unions normally resort to--the
negative power of resistance or refusaL to obey" (p.

6e).

Promises made to r.rorkers by eWl, advocâtes depict
these progråms as very attractive. They offer
I'opportunities to. fulfiI one's potentiaI," "pride,,'
"enjoynent, " "decision-making power, " etc. But over ând

above these pronouncements, the elemental question for
unions renains! Do these projects ultimâtely benefit
workers? WeLIs' (1987) response is a categoricâl no.

His study of such enterprises revealed that the

cooperation advertised by eWL exponenCs is a highly
selective, managernent-biased kind of cooperation which,

in the final analysis, ',reduces the quality of working

Iife" (Wells, !98'7, p. 5).

Wellsr (1987) investigation of two QWIJ 1arge

projecls in North &nerica led him to claim thaÈ,

contrary to the expecLations creat,ed by O!'tL proponents,

"the programs r{ere clearly designed to adjust r,rorkers to
jobs, not jobs to t¡orkers. tfore broadly, they were

designed to adjust workers to their own continuing
subordination in the workplace,' (Wells, I9BZ, p. 6g).
Às Èo the decision-making power promised to ernployees,

"the only participation that either erorkers or union

Ieaders were involved in waE strictly consultâtive,
involving them, at best, in rninor rnodifications to
decisionE that had already been made by managemenÈ"
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(We1Is, I987, p. 69).

In the end, eI,fL is sirnply a softer, subtler
management -con t rol strategy, yet one that is more

ambitious and all-embracing than anything seen

before. Management is no longer satisfied wiLh

making workers obey: it now wants them to v¡ant to
obey (Wel1s , I9g7, pp. 5-6).
fn sum, both OD ând o!{L interventions have promoted

an approach whereby worker control is gained through
cooperation. These techniques are refined versions of
human manipulation, congruous with the spirit of our
age .

The professionalization of tnanageriaL decisions.
The profess ionaL i zat ion of managerial decisions can

be of assistance to Èhose with a vested int,erest in
upholding the industrial status quo. As in the cases of
"the personatization of problems" and the "cooperative
approachr" in professionalizing its decision making

process managenent benefits by diverbing attention from
the poliÈical arena. When, for exampLe, detrimental
lrorking conditions, delayed promotions and the 1ay off
of workers can be at least partially based on "experb
advise, " the owners do not have to take a1I the
responsibility for worker discontent. Àscribing Èhese

decisions to organizational and psychotogical science
helps management deaL with the frustraÈions elicibed by

some of these neasures. No! only because it wasn't
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sÈrictly their own doing, but also because science is
supposed Lo be removed, irnpartíal and fair.

The belief that ,'psychology is a science and that
psychological assessment is therefore objective"
(Hollr,ray, 1984, p. 35), is being continuously promoted

in organizations, both by I/O psychologists ând by

¡nanagement (HoIlway, I9g4). Occupat.ional assessment is
rarely perceived as a bool that can be used to
rationalize decisions whose impâct on workers is
negative. For the most part, psychologicâl testing in
industry is viewed as "fair" (see Holl\,ray, 19g4, pp. 35_

36). "The role of the assessor is seen...as neutral and

external, and as one of fact gathering" (HoIIeray, L9g4,

P. s4).

À similar role nay be performed by OD. Changes in
organizations wit,h unfavorable consequences for part of
the st.aff can aLways be justified on the basis of
professional, scientific expertise. warwick (L97g), who

has carefully analyzed -the ethical and political
implicaÈions of OD, contends that these

nay be obscured when OD is cLoaked in the garb of
science. The introducLion of the OD practit,ioner as

'rDr. Srnith, a social scient j.st, who is an expert on

organizations" may creâte an image of irnpartiality
and scienbific neutrality that is not justified by

the circumstances. Union leaders and employees in
the orgâniza!ion would be well advised bo look
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beyond such professional camouflage to the gricty
realities of sponsorship and tâtent agendas (pp.

lsr-r52 ) .

Ethics in the practice of L/9 psvchologv

Human manipulation has been a constitutive part of
I,/O psychology. Its ability to overcome workers'

resistance, prevent industrial unrest, discredit
discontented employees as maladjusted and subtly control
Iabor are some of Lhe features that made the Eield
indispensable for some companies. In the past, attempts
to control grorkers erere more in the open. Each party
knew, nore or less, where the other stood. But erith the
advenb of psycfiology, control sCrategies became much

more refined and cover t .

Tine was when a nan kner,, that his freedoms were

being curtailed. Social scientists, however, are
too sophisticated for tha!. The fires of pressure

and control on a man are now kindled in his orçn

thinking. Control need no longer to be imposed. It
can be encouraged from within...A major

characteristic of the twentieth century has been

the fact that it blinds the victim to the fact of
rnanipulation (Baritz, 1924, pp. 2O}-2IO).

The wiÈting or unwitting use of t,/O psychology to
manipulate workers, as described in the previous

section and sum¡narized by Baritz in the above quotation,
raises an imporÈant ethicaL dilernna. IÈ follows fron the
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basic premises of the field that I,/O practitioners
should remain neutraL (e.g., Stagner & Rosen, 1965).
Interestingty enough, when I,/O psychologists have

expressed values, these have been typically humanistic__
the kind that are supposed to benefit everyone involved
(Alvesson, 1985; Hollway, I9g4¡ Í.lalton, 19Zg). yet, the
assumption that the practice of. I/O psychoJ.ogy is
neutral or equally advantageous to aLl sides has been
refuted numerous tines and rather persuasívely (Baritz,
I974r Ralph 1983r WarÌ,rickr I978; WelLs, 1987). The

latter have eloquently argued Èhat I/O interventions
have significant politicaÌ repercussions, and, as a

rule, orvners gain and workers lose.
I/O psychologisÈs face a difficult decision. On one

hand, they may feel pressured Èo acknowÌedge the
political implications of their work in order to avoid
the ethical dilem¡na of duplicity; i.e., creating
expectations Èhat cannot be fulfitled. On Lhe other
hand, acknowledgment of Cheir pro-management bias wiII
decrease considerably their attractiveness. For, as it
would be rernembered, it is the very ',neutra1,, facade of
social science that business find so appealÍng. Given
that situatiorìr â¡ì adnission of partisanEhip on the part
ot I/O professionals would be a sonewhat self_defeåtin9
move, at least in a financial sense.

Personal distress and financial loss
notwi thstandi ng, the ethical issue will not be resolved
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until I/O psychologists fully reâIize and articulate the
political reverberations of their occupation. Instead of
trying to be ',more" impartial, they ought t,o come to
grips wiÈh the poJ.itical nature of industrial relations
and accept the responsibility implied in siding with one

party. In doing so they would, at Che very least, take
care of the duplicity involved in promising to be

apoJ.itical and serving power at the same time.
The poliCical and ethical responsibility ascribed

to psychologist,s rrorking for management applies aIl bhe

same to those willing to collaborate with 1abor. The

idea is simply to overcome t,he naivebe implicit in
aspiring Eo be apolicical, and to disclose the
inevitable presence of a socio-political bias.
Conclusion

The purpose of this châpter has been to idenbify
sone of the socio-poliCical inptications in the practice
of. f/O psychology. The evoluÈion of the field, it was

clairned, has been characterized by an unreflective
stance on the political nabure of indusÈrial reÌations
(BabingÈon SniÈh, 1988; Barling, tggB). Operating under

the assumption that they are rnerely offering an

apolitical service thaÈ $riII impact favorably on owners

and r.¡orkers alike, I/O practiÈioners have often acted as

"servants of power', (Baritz, L974). A renarkable

disregard for the political repercussions of their
occupation has placed I,/O psychoLogists in a difficult
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situation whereby their promise of neutrality is simply
untenable.

A number of recen! developnents in the literature,
however, lead one to believe that I/O psychologists may

have begun to face some of the criticisms that have been

advanced. Huszczo and his associates (I9g4), for
instânce, made a st¡ong case for psychoLogists to admit

and express their atCitudinal bias in working for
managemene. At the sa$e time, they urged those

psychologists with a pro-Iabor bias Lo idenbify and

avail themselves to unions; thereby counter-acting the
long standing pro-owner bias in psychoLogy ând

discarding the neutrality rnyth.

The historical predilection favoring management and

upholding the basic status quo does not precLude the
prospect of t/O psychologiEts challenging iL. Though few

in number, some psychologists have already started
collaborating with labor in advanèing r.rorkers' interests
(Huszczo et al., 1984). Several roles can be envisioned
for a psychology devoted to helping unions. &nong

obhers: training in bargaining techniques, assisÈance in
esbablishing educational programs for r,rorkers, teaching
skills to counteract, nanipulation rnethods employed by

managers, etc. psychologj.sÈs willing to contribute
Lheir expertise to labor will be well advised not to
corünit the sane error as those who have typically served
employers, that is, to pretend to beÍng apoliÈicaJ. in a
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salient anfieLd where the distribution
issue as can be.
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ChâÞter Il: Abnormal psychologv

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the

politicâI extensions of predominant models of abnormal

psychology. Contained in each paradigrn are powerful

implications for social change or support for the status
quo. These derive mostly from the effect âttributed to
societal factors in the etiology, emergence, and

reproduction of problems usually referred to as

psychological. In most cases, the lesser the concern

with and for societal variables, Lhe greater the

Iikelihood that the political nessage will be a
conservative one. Conversely, as the concern with and

for societal va'riables increases, so does the likelihood
t,ha! the political message wiII be a progressive one

(e. g. , lline¡nan, 1984).

UnIike I/O psychology, which until recently was not

heavily scrutinized for its pseudo-neutral potitical
stance, the field of abnormal psychology has had Èo

endure severe criticisms for so¡ne time now. yet, as can

be argued, these criticisms have failed to address a key

issue with enough potency to generaÈe a meaningful

change of course in the discipline. That is, the

analysis of abnormal behavior in a conprehensive

socioeconomic, political, and ideological context.
Undoubtedly, there have been serious attenpts Èo place

so called "abnormal behavior" in a social context as the
following review will. document. But these formulations
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have been for the most part only social, as opposed to
socioÞoliCicaI. Politics and economics have been Iargely
excluded from Che study of the behavior of nental
paCients. Although there are epiderniological studies to
direct our attention to the rather imporÈant role played

by economic factors (Grusky & po1lner, 1991, part II
section C), these have not entered the mainstream of
psychopathology to the required degree. politics, as

the inquiry into the attainrnent of social power, its
maintenance through ideological apparatuses, and its
concomitant inequalities in wealth and resources, is a

largely neglected issue in the study of abnormat

psychology (For a rare exception see Joffe & Albee,

1981a, 198lb).

If one were to schernatically depict the

sociopolitical history of the field in Che last forty
yeârs' one would notice a progression from an asocial
âpproach, Èhrough an enhanced awareness of its micro-
social elements, to an increased alerÈness of macro-

social variables. While this portrayal may be somerehat

more linear than what the data may suggest, it is
believed to represent erhat has been happening in the

field. As well, ib provides a heuristic insight into the

ideological trends in the field.
The main task of this chapter is to elucidate the

direct or indirect impact of such approaches and to show

how they tend to preserve society in its present. form.
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The medj.cal model, either in its organic or
psychodynamic version, captures the essence of the

asocial stage whose poliÈicat implications are mârkedly

conservative. Theories with a salient interpersonal and

transactional conponent such as labeling and family
therapy are representative of the micro-social phase.

Highly progressive and conservative interpretations can

be derived from these models of abnormal behavior. An

effort will be made to clarify their political
repercussions. Corununity psychology, prevention, and

the ecological approach are examples of the macro-socíaI
paradigm. Inasmuch as these target the social moment of
psychopathology and advocate social reform, t.hey contain
a strong progressive e1e¡nent. Unfortunately, at 1easÈ

for those interested in social change, they have not

gone far enough in addressing the ideological and

polibical context. Recoriunendat ions to rectify that
situation will be advanced by Èhe aubhor in t,he paradigm

termed macro-sociopol i t icaL

None of these approaches have entirely superseded

the rest. Rather, they co-exísÈ in a state of tension in
which different approaches momentarily dominate the

field. Currently, in terms of its derivatives for social
change, the f iel.d is al a crossroads. On the

conservative side, there is a growing "movenenÈ to
'remedicalize' psychiatry" (Reiser, 1999, pp. 14g-I49)
and abnormal psychology in general. Hence, there is a
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distinct possibility of a retreat into the original
conservative apolitical stance. On the progressive side,
there is an effort to enhance the understandíng of
macro-sociaL events and how Lhey may impact on the
nental health of Che poputation. Should the forner
prevail, ere would likely face a devolution into the era
of the asocial.

AbnorrnâI Psvchologv I! Asocial

Albee (1981) has aptly conceptualized the asocial
approach to the study of abnornal behavior as bhe defect
modeL. The defect rnethod, also known as medical
(Braginsky & Braginsky, I926) or nental medicine
(Foucault, L954/]-997), analyses "inappropriate" behavior
in terms of an internal organic or psychological
malfunction.

Like organic medicine, mental rnedicine first tried
Èo decipher the essence of illness in the coherent
set of signs that indicate it. It constiÈuted a

svmÞtomatoLogv in _which Lhe constant, or mereJ.y

frequent correlations between a particular type of
ilLness and a particular morbid manifestat,ion were

picked out (FoucauLE I954/Igg7, p. 3).
Similarly, Braginsky and Braginsky (L926) explain that
in the medical model

aberrant behavior is seen as a symptom of an

underlying iLlness. Like other rnedical symptoms,

such as fever or vomiting, the behavior refLects
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some.underlying disease process....WiÈh respect to
bizarre behavior, therefore, it is the task of the
psychiat,rist or psychologist to determine the cause

1e.9. biochenical imbalances, weak ego boundaries),
to diagnose Èhe disorder (e.g. schizophrenia,
manic-depress i ve, etc.)r and Lo intervene with the

appropriate treabment (pp. 7O-7I ) .

In the medical vieçr, Èhen, whatever inabilit,y Èhe person

may suffer from is located within the individual. As a

result, etiologicat reasoning and intervention
strategies are predominântly directed aÈ an idenÈified
isolated patient (e.g. NeLson, poCasznik & Bennet,

1985). Environrnental facÈors are not entirely
disregarded, but they are given only secondary priority
and renain largely in the background. At best, these are
variables to be thought of, but not acted upon.

The defect model bifurcates into an organic and a

psychological branch (e.g., Braginsky & Braginsky, 1976;

Foucault, 1954/1987). -Its organic or biochenical form,
mostly espoused by psychiaÈrists but also by many

psychologists, contends that conduct deemed as
rrirrationaL', is deterrnined by biological, neural, or
chenical abnormalities. It follor{s, t,hen, that nost
mental diseases would ulbinaLely be cured by biochernical
nethods. rrln recent years, a multiÈude of
psychopharnacological preparations have been advanced as

the treatment, if not the cure, for a variety of mental
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diseases" (Braginsky o Braginsky, L976, p. 72).

The expressÍon Homo psychologicus (Foucault,

1954/1987, p. 741 repr€sents lhe immense importance

ascribed to the individual psyche in the psychological
version of the defect model. As a supposedly autonomous

entity, the person carries within him,/herself the causes

of his/her own malâdy, and is therefore to be rnodif ied
and returned to the comrnunity as a weÌl adjusted
citizen. Unprecedented impetus for this lreatment
modaliÈy was furnished by psychoanalysis. An entire
language was created Èo account for the operaÈions and

malfunctions of the psyche. "Àccording to thiE approach,

rnental illness is viewed in termE of a faul.ty tnental

apparatus caused not by biochemicals but by early life
experiences, in particular, trâumatic ones,r (Braginsky &

Braginsky, 1976, p. 72).

As Braginsky and Braginsky (1976) asserted,

'ralthough seemingly disparate, bobh psychodynamic and

biochemical approaches share the asEumption that
abnornaL behaviors are synptons of a mental illness
tthich exists somewhere within the strucÈure of the mind',

(p. 73). As such, boÈh deemphasize the role played by

"out oÉ the skin" elements in the etiology of any

maladjustment.

While stil1 very influential , the doninance of the
medical-defect model has been undermined by a variety of
writings pointing to its major Ehortcomings. As a maÈter
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of fact, in the last three decades the field of abnormaL

psychology has sritnessed t.he emergence and gradual

consolidation of a body of literature characterized by a

disillusionment with the classical nedical model (e.g.,
Foucault,, L96L/I965, 1985; Ingteb!, I9g1c; Laing, I967,
I972, 1980, I985; KoveI, 198Ia, f9Blb, ¡.{agaro et aI.,
1978, Sarbin & ¡¡tancuso, l9B0; Sedgwick, t9B2). Though

varied in their specific orientation, these critiques
converge in their vie!¡ that the medical approach studies
mental illness as a separate entity, as something going

on within the person that needs to be repaired, much in
disregard for environmental factors. Moreover, Chey

claim that it fails to realize the connection between

mental conditions and the historical, poliÈical,
economic, and sociocultural context in which these

occur. Consequently, the individual is too frequently
dj.ssociated f rorn the $rider systems of society which

shape herr/his behavior extensively, thus creating an

âhiStorical and asocial image of persons (Sarason,

198la, 198fb).

The political extensions of this asocial. abnormal

psychology are not difficult Èo discern. By

dichotomizing individuals as sick or healthy, Èhe defect
paradigm helped to promote the noÈion that maLadapted

persons are the sole product of a less able organism

and/or a genetic handicap. This not.ion was, in the first
decâdes of the century, very popular not only in mental
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health circles but among policy makers as well (e.g.,
Hofstadter, 1955; Rose, Lewontin & Kamin, 1984).

Congruenb with the theories of social Darwinis¡n and

eugenics, the organic perspective of psychopathology

facilitaÈed the formulation of restrictive and

discriminatory irunigration policies in the United States

(Kamin, 1974; ThieIman, I985).

Perhaps one of the most potentially conservative

repercussions of the medical model has been its
utilization by power elites in developing a

sophisticated stratagem according to which systemic

contradictions are either denied or present.ed as

personal problems (e.9., Gross, 1980t W. Ryan, I97f).
Some exampleg are in order: "Urban unrest is at,tributed

Èo the lack of inpulse controL atnong young ¡nen raised in
househol.ds without strong father figures" (Sampson,

1983, p. I23). Carothers, a forner official of the

World Healt,h Organization, comnented: "The African makes

very Little use of his frontal lobes. All the

particularities of African psychiatry can be put doern to

frontal laziness" (in Nahem, 198I, p. I51).
When human suffering is predominantly interpreÈed

as the result of a deficient organism, a conforming

message emerges quite clearly. From this perspecÈive,

poor nutrition, detrimental living condiÈions,

unenployment, and poverty in general are "deternined" by

the inability of those people to help Èhemselves (W.
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Ryan, I97I, 198I). ,,To blame the problems of those erho

are nost severely affected by destructive conditions
prinarily on the deficits of 'character disorder, or
'pathology' of individuals is a classic case of blaming
the victimÍ (Wineman, I984, pp. 44-45). Anong the
devastating effects of t,his person-blame theorizing is
the acceptânce of its premises by the victims
themselves. Pervasive social injustice is distorted into
cases of biologica). or psychologicâ1 inferiority. A

distortion that not onLy iCs precursors, but their
victi¡ns as wel1, grew to accept.

Because the poor within the Western nations as weLl

as the colonial peoples of the $rorld were seen as

naturaLly inferior, bhere was ample ideoLogical
jusÈification for exploitatj.on of industrial
r,rorkers, including children and wonen, for
coloni.alis¡n, and for racist policies leading to
genocide....Although occasional voices of p¡otest
were heard, iL is ,clear that women and the

colonized, the lower class, and the rest Iargely
accepted the view that they were, indeed, inferior
(À1bee, 1986, p. 895).

The last, but by no means the least, conservaÈive

impLication of the defect -¡nedi caL-asocial model is its
noÈiceable apathy, to say the least, towards prevenÈive

action. Such attit,ude, voiced not, long ago by Lamb and

Zusnan (1979) is highi.y symptonatic of the resurgence of
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the asocial model in abnormal psychology. Their attack
on preventive programs transLates into less efforts at
advancing our understanding and treatmenL of social
constellations of factors affecting the nenCal heâl-th of
the population, Èhereby averting challenges to sociaL
structures and the status quo. While Larnb's and

Zusman's views have been refuted on nunerous accounts
(Albee, 1986r Nelson, potasznik & Bennet, t9g5), bhey

have nanaged Èo influence lhe reêenÈ policies of at
least one province in Canada: Brit j.sh Colunbia has

adopted their propositions in its menCal healÈh planning
report (see Nelson, potasznik & Bennet, 1995).

The facÈ that the asocial paradigrn is gaining
momentum, in spite of mounting evidence linking social
factors and ¡nenbaL illness (see Fried, 1976, Gesten &

Jason, 1987t Kessler, price & Wortnan, 1995, Nelson,

Potasznik & BenneÈ, 1985t and l,larmor, lggg), speaks in
favor of the hypothesis that the mental health agenda

may be heavily prescrib-ed by the ideological atnosphere
of the times (Levine t Levine, 1970, Winenan, l9g4). As

the L,evines have persuasively demonstrated in their
historical analysis, individualistic modes of therapy
tend to thrive during conservative times (Levine &

Levine, 1970).

Albee (1986) has cogently argued that for as long
aE psychologists, psychiatrists, and nost important,ly
social policy legislators continue to believe thaÈ
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rnental illness, criminal tendencies and low intelligence
derive mainly fron a deficient organism, early
compensatory education. programs and primary prevention
progrârns in general will never be satisfactorily
implemented. To the extent that branches of psychology

have contributed to the creation and perpetuâtion of the
asocial perspecbive, they have equally contributed to
the mâintenance of the societal status quo.

Abnormal Psychology II : ì,ticro-SociaI

The micro-social approach refers to a series of
studies and writings r.rhose primary concern is the
identification of psychopathogeni c and/ot iatrogenic
interpersonaL processes in the context of a specific
setting such as the psychiaÈric hospitat or t,he family.
AIthough the follo$ring individuals differ in many

respects, not the least of which is their political
preferences, the early contributions of Laing (1959,

1967, Laing & Esterson, 1964) and Szasz (1963, 1965,

1974) have converged in their ateenÈion to whaÈ may be

termed micro-sociaLlv induced nental disorders via a

stigmatizing process engendered by either farniJ.y members

or nental heaLth professionals. Further interest in the
micro-sociogenes i s of mental illness r¡as generated by

the research of Rosenhan (1981) which provided a severe
rrblowrr to the psychiatric establishmenb, by Goffnan
(1981), who unveiled the del.eterious side-effects of
prolonged hospitalization, and by Scheff (1976), who
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advanced the labeling theory in mental ilIness.
Micro-social may be said to be a misnomer, for the

relevance of these postulates are potentially broad.

Yet, while potentially significant for society at large,
the proponents of these theses have not, for the most

part, branscended the constricted physical or
psychological environments of bhe specific settings
where their work was conducted. In contrast to the
progress made by community psychoLogy and the ecological
approach in addressing Iarger social issues, the name

rnicro-social represents adequately a mid-position
between the asocial and macro-sociaL models.

Whereas the content of these writings is well known

by now, their political implications have not received
as much attention. Witness for instânce the vasÈ

confusion surrounding Szasz, s social philosophy (Vatz &

weinberg, 1983). Untike the almost uniform conservative
stance of the asocial model, the polÍtical
reverberations of the micro-social modet wiII be

sonewhat ambiguous and less readily visible.
The nicro-social approaches to abnormal psychology

to be presenÈed are labeling and family therapv. The

former has been selected for discussion primarily due to
the vâst confusion surrounding the political views of
Szasz. Contrary to popular perceptions, his beliefs
embody highly conservative principles (cf. Sedgwick,

1982r Vatz & Weinberg, 1983). Family therapy iE r.rorth
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exanining because of its sonewhat deceiving politicat
stance. Though aIlegedIy progressive when compared to
asociaL models, its preoccupation with the famiì.y unit
mitigates against a comprehensive analysis of sbructural
forces in Che genesis of abnormal behavior.

The politics of label ing.

By now a well known body of lj.terature has been

devoted to examining the iatrogeni.e aspects of
psychological and psychiaLric pracCices in mental heal-th

settings (for reviews see books by p. Brown, l9g5;
Grusky & Po1lner, 1981; and Dean, Kraft & pepper , 1976),

A cotlunon Cheme in these wribings has been the

contribution and solidification of mental iLlnesses
through Iabel i ng .

Regardless of the particulars that may have brought
an individual into contact with a mental health agency,

the lâbter are said to contribute to the perpetuation
and possibLe exacerbation oÉ the behavior deened

abnormal through negative societal reactions and nicro-
social oppression. Labeling ÈheorisLs agree that most

individuals engage, aÈ some point in their Lives, in
sone kind of socially "unacceptablefl conduct. t{hereas

the majority of incidents go unnoticed, the few that are
observed and reacted upon adverseJ.y by significant
others are likely to be cemented in the person's

behavioral repertoire. If these acts are "responded to
and regarded as instances of mental ilLness, a self
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fulfilling process is initiated that culrninates r.rith the
individual capitulating to pressures and rerrards to
accepb Lhe roLe of a mentally i1I individual,, (crusky &

PolIner, 1981, p. 41). Or, as Scheff (1976) noted, when

labeling occurs and the person who breaks the ruLe is
stigmatized as deviant, "the rule breakj.ng which wouJ.d

otherwise have been Èerninated, compensaled fot, or
channeled may be stabilized, thus, the offender, through
the agency of labeling, is launched into a career of
'chronic mental illness," (p. 213).

Behavior deemed intol.erable by reì.atives, teachers,
co-workers, employers, friends, is drawn to the
attention of clinical psychologisÈs, psychiatrists, etc.
When diagnosis by t,he mental health professional results
in a classificatory staternent, apparent ,,scienÈif ic,,
justification is furnished to those who soughÈ

professional help in the first place. At, this stage the
wheels of the labeling process haVe been put into
motion on a devasèating journey that may result in
transformation of transitory behaviors inÈo permanene

destructive patÈerns. This argument, supported by

research conducted Ín naÈuralisÈic mental health
Eettings (e.9., Goffman, I991, Rosenhan, lggI; see also
final chapter under pygmalion) furnishes evidence for
Èhe "deleterious social cÖnsequences of labeling persons

as mentalLy iLl" (Nevid & ¡¡forrison, t990, p. 22). In
the specific cage of psychiatria hospiÈals, Iabeling is
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conducive, inter alia, to stigmatizat.ion, lack of
independence, degradation and humiliation (e.g., crusky

& Pollner, 198I, part III).
Tero sharply contrasting political uses have been

made of labeling theory and research. Left-ering

interpretations indict the mental heatth establishment

aE a sophisticaÈed means of social control . Right-rdín9

interpretations indict the same on charges of furnishing
an "excuse" for deviant individuals. According to the

1atÈer the mental heaÌth system is too liberal . It helps

criminals go unpunished by classifying them aE tnentaLly

i11. BoÈh interpretations will be briefly explored.

Labeling is intimately related to sociâl cont.rol.
The proliferation of Èhe term disease and the

medicalization of social deviance for purposes of social
control. are widely documented phenomena in our culture
(e.9., Conrad, l98li clenn & Kunes, I973; pearson, 1975;

Scheff, 1976). The noÈion of mental illness has been

strategically uÈilized as a non-judicial ¡node of
treating social deviants, politicaL dissidents and

noncorformiBtE noÈ onJ.y in the com¡nunist block
(Fireside, 1979; edvedev & üedvedev, 19ZI) but in North

Àmericân society as welI (Bayers, I9Blt Foucâult, I9g5;

Halleck, 1971; Nahem, 1981; Schacht, 1985r Spiers,
1973 ) .

lloreover, Ieft-wing readings contend that labeling
theory has denonstrated quite convincingly that mental
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illnesses are not only the product of intrapsychic
nechanisms buÈ also of interpersonal transactions based

on inequality of power.. Expectations placed on helpless
individuals by mental health professionals, relatives,
friends, and society at large help deLermine the

behavior of Èhe former. In exposing these transactions
Iabeling theory hâs been instrurnental in undermining the
hegemony exercised by the medical modeL and its
conconiÈant conservatism. Simply put, "the corununity

response is crilical in shaping and organizing the
nature and extent of what wi1l come Èo be seen as

pathol.ogyrr (Grusky & pollner, 1981, p. 4O).

The broad political repercussions of Labeling as a
neans of social control have been succinctly articulated
by Scheff (]-976), r{ho claimed that "to the exÈent that
¡nedicaL (and psychiatric) science Lends its nâme to t.he

labeling of nonconformity as nental illness, it is
giving legitimacy to t,he social staÈus quo', (p. 215).

Or as Dean (1976) observed: "When used to support t.he

status quo, labeling is one mechanism of social
control--a device for restoring or maintaining the

social order" (p. 193).

Conservative psychiatrisÈs, such as Szasz (I963,

L965, 1974, 1984) and Wood (1986) oppose the use of
labeLs because (a) they are supposedly "myths,' concocted

by professionals, and (b) provide an excuse for people

$rho engage in deviant behavj.or and/ot "Iack noral
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fiber." In advancing the former proposition they have at
least theoretically and potentially deprived of services
individuats requiring help. The risks involved in the

"myt¡" argument have been cogently expressed by Coulter:
That there are economic, political, juridical,
temporal and ideological pressures to which so¡ne

clinicians succumb is a weLl-documented and

socially importanc facÈ; but to conclude from a

docunentation of abuses to the non-discrininabiJ.ity
of menÈal íIlness or to its 'non-existencer is to
indulge in a disbracting and potentially harmful
neÈaphysica (Coulter , Lg79, p. I49) .

Yet, in spite of counÈer -a rgunents such as Coulter,s,
the "myth" position keeps strengthening (Wood, I9g6).
Perhaps the most conservative derivation of this notion
is thaÈ if mental illness is basically a ¡nyth, then
crirnes are never committed because of a mental ill.ness.
By p.romoting that postulâte, Szasz, who has been

erroneously regarded as- a progressive and even a

radical, has been acting as a protector of the status
quo,. Éor in avoiding the issue of mental ilLness he also
eludes placing society on the stand. Vatz and Weinberg

have already noted Lhat indeed "a basic conservatism is
central to SzaEz's work,, (19g3, p. l? ) . Consider, for
exatnple, his desire to abolish the insanity plea:

Shou1d people also be free to be a danger Èo

otherE? thiE problem disappears once lre recognize
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that crininals bannot be divided into two
categories--that is, persons who break the Law

because they choose to and persons who break it
because their "meirtal illness,, conpels then to do

so. AII criminal behavior should be controlled by
means of the criminal law (Szasz, L9g4, p. 3I).

Szasz avoids the question of intention and possible
environmental precipitating factors completely. Matza is
quite right in asserting that according to Szasz

'reveryone who has done something wrong should go to
prison....He thinks that the whoLe idea of mentaL
illness isn't helpful at aLl and that we shouldn,t get
into the quesÈion of intent or the question of insanity,,
(in Pearson, 1925, p. 43).

l.fuch Like Szasz, wood (L9g6) perceives deviant
behavior not as madness but rather as ,,badness.,,

The view is teken here that such people are bad

rather than nad, and should be treated as such,
being far better off in prison than in a hospital
if Lhey have broken the Ìaw....The deficiency in
sociopathy is a moral deficiency. The indj.vidual
exhibiÈs no consciencêr câlrìot hear, or chooses to
ignore, its dictates. He chooses to be bad in
exactly the same way as others choose consistentLy
to be good. He represenes the inferior end of the
good-bad continuum (Wood, 1996, p. 4I).

Eoth Szasz ånd Wood oversimplify an intricate issue in
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terms of a hardly defensible dichotorny between good

people and bad people. By vehemently espousing the
poLitico-legal postulates of individual responsibility
and individualistic solutions, they overlook the
possibiliLy that some individuals might engage in
criminal behavior due to emotionâI instability, however

caused, and/or due to societal preciÞitating factors,
however distant and complex. As psychiatrist Marmor

recently pointed out, it must be remembered that sorne

criminal patterns "are due noe to individual
psychopathology per se, but to basic institutional
factors that makes such behavior almost inevitable under
certain circumstances....our society is so structured
that many people are driven to destroy, impair or
Lhreaten the interests of other people" (üarmor, I9gg,
pp. 489-490). Societal explanations make no difference
for Szasz or wood. The autonomous individual is
considered fuIJ.y responsible for his/her behavior and

shouLd therefore be treaCed on an individual basis.
Society re¡nains unquestioned. ln Szasz,s opinion, one

has "the obligation to take responsibiliÈy for the
choices one has made withouÈ psychiatric or oÈher forms
of exculpation', (Vatz & Weinberg, 19g3, p. L7).

It would seem then that theorisCs concerned r,rith
the politics of diagnosis in the rnental health setting
have drawn significant atÈention to social determinants
of abnormal behavior. In the case of self-fulfitling
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prophecy through labeling or in the case of discrediting
nonconfornists via psychiatric diagnosis, they have

dislodged the field from the medical model which

asserted the psychopatholog i s t was a neutral
humanitarian scientist. These putative reforming trends
are, hoerever, attenuated by those r¿ho utilize labeling
to endorse â highly conservative and individualistic
social philosophy. The Iatter would hold people always

fully responsible for any non-physically coerced

actions, in tobal disregard for psychiatric labels,
valid or not.

The politics of farnily theraÞy.

Since the tåte fifties farnily processes have been

idenÈified as a source of major psychological disorders
such as schizophrenia. Through eLaborate interactions
among family members, one person is subjected to a

particular kind of breatment that may be referred to as

psychologicaL oÞpression. As we proceed, we sha11 note

that this insighÈ was historica].ly highly relevant in
the evolution of the farnily therapy movement. A Èrend

whose often contradictory polibical implications need to
be spelled out.

Research conducted in the fifties and sixties by

Bateson, Jackson, Haley and Weakland (1.956), Laing and

Esterson 1L974), and Bowen (1978), facilitated a clearer
view of the function of Èhe family in the course of
schizophrenia. In their seminal arÈicle ,'Towards a
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theory of schizophrenia,,' Bateson and his associates
(1956) proposed the double bind theory. According to
it, contrâdictory instructions or messages of love and

rejection are given to a family mernber by the same

person, nithout giving to the former an opportunity to
coÍunent on Lhe perceived inconsistencies. Double bind
is defined as a "situation in which no matter what. a

person does, he 'can't win.' IL is hypothesized that a

person caught in the doubte bind may develop

schizophrenic sympboms" (Bateson et al., 1956, p. 25f).
Two yeårs after the publication of Bateson's

research, Laing and Esterson (I974) Iaunched a study of
fanilies of schizophrenics in England. Their conclusions
were similar to Bateson's. Both groups of researchers
concurred in thât the incapacity to corunent on the
double bind, and lhe necessity to invalidate one,s own

feelings in order to survive may be conducive to
schizophrenic patterns.

In 1960 Bowen reported his experiences and

conclusions frorn a sÈudy in which schizophrenica, their
parents, and normâl siblings Iived Èogether in a

psychiatric ward. Bor.ren asserted t,hat schizophrenic
psychosis is ,'a sympton manifestation of an active
process thaÈ involves the entire fani1y,, (Bo!¡en, l9Zg,

P. 4s).

The findings of t,hese pioneer investigations lend
support to the developrnent and eventual estâblishment, of
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family Cherapy. Founded primarily on the principles of
General Systems Theory, originally postutated by

Bertalanffy (1968), family therapy became an essential
tool in analyzing and modifying family dynamics. The

notion of a system as a "complex of interacting
elements" (Bertalanffy, 196g, p. 55), \.ras readily
applicable to the farnily siCuation. The inbroduction of
general sysÈems theory into the field of abnormal

psychoLogy represented a shift from mechanist.ic, linear
cause and effect reasoning to a more holistic,
inEeractive, and circular rnode of thinking (Goldenberg c

Goldenberg, 1985t Hoffnan, L98l; Karpel & Strauss, 19g3i

LevanÈ, 1984, Torur, I9B0). In addition, the adoption of
a systenic frame of reference cultivated Èhe aspiration
that not only would the individual be studied in the
context of the family, but that aLso Che famiJ.y would be

investigated in the larger context of society. In
Busfield's words, rrwe cannot hope to understand what

goes on inside fanilies if we study thern in isolation
fron the wider socieÈy. Without such a setting rnuch of
the rneaning and significance of !.rhab happens in Èhe

fanily is lost', (I974, p. I5B). That very expectation,
which contained the progressive seed of famity therapy,
remains unfuLfilled (Jacoby, 1975; Mannino & Shore,

1984t PosÈer, I978¡ Wineman, 19g4).

What, then, has been the po1ieical legacy of the

"discovery" of family induced psychopathology and family
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therapy? I would respond that following an inibial
progressive stage, family therapy suffered a severe

atrophy which resulted. in political stagnation.
Consequently, much of what farnily Èherapy is aII about
today is an expansion and updated version of the
traditional medical model. ',Spurred by research into the
dynamics of families with psychotic children, family
therapy now justifies itself by calling the family the

'sick' uniÈ" (Glenn & Kunnes, 1973, p. 109). Some

amplification is requi red.

The political legacy of farnily therapy may also be

described as an unful.fiILed promise. Given Èhe strong
influence exerted by ceneraL Systens Theory, a theory
with a very broad scope, it would have been reasonable

to predicÈ that family therapy would not delimiÈ its
mandaÈe to intra-familial vicissitudes. Nevertheless,
by and large, Lhis is exactly what, happened.

taing's writings (Laing, 1969, Laing & Esterson,
1974) as well as the others' reviewed above contributed
to Èhe momentun necessary for a paradign shift in
abnorÍìal psychology. Laing ardently denounced the
nedical model whereby people examined "heads, bIood,
urine, or...sorne pathology exclusively 'in, the

'psyche"' (Laing, 1969, p. 7). His conceptual i za t ion of
psychopathology as an inÈerpersonal, rather than

intrapersonal phenomenon is clearly reflected in Sanitv,
madness and the farnilv: "We are concerned with persons,
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the relationship between persons, and the

characteristics of the family as a system composed of a

muLtiplicity of persons" (Lâing & Esterson, Ig: 4, p.
19). Briefly stated, "Laing has been successful in his
project of removing the ,disease' from a person to his
family nexus" (MitchelI , I974, p, 256) . In thaL sense,

Laing, and for tha! matter all the recruibs who have

been joining the family therapy movement for the 1ast
three decades have dernonstrâted a progressive attitude
in moving abnormal psychology away from the asocial
model. Àway from the asocial nodel? yes. Hor., much? Not

enough.

e rninimali'st readj.ng of systems theory has ted the
field to perceive the famiJ.y as the ulti¡nate system to
be concerned with, and to pay only lip service to wider
societal systems. Systems family therapy has been

operating under the working assumption that intervention
is with alL the family, and nothing but the farnily
(e.9., l.tannino & Shore, I9g4t pearson, 1974). pearson's

(1974) observed that family therapy "rips familv
structure out of wider social structure and proceeds to
lay the fault at the door of the farnily itself, Iabeling
it a 'sick' fa¡nily" (p. l4Z ) . Ì.tore recently, ¡,fannino

and Shore (1984) have sum¡narized the truncated evolution
of fanily therapy. Their account is quite lucid:

RecenÈ r,rritings on the family, especially in the
area of family therapy, place greaÈ enphasis upon
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systems theory and the importance of interactions,
communicationSr ând patterns of relationships. Too

often, hoerever, farnily therapists tend to
concentrâÈe their efforts entirely on the "family,''
to the neglect of...Lhe environnental context oÉ

the familyrs activities....Thus, it appears that e¡e

may have moved (nob in a sense of growth) from the

boundaries of the individual personality structure
unrelated to the environment, to the boundaries of
the family unrelated to the environmenÈ. . . .The

Latter substitutes a fanity orientation for the

individual. Thus, we look to the family systen for
indications of the problen and, when found, direct
treatnent on thís relationship system as the

intervention target. In both of these approaches

the ecological context is ignored and either the

individual or the family, depending upon the

orientaÈion, is viewed as the only Level necessary

Èo focus upon for diagnosis and intervention.
Disregarded in these approaches is the concepb that
the problem could lie at the level of the

ecological system, of r{hich the individual and the

family are cornponents parÈs (Mannino & Shore, 1994,

pÞ. 76-77).

The transition effected by family therapists fron
an individualistic model to a systemic one has been

raÈher nyopic. Às Jarnes and Mclntyre (1993) pointed out,
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"despite family therapy's cLaim to a broâder

perspective, it is a perspective which is itseLf limited
by its failure to take account of powerful and pervasive
social forces" (p. f23). A considerable risk is run when

the fanily is isolated from the nexus of macro_social
systems and is accused for the psychological sufferlng
of the individual. This erroneous selective attribut.ion
portrays the family as the main generator of certain
kinds of dysfunctions and omits the fact that the family
is very much a product of social forces. Fanily
therapyrs analysis is reductionisbic in that "societ,y is
shuffled out....a social constellation is banalized to
an immediate human network. IÈ is forgotten thaÈ t,he

relationship between 'you and me, or 'you and the
fanily' is not exhausted in the inmediate: alL of
society seeps in', (Jacoby, 1975, p. 136). By depicting
the family as a central perpetrator in the infliction of
psychological distress, attent,ion, is deflected from
nacro-sociaL conflicts that mây actively shape and

perpetuate the nental health of the poputation as e¡e1I

âs Èhat of the individual and his,/her farnily.
l.lediators should not be confused with origins. Ànd

given Èhe socio-historicalty conditioned characteristics
of the family in its present forn, it is more J.ike1y

that the family would be a precipieating, rather thân a

causal factor (James & McInÈyre, I993, f¡fitcheII, L9?4;

PosÈer, 1978 r Zaretsky, I986).
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Evidently the mediations are crucial, and the
family is one of them. But they are mediations, not
origins; Che famiLy does not exist in a no-man,s_

land. It is snarled in â historical dynamic; it has

changed in the past, and it is changing now. It is
as much victim as victimizer (Jacoby, 1975, p.

r39).

It night be argued that family therapy protects the
societal stâtus quo not only by neglecting to reflect
upon its negative effects on the family, but also by

directly bolstering the nuclear family (James &

Iqclntyre, 1983; poster, 19?g). poster (1978) clains that
the entire family therapy industry "is devoted to the
preservation of the current family forn, as well as to
the preservation oÉ the general institutions of
socieÈy...r,¡hich are seen as dependent upon healthy
families but in no way damaging to them" (p. 121).

To recapitulate, research conducted by fanily
Èheorists supported t.he assumption that. psychopathogen i c

processes occurring in the family setting were conducive

to psychopathology. The establishmenÈ of a by now sÈrong

family t,herapy movement fo1lowed. Whereas significant
progress has been attained in re-conceptualizing

abnornal behavior in more interpersonal terns, the
promise to look for systenic causes has been limit,ed to
intrafamilial dynanics. Thus, the episÈemological shift.
haE been more quantitative Èhan qualitative. FamiIy
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therapists have advanced fron a smalI systemic part,
i.e., the individual, to a slightly bigger systemic
pårt, i.e., the famiIy..

As r,re have seen, the politicat dirnensions of
micro-social approâches to abnormal psychology âre

numerous. Through an exposition of human transactions
in a micro-social context, an insighe into the nany

facets of power and how it affects behavior was

atÈained. It may be that changes ought to be

made in social pracbices and in the structure of sociat
power to prevenÈ abnormal behavior. On t.he conservative
side, some authors have used labeling theory to denounce

the mental health systen as too libera1. In the case of
family therapy, the promise to adopt a systemic, lhereby
conprehensive and social view of mentåI illness, was not

delivered. Systemic family therapy has focused too much

on the family, and too little on society.
Abnormal Psychologv III: Macro-social

We have Hitnessed the progression from

individualisÈic Èo micro-social conceptual. i zat ions of
abnorrnal psychoJ.ogy. This third paradigm represents a

nuch broader perception of the role played by society in
contributing to mental healÈh/iIlness. This position,
furthered through com¡nunity psychology (e.g., HelLer &

I'lonahan, 1977; RappaporÈ, I977) and Èhe ecological
approach (O'Conner & Lubin, I9B4), hâs gathered impetus

in the laEt twenty years. Rather than rejecting the treo
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paradigms previously presented, cornnunity psychology

endeavors to integrate their accomplishnents with the
firmly held view that psychological disorders can be

neiÈher understood nor treated in isolation from social
factors.

It will be argued that whiLe "on paper,, cornmunity

psychology endorses a discernment of human behavior that
incorporates personal, communal, and global forces such

âs econony ând politics; in practice it has fallen short
of properly addressing a key constituent in the
sociogenesis of psychopa thology : the unequal

distribuLion of power in society and its concomitant
fragrnentation i'nto opposed interest groups. Thât is to
say, in principle conmuniÈy psychology promoÈes the
politicization of abnormal behavior, a much needed

emphasis. Hor,rever, when community psychologisLs become

involved in the political arena, the kind of pol.itics
advocated by then is not a radical one. Their politics
does' not threaten the status quo. An elaboration of
Èhis proposibion is in order.

Declarative statenents about the purposes of
connunity psychology include explicit mention of
disatisfaction qrith the status quo and a clear desire to
alter it.

Community psychoLogy is interested in social
change, particularly in those systems of society
where psychologists are active participants. change
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in society involves relationships among its
conponent pârts, encompassing those of individuals
to social systems such as schools, hospibals, and

courts, as well as to other individuats. Change

toward a maximallv equitable distribution of
psychological as well as material resources is
sought Iitalics added] (Rappaport, 1977, Ê), 3),

To eliminabe any doubts about the scope of ibs endeavor,
Rappaporb asserts that ,'community psychology is by its
very nature dedicated to a chaLlenge of the status quo"

11977, p. 29). These çrords by Rappaportr âuthor of the
influential book Corununitv psvchology (1922) and present
editor of the American JournaL of CorununiÈy psvchology

clearly iJ.lustrate the intent to change socieÈaI
sfrucÈures. This aspiration emanates fron the
reaLization that "an ecological perspective, focusing on

the maÈch or 'fit' between persons and environments,
rather Èhan on ,fixing up, those leho are seen as

inferior...is the most sensible" (Rappaport, I9?7, p.
3).

Political activity, then, is an inherent part of
this paradigm. Simply because environments and social
structures cannot otherwise be Èransformed to suit the
needs of individuals and pursue the prescribed ',fit.,'
Community psychologisÈs have, at leasÈ in principle,
rroverstepped the limiÈs of the available psychological
paradigms and are now inÈerested in social change,
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social justice, politics, economics and socj.al systens
as well as individuals" (Rappaport, 1977, p. 19).
Here was, finally, a paradigm to address the hunan

experience in a global and integrative, as opposed to
frâgmentary fashion.

As envisioned by Rappaport in 1972, community

psychology was indeed very pronising. Hor,rever, as

evaluated by Sarason in 1984 (Sarason, f9g4b), the field
$ras at best making its very first steps in the political
scenario, at rrorst it was sti1l too aetached to the
comforcs of the acadetnic world to venture into bhe

uncertainties of the political arena. Sarason's (19g4b)

observations gain further support f rorn the 1ack of both
political awareness and âctiviLy recenÈly documented in
Èhe IiteraÈure on ecologicaL (Jason & GLenwick, 19g4,

O'Conner & Lubin, 1984) as s¡ell as social and conununity

interventions (Gesten & Jason, 19g7). Gesten and Jason

(I987) conclude their review stating that "psvch_oLogists
in the past have larqelv avoided participation in public
policv matterg. The concerns of the future ¡nay render

such involve¡nenÈ on the part of a significant subgroup

far ¡nore esgential', (p. 45I). But, it iE not enough to
note that psychologists have done Iittle in that areâ.
It is also crucial to exanine where they have faited
when such projects were attempted.

"DeinstitutionalizaÈion,' is illustrative. This is
an area where corîmuniÈy psychologisÈs denonstrated
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interest in public policy and had, indirectly at the
very 1east, an impact (Dimirsky, I995, Levine, 19gI). By

now it is almost conmon knowledge that many of the wel-I
intentioned effects of deinstitutionalization have been

severely undermined by many unanticipaeed side_effects,
not the least of which is degrading and unbearable
living conditions for many ex-hospital. mental patients.
As a result, an acute crisis now persists both in Canada

(Capponi, 1985) and the United sbates (Bassuk & cerson,
1985, Levine, I9B1). The piecemeal approach that has

characterized this procedure exemplifies how Èhe problem
of menÈa1 illness cannot be treated in isolation from
numerous other social dimensions. proponents of
deinstituÈionalization were not counting on unscrupulous
Iandlords to exploiÈ the discharged patients. yeÈ, this
is precisely r.rha! happened repeatedly (Bassuk & Gerson,
1985; Capponi, I985¡ Levine, L9B1). Sirnilarly, they
onitted to bake into accounb Èhat funding for the
recorrunended corununity mental health centers may noÈ be

available, or sufficient, to look after the needs of the
mentally ilI in the corn¡nunity. Moving only one piece in
society's puzzle r,rithout re-allocating the rest is
tantamount to what piaget would terrn assinilation
without accom¡nodation. No meaningfut adapÈaLion can take
place wiÈhout the latter. Thus, to the extene Èhat

psychologists were promoÈing deinsti ÈuÈ ionaLi zation
rdithout being cognizant of its many negaÈive reactions,
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they engaged in problem creation rather than problem

solution. Cotliding econonic, social and bureaucrat.ic
interests of different. groups have largely determined
the fate of the discharge program. To have overlooked
such forces Ítight be thought of as political naivete.

There j.s then a noticeable discrepancy between the
theory and the practice of community psychology.

Whereas in principle it is conceptually designed to.

address the sociopolitical cotnponents inherent, in nental
health issues, in effect it has not been politically
conscious in dealing r.rith them. This is in part due to
the fact that comrnunity psychologisÈs have taken into
account the influence of sysÈemic variables such as

social classes and institutions, but by and Large their
analyses have stopped bhere. An academic consideration
t,hat was noÈ âccompanied by a serious challenge of these
very st,ructureg. The term coping more Lhan changing

typifies com¡nun i t,y inberventions. Though few, aÈtenpts
at the latter are beginning to energe. Examples of
empowerment projects testify to that effect (Bermant &

warwick, 1978t Gesten & Jason, I9g?).
If neaningful social action is to occur, an

adjust[ient in comrnunity psychology,s priorities and

vision of the political world is calLed for. These are
presented in the next and last paradigm to be discussed.
Àbnormal PEvchology Iv: Måcro-Sociopolitical

This model corünences where com¡nunity psychology
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stops: in the failure to enhance critical political
awareness. It is not intended to replace the macro-

social perspective endorsed by community psychology but

rather to complete its task. The folLowing is primarily
an outline for a paradigm that, though already advocated

by some psychologists, (e.g., Albee, 1970, 19g1, l9g6;
Rappaport, 1977; Sarason, I9g4b) stil1 needs

strengthening.

Proposed here is a coaliCion between community

psychology and radical politics. WhiIe the former brings
the scienbific and research background necessary for
understanding the inpact of societal struct,ures on the
hunan experience, the latter provides the insight
required not only for scrutinizing the sociâl systern,

but also Êor modifying iÈ. Radical politics is
differentiated f rorn conventional polit.ics in that it may

question the effectivenesg of the current political
process itself for bringing about, meaningful reforms,
not 'the least of which is equality for alL sectors of
the popul.atÍon (W. Ryan, 19gt). This is sírnply due to
the fact that governments are largely utilized Èo

protect inÈerests entrenched in Èhe preservâtion of the
present systen. When the convenLional poliÈical
process, as neIl as most major endeavors affecting
public life, are rnanipulated by the rich and powerful
(Dornhoff , 1986i Gross, I980; Reich & Edwards, I9B6), ib
is not at all certain that Èhe inÈerests 0f under-
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represented constituencies such as bhe mentally iL1 or
the poor will be meaningfully served (Wineman, 19S4).

Radical poliÈics seeks bo empoçrer the underprivileged to
affirn their rights and interests.

Power is a key elemenL eibher in the preservation
or change of the existing social order. Consequently,

cornmuni t,y psychologists ought to be more appreciative of
its role and realize that such need may best be

satisfied by the proposed unification between community

psychology and radical politics. These two enlerprises
are highly compatible in that both pursue social changes

to betÈer serve t.he needs of particularly vulnerable
populations. The infusion of activism hoped to be

attained by this model may revitalize important

conmunity psychology practices which have been dormant

or unduly relegated to a second place.

In order to further the advocated amalgarnation of
forces, a few directions are outLined betow. They

represent an effort to establish new priorities in
practices that are either already in exisÈence, or that
have been waiting to be articulated. In either case, I
believe the suggest,ions nade below are entirely
congruenÈ wiÈh the paradigm community psyehology has

been attenpting lo promote. Recorunendat ions , as will be

seen' are of f ered in the f orrn ,'From. . .To. . .,, to
emphasize the shifÈ in priorities from current practices
to a more desirable state of affairs.
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t. From pubtic policv t.o potitical public.
Currentlyr whenever conununity psychologists become

involved in politics it is mostly through the
legislative process. This is a process ehereby

decisions are made by individuals who are t.oo removed

from the vicissitudes of the suffering popuLation, be

they nental patients, visible rninorities, women, the
poor, etc. public poticy makers are not necessarily in
Louch with these people's plight unless the 1atter
Ioudly voice their concerns. This should be

accomplished by politicizing Lhe pubtic.
Individuals should be educated to presenÈ their

cases in front of legislators, instead of having
professional.s do that for thern. professionals too often
are quÍte rernoved fron the suffering of Èheir cl.ients.
Rather than going up Co the legislators to advocate for
the people, conmunity psychologists ought to go dor.rn to
Èhe people to help them organize io affirm their
interests. Encouraging emÞor.rerment projects of this sort
are being conducted with what appear to be promising
results (Berrnant û Warvrick, 197g, Gest,en & Jason, lggZ).

W. Ryan (1981) has cLaimed Lhat the main task in
pronoÈin9 the long-ter¡n we1l-being of the large and

silenÈ suffering nass is to assist them in understanding
the basic inequality inherent in the system. It is
highly unlikely that equaliÈy wilI be advanced by policy
makers shose inÈerests are maintained by inequaliÈy. In
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makj.ng the public more poliCica1, Ryân's proposition is
furthered at least one step. public policy may at.

present be the most important cãtalyst for change, but a

political corûnunity may be even more important in that
they nay set the tone for the policies to be 1egislated
(cf. Wineman, 1984).

2. Frorn interdisciplinary to interclass thinking
and action.

The need to engage professionals from other
disciplines in the solution of community probì.ens (e.g.,
Bechbel, L984) is heard more often than the equally, if
not nore, important need to involve comnuniby members.

This rnay entail a shift from more expert advice to more

interclass dialogue. The professional helper, who

usuaLly belongs t,o the middle class, needs to be

educated about the plight of corununity members, r.rho in
many cases belong to the lower class. This intercLass
conmunication may be more fruitful than

interdisciplinary com¡nunication. This is noÈ to devalue

expert opinions but rather to convey a change in
prioritieE and to suggest supplementary procedures.

3. Fron a single issue to svstemic-potitical
thinkinq and act ion.

While concentration of energj.es on a single issue,
such as deinstitutional.izabion, is useful in that it
helps gather momentum for much needed changes or at
LeaEt palliatives, iÈ iE also dangerous in that iÈ
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promotes a very fragmentary view of systemic

compJ.exities. A few exanples should suffice to
illustrâte this point... In a typical prirnary prevention
example "efforts to reduce the incidence and nanagement

of diarrhea in infants through parent education in
simple health care practices erere constrained by Che

fact that many farnilies had limited access to
uncontaminated water" (Halpern, 199g, p. 257).

In the case of poverty, it is becoming increasingly
obvious that it wiII not be eradicated by the occasional
few more jobs or the acquisition of a few more skills by

the individual buÈ by the elimination of a system which
perpetuates inequality (W. Ryan, 19Bl).

ThaÈ Iarge numbers of discharged mentaL patients
are exploited by landlords, live in subhunan

conditions, lack shelter and have 1ess access to
psychiatric services (Bassuk & Gerson, I9g5, Capponi,
L985; Levine, 1981) are not unpreventable nat,uraL

disasters; they are primarily the consequences of a

tradition of solving social problems rrithout seeing
Èhrough Èhe fuLl ramifications. In reviewing the
implementation of the 1963 AÍierican "CorÌmunity l.lental
Ëealth CenterE Àct" (pL 98-164) L,evine (19g1) concludess

The problem of caring for nental patients is part
of Èhe Larger problen of vreÌfare in a capitalistic
and individualistic society, and funds to inplenenL
programs for assistance to Èhe elderly and the
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handicapped depend upon welfare economics and

health care economics and politics....Everything is
connected to everything else, ideas to politics,
politics to economics, economics to bureaucratic
organizational dynamics. One cannot understand one

wiÈhout looking at aII the others (p. 77).
It should not be concluded that local changes are
irrelevant until all of society changes. What should be

concluded is that 1ocal changes are only to be

considered initiat steps in an efÊort to reform larger
societal structures that interfere with the solution of
the specific problem at hand.

4. From psychological to environmentaÌ prevention.
Being an offspring of clinical psychology (Sarason,

1984b), iC may be only natural Chat many of cornmunity

psychology's most successful preventative efforts be

psychological. Witness the progress made in the areas of
social support and conpetence building (Gesten & Jason,
1987i Nel.son, potasznik & BenneC, I9g5; Saulnier, l9g5).
While the psychoeducat ional focus of prevenÈion projects.
is vital , it may noÈ be as essentiaL as environmental
prevention. Environmene "in this contexÈ is interpreted
in its broadest sense, and includes not. only our
physical surroundings, both natural and arÈificial, but
also the sociaL, cultural, regulatory and economic

conditions and influences that impinge on our everyday

lives" (HeaLth & Welfare Canada, l9gg, pp. 4-5).
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Recently, an important proposition has been

eloquenbly argued in MentaI Health for Canadians:
Striking a Bâlance (Health & Ílelfare Canada, lgBg). The
paper incisively pinpoints structural deficits conducive
to psychological vulnerabiliLy in general and mental
illness in particular. Based on the assumption that
"whatever makes it difficult for the individual, the
group and the environment to interact effectively and
justly (for example, poverty, prejudice or poor

coordination of resources ) is a threat or barrier to
mentål healbh" (Health & Welfare Canada, 19Bg, p. g),
the document addresses the inperative needs to reduce
social inequality, discriminatory social attitudes, and
to enhance sociaL justice. Though somer.rhat lacking in
specific recom¡nendations and only tine wiIl tell whether
the government is seriously corunitted to changing these
societal adversities, the document does a much better
job than recent scholarly reviews (e.g., KessÌer, price
& Wortman, 1995t Strauss, 1979) in stating that the
"distribution of power anong individuals, groups and

thei.r environnents is a crucial determinant of nental
health" (Health & Welfare Canada, 19g8, p. I0).

Às Halpern (1998) has recently observed, the
factors a primary prevention program such as early
intervention ,,can influence directly (parent chil.d_
rearing behavior, knowledge, and attiÈudes) are
themseLves strongly influenced by oÈher factorg nuch
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more difficult to alter in a discrete social program

(e.9., economic insecurity, limited access to services,
dilapidated housing)', (p. 253). Consequently, it is
necessary to establish priorities and deLermine how much

effort should be invested in remodeling each portion of
the conrmunal puz zIe.

Attitudes, coping strâtegies, education, and

interpersonal support are indeed unquestionably

important parts of prevention projects. yet, efforts in
reshaping the psychotogical world of persons may be

wasÈed if the environmental worId, as broadly defined
above, is not reshaped first. This notion mây be foreign
to many psychologists, but it certainly shouLd not be to
community psychologists; for they are comlllitt.ed to
promoting Èhe fit between persons and environrnenCs.

5. From scientific to politicaJ. activities.
Ib should be restated that erhat is suggested is a

change in priorities necessitated.by the neglect of
certain inactivated principles of community psychology.

Thus, a move from scientific to political activities is
not intended to detract from the scienÈific base of
coÍununity psychology, but rather to convey the opinion
that, at this juncÈure, political åwareness may be

restricted by what may be terned a too scientific-
academic âpproach.

"Politics is noÈ vrrong or bad. IC is bad or wrong

only if we blind ourgelves Co those inevitabilities,,
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(Levine, 198I, p. 9). According to Levine (I9gf),
professional helpers are blind to the politicar context
where their endeavors take place. Unfortunatety, it
would seem thât this situation has been at Least
partially created by the unbalanced priority given to
more I'credible,' enterprises such as science.

Levine (1981) hås documented at length the
political innocence of mentaL heatth workers in Lhe

United Staees for the rnost part of this century. His
indictnent is folLowed by this conclusion:

The fieLd of mental health by no means belongs
exclusively to Che professional mentaÌ heaLth
workers no matter how fervently we wish it...,It
may be that it is our task as professionals, and as

teachers of the nexL generation of professionals,
to engage in consciousness raising so thâÈ

political science, lan, and economics becone as

much parts of the mental heatth curriculu¡n...as
abnor¡nal psycholow or psychotherapy (Levine, I9Bl,
p. 206).

Concludinq Rema r ks

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the
political repercussions of different models of abnormal
psychology. Four parådigns have been presented and

discussed. Whereas the first three are widely practised,
the last one, namely Èhe macro-soc iopol i È i ca1

constitutes more of a desideratum than an existing
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model. The fourth paradigm wâs outlined with the clear
inbenÈ of activating dormant tenets of community

psychology, one of the. branches of psychology with the
most potentiâl to reshape the environment in order to
make it more suiteble for the promotion of well_being.
Unless community psychology enacts a new set of
priorities to vivify iCs seeds of potitical. activism, it
wí11 likely regress to the stage where preoccupation
r.rith psychologícal di¡nensions only enables the social
order to proceed unchallenged.

Countless obstacles wilL be encountered by those
willing to invigorate the field of abnornal psychology
by entering the turbulenÈ political scene of comrnuniÈy

1ife. Psychologists prepared to give up some of the
cornfort afforded by the scientist,-professional model to
question exisÈing social structures are likely to risk
severe opposition from their ernploying instituÈions. In
addition, by revoking their me¡nbership in the

"poiitically-neutral', acadenic club, Èhey will face
isolation from colleagues who may perceive their
activities as derogating the painfully gained reputation
of so ca1led scientific objectivity. This embroilnent is
occasioned by a model whose chief goal is the promotion
of human welfare, as opposed to paradigms designed to
dissect the human experience in the hope of finding
replicable laws of behavior. The IaÈter may be conducted
nithout disrupting the social order. The forner is bound
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Section III: Social and Ethical Inplications
ChaÞter 12: Human Welfare and the Status euo

It. has been argued in Section II that at least some

psychological formulations and practices seen to be

instrumental in upholding the societal status quo, This
state of affairs has far-reaching social and et.hical
implications. Given that both the American and the
Canadian codes of ethics for psychologists clearly state
the promotion of human weLfare as one of their primary
aims, it t outd be pertinent to elaborate on the
repercussions of psychology's endorsement of t,he present
social order for the attainment of such goa1. Before we

arrive at any tentabive conclusion in this regard, a

number of queseions need to be addressed: (a) what is
human erelfare? (b) what is the good society that is
likely to enhânce the well-being of its nembers? and (c)
is human r.relfare being promoted in the present social
system?

The cood Li fe

The quesÈion of whaÈ is human weLfare is posed here
in the language usually used by philosophers, i.e., what

is the good life, sirnply because the forner can be

perceived in a rather limiLed way. Whereas human

welfare may be associated ma!.nly wÍth subsistence, the
good life goes much beyond that point. At lhe same time,
the good life should not be trealed aE identical wibh
pleasure, for as ere shall see below it is conceivably
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more than a life of pleasure.

What constitutes and how to achieve the good life
are fundamental concerns in ethics. Sidwick (1922)

defines eÈhics as "the science or study of what is right
or what ought to be, so far as this depends upon the
voluntary action of individuals" (p. 4). Right, at
least according to philosophers Frankena (I963),
Sidwick (I922) and Williams l:-g72), can be interpreted
as actions that wilI enhance personal, as r,¡eL1 as the
well-being of feLlow community members. Such reasoning
is implied in Frankena's assertion that ,,moraÌity is not
to be a minister nerely to one's own good life but to
that of others as well" (1963, p. 77). This segment

will focus primarily on personal well-being. Itore will
be said about duty and the well-being of others when we

consider the good society.

Consensus cannot be easity reached as to what is
the good life. Nevertheless, Olson (I97g) contends that
there is some agreement among contemporary philosophers
that the good life cannot be attained by a single good_

making characteristic. Among the constitutive elenent.s
of the good Life OLson mentions pleasure, purposeful
activiÈy, satisfying human reLationships, sense of
personal worth, and physical weLl-being. Interestingly
enough physical weì.I-being is placed last, for O1son

himself points ouÈ that it "is a condition of the
successful experience of any of the four intrinsic Aoods
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thus far mentioned" (1978, p. 25), This short Iist bears
great resemblance to the human needs presented by Masl-ow

in his theory of self-actualization, which is the model

to be advocated for the purposes of this discussion.
Maslow's theory of self-actualization (aIso

referred to as self-fulfilment) has a \.relI respected

tradition in philosophy, from Aristotle (1978) to the

contemporary Blanshard (I961) . Aristotle,s conception
of happiness was in terms of self-fulfit¡nent. Norman

(1983) correctly âsserts that the first postulate in
AristotLe's theory of self-fulfilment is !hat ,'the

ultimate end of human action is happiness" (p. 3g). In
Aristotle's çrords :

Vle allvays desire happiness for its own sake and

never as a means to something else, whereas rre

desire honor, pleasure, intellect, and every

virtue, partly for their own sakes (for we should

desire them independencly of what might result form

them) but partly a_Iso as being rneans to happiness,

because we suppose they will prove the instruments
of happiness. Happiness, on the other hand, nobody

desires for the sake of these things, nor indeed as

a means to anything at atI (Aristoble, 1979, p.

r58).

The !,rord happiness contains only sone of the
connotations of the originat eudaimonia. In Greek

eudaimonia refers to ¡,¡eI1-being, flourishing (Nornan,
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1983), and also to prosperit.y, the good/best tife, and
good fortune (Harsthouse, 1996). ClearIy, eudaimonia
encompasses more than pleasure. According to Aristotle
it is "an activity of soul in accordance erith complete
or perfect virtue....Virtue or excellence being twofold,
partly intellectual and partly moraI" (Aristotle, 1978,
p. I59). The way to attâin the first is by teaching
and demands time and experience. The second can be

achieved by habiC (Àristotle, I97g).
The emphasis placed by AristotLe on fulfilment as a
spiritual enterprise does not detract from his awareness
that certain material condítions need to be present in
order to reach such a desired state. ,,ArÍstotle
recognizes as a constraint, on his account of eudaimonia
that Ehe flourishing Life should conÈain Èhe real
advantages of (some) material wealth and pleasure to
which the vicious attach such importance,r (Harsthouse,
1986, p. 53).

One of the difficulties with the Aristotelian
doctrine is that instead of providing a descriptive
accounÈ of what are the human needs that wilÌ account
for eudairnonia, it appeals to the idea of human nat.ure
or human function. The argument. is as folLos¡s: If
individuals behave according to ,'human nature,, or
perform their ,'hurnan function, " this activity wiIl
fosÈer the good life (Norman, I9B3). phiLosophers have
inÈerpreted these concepts in vârious forms: (a) as an
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activity characteristic of human beings, (b) as a
distinctive quality that differentiates man from the

animå1 kingdom, usually rationality, and (c) as the

f ul.f ilnent of some divine purpose (Norman, I9g3; Olson,

1978). Authors âgree that the meaning given by

Aristotle to human nature and/or human function remains

obscure and problematict and inasmuch as these are

central concepts of the doctrine, his account of
fulfilment is not entirely satisfactory. As Nornan puts

it, 'rsomething more is needed thân the bald Aristotelian
argument that because a certain activity is
distinctively hunan, it is therefore constitutive of a

good human lifêi nor does the concept of function render

the argument any more valid,' (1993, p. 4g). As we shall
see later, MasLow's model is more helpful in that i!
defines fulfilment in terms of specific needs to be

satisfied.
The notion of needs plays an important role in

Blarishard's ( 1961) nodel of f ulf ilment. ',1.tân is a

creature of inpulses, needs, and faculties, whât he

seems t,o be benb on is the fulfilment of those inpulses,
the satisfaction of those needs, lhe realizaEion of
Èhose faculÈies" (Blanshard, 196I , p. 292). This is an

important addiÈion to the Aristotelian concepÈion of the
good life because needs are easier to define and

identify than the elusive tern human nature.
BLanshard describes the good life as consisting of
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experiences that are "directly or immediately good. When

they are good intrinsically, they perform a double

function: Ehey fulfil an impulse, drive or need, and in
so doing they give satisfaction or pleasure. Both

components, fulfilment and satisfaction are necessary,'

(L96I, p. 293). To be more precise, Blanshard defines
fulfilment as "achieving the end that our irnpulse is
seeking" and satisfaction as ',the feeting that attends
this fulfilment" (I968, p. 309).

While Blanshard is certain about the role of needs

in fulfilment, he fa1ls short of articulating
specifically what these needs are. This is one of
l.laslor{'s most valuabLe contributions to understanding

erhat the good life consists of.
!.laslow's exposition of the good tife is guided by

the central concept of the hierarchy of needs. Self-
actualization or personat fulfiÌ¡nenb, the highesl of
human needs according to Mâslow (l9ZO), may ordinarily
be attained only afCer ¡nore basic needs have been at
least partially satisfied. As can be seen in figure I,
Èhe human needs (a1so called desires or motives) are

arranged in ascending order of priority. The

satisfaction of each category nay be conceived as an

intrinsic aood in itseLf, ând as an extrinsic aood in
that they facilitate the advent of the next higher need.

The basic needs require tittle explânation, for
Èhey are the most obvious of all. Included here are
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are reasonably satisfied, safeÈy needs emerge. These are
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individual. These cannot be developed unless Lhe basic
needs are satisfactorily fulfilIed. Belongingness and

love needs express the desire to be part of a reference

9roup, and to establish affectionate relationships, The

gratification of these enables the emergence of self_
esteem needs. Two types of esteem needs are identified:
(a) self-respect, and (b) esteem from others. The former
is embodied in the notion of personal confidence; the
latter in recognition, acceptance, and appreciation by

others. Finally, when all the above mentioned needs

have been sufficiently gratified the person reaches the
highest stage of human desire and becomes concerned vrith
the attainment of setf-actualization. Essentially, this
process entaiLs the realization of one,s potentials, and

Lhe desire for sel f- improvemen t . Àt this stage the
individuality and uniqueness of the person express

thenseLves fulIy. As Maslow points out, "self
actualizaCion is idiosyncratic since every person is
different" (1968, p. 33-). An appreciation of beauty,
order, justice, and goodness characterizes the seLf-
actualized individual.

Goble (1970) as well as Hjelle and Ziegler (1981)

report empirical data that eould substantiate Maslorr's

clain thât human desires are hierarchically ordered.

Another inportant empirical finding was that self-
actuaLized people indeed exist, enjoy tife fulIy and

again would conf irm !,taslo!,r's ideas abouÈ f uIf ilment
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(Maslow, 1968 ) .

Maslow (1970) placed heavy emphasis on the minimal

environmental requirements conducive to the satisfaction
of the basic needs. He enumerates justice, fairness,
freedom ând order as some of the pre-conditions for the

fulfillrnent of the most fundamental needs.

It appears then bhat the setf-actualization theory
advanced by Maslow represent.s a viable nodel for the

understanding of the constibutive elements of the good

Life. Its nost helpful features are the arrângement of
needs in hierarchical manner, a descriptive account of
$rhat these needs are, the empirical validation of these

tenets, and the consideration of social pre-conditions
for the gratification of essential needs. Now, it is
necessary to exanine the society that is likely to
be conducive to this good 1ife.
The Good Society

The purpose now is bo delineate some of the

essenÈiâl attributes a society should have in orde! to
facilitaÈe the individual r+eLl-being of its me¡nbers. In
an ideal state of affairs the good society would or

should comprise Che majority of these features. While an

outline of the social qualit.ies to be cultivated cannot

do justice to the intricacies involved, the aim here is
to introduce some criteria of the desired features of
the good society that r.rill (a) enabte us to conducÈ an

initial moral appraisal of capital.ism, and (b) provide
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preliminary desiderata for social change.

A comprehensive and sensible exposition of
indispensable social ideals is provided by Olson (1928).
His elucidation of the good society consists of six
prerequisites: stability, harmony, social. cohesion,
justice, freedom, and måLerial prosperity. ( Inåsmuch as
hârmony and social cohesion deal mainly with the same

issue they wilL be treated as one under t.he heading
social harmony). These ideals, which resembte the pre_
conditions for well-being previously attributed Èo

Masloçr, can only be partially at.tained. Ib is quite
ilJ.usory that any one society would be able to reach
these ideals fú1ly, yet, there is merit in portraying
them as facilÍtators of well-being as r,relL as

desiderata.

St.abiIirv.

The maintenance of some degree of order and
predictability in major instiLutions of society such as
the-econony and the legal system is a minimal
requirement for the satisfaction of basic needs. The

anxiety created by the lack of economic stabiLity, for
instance, consurnes considerable nental energy aitned at
procuring viÈal necessities, A social system that does
not guarantee secure employnent is bound to generate
fear and justified preoccupation lriLh money, Ieaving
IittIe tirne or consideration for seLf_fuIfilrnent.

When the rules of society are unpredictable,
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as j.n the case of anarchy and many military
dictatorships, people do not feel safe enough to engage

in self-improvement. They are justifiably preoccupied
trith tryíng to anticipate unpredictable rules and,
hence, with survival.

The emphasis on stability does noL detract from the
importance of social change. At times, a period of
instabíIity is necessary in order to bring about greater
stability. That may be the case rrhen social justice is
advanced at the expense of temporary social instability.
The promotion of greater sociaL justice is Iikely to
create the conditions for a more stable socioeconomic

order. rrlnstability follor+s not from change itself but
from unpredictable change. predictabLe change is wholly
compatible with stability,' (Olson, 1979, p. 3O).

It nould noL seen erroneous to speculate that
l'laslow probâbly thought of sÈability as essential for
the gratificaÈion of physiological and safety needs.

Social harmonv.

According to Olson (L979) there are four kinds of
dangers that beset any animal species: "(I) Èhe weakness

of the body, disease, and physical pain, (2) natural
catastrophes such as floods, earthquakes, and tornadoes,
(3) the aggression of other animal species, and (4) the
aggression or noncooEeration of other members of one's
own species" (p. 32). whereas the first three are
proninent among the lower animalE, Che fourth
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predominaLes among humans. Social harmony can be

achieved r,rhen the fourth danger listed above can be

at least parÈia1Iy neutralized.

The main question that O]son poses here is ,'hor,¿

does society manage to reconciLe different individual
interests so as to produce social harmony" (192g, p.

33). He indicates that there are tero nain neans of
achieving social harmony. The first is the institution
of external sanctions, both negative and positivei and

the second is the process of socialízation, whereby

hunan beings are trained to lÍve with each other. His

answer would appear to be rather superficial in that he

does not address the origins of the differing interests,
and furthermore does not, distinguish among various types
of interests. Are differing interests bound to emerge as

part of human nature? Are differing interests alrrâys

conflicting interests? Are not interests shaped to a

large degree by Che socioeconomic'order? Unfortunately,
Olson does not elaborate on these questions.

NevertheÌess, it nould seem reasonable to foIlow OIson

in bhat social harmony constitutes a necessary condition
for Èhe furtherance of self-fulfi1nent. As in the case

of Etability, it rrould appear thaÈ Maslow woul.d view

social harmony as a pre-condition for the satisfaction
of basic needs.

Social j ust ice.

Whereas the problern of precise definiÈion is always
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present Ín discussing moral j.ssues, Sidwick points out
that 'rthere is no case where the difficulty is greater,
or the result more disputed, than when we try to define
justice" (Sidwick, Lg22 | p. 264). Having stated the
arduousness of this enterprise, clarification as to just
what is meant by social justice and hor¿ it impacts upon
personal welfare follows.

An elucidating introduction to the concept of
justice is found in MiIIer's book Social Justice (Ig76).
Miller cornmences his essay by asserting that ,,the most

valuable general defÍnition of justice is that $¡hich
brings out its distributive character most pÌainly!
justice is suum cuique, to each his due" (Lg76, p.20).
Following this broad conception of justice l.tiller
specifically notes that social justice

concerns the distribut,ion of benefibs and

burdens throughout a society, as it results from
the major social institutions--property systems,
public organizaLions, etc. It deals with such

matbers as the regulation of wages and (where they
exist) profits, the protection of persons, rights
through the Legal sysLem, the aIlocâtion of
housing, medicine, welfare benefits, etc. (¡.fiÌ1er,
19?6, p. 22).

As can be seen from the definitions given, the
dist,ributive character of justice is fundamentaÌ.
Distribut,ive principles are to be dist.inguished from
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aggregative principles. An aqgregative principJ.e is
concerned $rith the t.otaL amount of good enjoyed by a

pârticular group of people. À distributive principle, on

the other hand, is concerned with how that good is
shared arnong the individual members of the group

(Mi 1le r , 19761 .

l¡luch of the present discontent with traditional
utilitarianism, according Co which a just act is t.hat

which produces the greatest amount of happiness for bhe

greatest number of people, is thab it is perceived to be

in essence an aggregative notion of justice (f¡tiIler,
1976; üu11aIy, 1980; 01son, I97B; Rawls, :-g72), As such,

there are situations in which the rights of an

j.ndividual cân be violated for the benefit of the public
at Large. An example frequently given to illustrate this
point is that of a sheriff who has in custody a person

accused of a murder (e.9., Olson, IgTg). The sheriff
knows that Èhe individual is innocent buÈ the angry mob

outside the jail ís convinced t.hat the prisoner is
guj.Ity and they are determined to lynch him. If the
sheriff does not go along with the mob there will be a
riot and rnany people will die.

Irrespective of the particular school_ of thought
embraced, the cardinâI question of justice according to
Sidwick (a ubititarian) seems to be3 "Are there any

clear princip).es from which we may work out an ideally
jus! distribution Iitalics added] of rights and
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privileges, burdens and pains, among human beings as

such" (!922, p, 274). Contemporary writers have tried
to identify a specific criterion that r,rould justify fair
distribution.

MiIler (1926) gives three possible ansv¿ers to the
question of how to allocate t.o each his/her due. To

each, he says, according to their (a) rights, and/or
(b) deserts, and/or (c) needs, The problen is to
determine which one of these possibilitieE takes
prioriby, for at times they are bound to confLict. Thal
is the case when an individual inherits wealth. While
that person may have the right to inherit the wealth, it
can be argued that herlshe does not deserve the rnoney

unless they have performed some services to the
benefactor prior to his/her deaÈh. Similarly, iÈ may be

said that the person does noÈ need the money or
possessions inherited. WhiLe !,filler outlines the

contending criteriâ, he does not Þrovide clear
guidelines on how to priorize them. Olson adds to
Miller's list the notions of social utiliLy and

contributíon. But he Loo fails to provide a

"differential diagnosis', as to \,rhen to apply which

criterion in cases of conflict.
A viable nethod of selecting and priorizing

criÈeria for social justice, in my view, is furnished by

Facione, Scherer and Atbig (1929). They introduce the
notion of social circumstances to assist in the
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resolution of conflicts between competing alternatives.
According to them, there ãre two main criteria in
determining the distribution of burdens and benefits.
These are (a) nork and (b) need. According to the first
criterion differentiaL treatment may be considered
justified in cases where there are noticeable
differences in terms of ability, productivity, or
effort. Concerning the need criterion, Facione eL al.
(1978) claim that it is "reasonable to suggest thât
persons are strictly equal as persons. This means they
alL have some very basic hunan needs....On Èhis

criterion people are equally deserving of having these
needs metr' (1978, p. 186). The applicability of one

criterion or the other qrould be influenced by bhe

reigning social circumstances. Consider the foLlowing
social conditions described by Facione eÈ aL:

(a) there is sufficienË work so lhat Èhere are jobs

for all who need them, (b) the jobs available to
each person include jobs that the person has the
abilities Èo perform, and (c) the jobs pay vrell
enough so that whenever a person Èakes one, it wi1l
enable him or her t,o earn enough so thab his or her

needs are rree (1978, p. L9O).

The authorE point out that in circunsÈances such as

these, preference ririLl be given to the criterion of
grork.

Consider now the folJ.owing scenario:
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(a) It may be that there are fewer jobs than there
are people who need them. (b) persons may be unable
to perform the jobs that are available owing to
simple lack of ability...The lack of ability may be

socially dependent in the sense that ski1ls that
people do have can become outrnoded and no longer
needed in a rapidly changing and technologically
progressive society. Or it may be bhat in a nation
as a whole there are sufficient jobs to match the
abiLities of the people, but the people with the
abilities are not located vrhere the jobs are...It
could also be that some are denied opportunities Èo

do the work for which they are qualified owing to
various forms of job discrimination. (c) It may be

that the jobs for which some people qualify, or
ehaÈ they are able to handle given their other
responsibilities, si¡nply do not pay wetl enough ho

meet Èheir needs. The wages inay be extremely lor,r,

or the r.rork may be pârt-time or seasonal (Facione

eÈ al . 1978, pp. 190-19L).

1f any of the circumst,ances just depicted occurs,
preference will likely be given to the crit,erion of
need. For if we accept t,he proposition Èhat Èhere are
some needs that human beings, as human beings, are
entiÈled to, lhen they deserve Èo have these needs

gratified.
The notion of social justice is indispensable in
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the construction of the ideal good socieby. Às we saw in
the preceding discussion, there are times when the just
distribution of resources becomes imperative in order to
fulfi] basic needs, without which we can hardly expect

self-acÈuaI i zation.

SociaL f r eedom .

Basically, social f¡eedom can be thought of in two

different ways I (å) positive freedom or freedom of
choice, and (b) negâtive freedom or freedom from

restrainC (Facione eL a1, 1978; OIson, I9?g).
Freedon from restraint has to do r.rith t.he ability

to pursue one's goals \¡rithoub undue or excessive

frustration. In Èhis respect, a free society is that
which facilibates the attainmenÈ of objectives set by
j.ts members. Obviously this is only an ideal sÈate.

Nevertheless, it would not be erroneous to evaluate
societies comparatively by the different degree of
freedon of restraint their members are subjected to.
Complete negative f reedo¡n may not only be impossible to
achieve but also undesirable¡ for then individuals wilt
be subjected to Èhe will of other less rnoral persons

that may infringe upon their capacity Èo seek the goals

they set for thenselves. It is precisely for that reason

Èhat societies may justifiabty linit their constiLuents.
Facione et aI. (1978) argue that restricÈions may be

rightly imposed for the purposes of:
(a) Èreating people equally under the law, (b)
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giving aII people a fair chance in society,
(c) preventing anyone's doing bodily harm to
others, t,o Cheir property, or to himself or
herself, (d) promoting further development of each
person's positive freedon, and (e) restricting
socially offensive or morally distasteful behavior.
(p. 1rs).
these sociaL restraints are imperative if conflicts

of interests are to be resolved ,fairly. The importance
of lirniting freedom from resLraint can be conveyed by
paraphrasing an old saying: "one person's negative
freedom ends where another person's positive f reedorn

begins . "

Freedorn of choice refers to ,,the number of options,
or possible courses of action, society rnakes available
to its nembers and the extent to lrhich individual
choices are informed and rational" (Olson, Ig7g, p. 45).
Following thab descript,ion society can increase freedom
of choice by (a) enhancing the range of options from
which people can choose, and (b) informing people about
the exisÈing options and educating them how to arrive at
a rational choice thaÈ wilI benefit them.

A delicate balance ought to be naintained between
negat,ive and positive freedom if everyone is to bene€it
fron Èhem. The intricacies involved in such delicate
balance is beyond the scope of this discussion. IÈ

should be clear, however, thab freedom is an
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indispensabte ingredient in the making of the good

society, and as Masloer asserLed--an essentiaL one in the
good life.

Material ÞrosÞeritv.

The lasÈ condition ciÈed by Olson as a prereguisite
for the good society is Èhe presence of material
prosperity. In many respects it is an obvious
expectation. An impressive list of desirable goods is
associated with economic progress. A¡nong then
irnprovements in health-care, transportation, production
technology, communication systems, etc.

The quesÈion that is less sel f-explanatory is hoe,

these goods oujnt to be distributed, which brings us

back bo the above discussion on social justice. For the
purpose of this section it would suffice to say that
naÈerial prosper i ty--when achieved wibhouÈ violating the
principles of distributive jusÈice--is a desirable
attribut,e of the good society, and much in the same r.¿ay

thaÈ basic needg are elenentary for the attainment of
fulfilrnent, so are material goods.

Thus far we have considered criteria for the good

life and the good society. Honever tenÈative and

inconplete that criteria rnay be, it is a first step in
the portrayal of an ideal state of affairs against which
the present social system may be evaluåted.
The cood Life in the present Social Order

Is the presenÈ social order conducive to the good
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Iife? In order to answer Lhat queslion it will be
necessary to expJ.ore (a) to what extent criÈeria for the
good society are met in the North A¡nerican social orderi
and subsequently, (b) whåt degree of good life is
attainable under these social conditions. Task (a) wilL
be carried out by exarnining the presence (or absence) of
the social ideals already described. It should be
appreciated from the outset of the discussion thât the
existing social structure precludes lreatment of society
as a uniform congLomerate. Not only the re.Levance but
aLso the prevalence of some social ideaLs are highly
dependent on the division of classes. Itaterial
prosperity and positive freedon, for instance, are more
prominent in upper classes. Socioecononic status, then,
will be a source of variabitity when considering the
fulfilment of criteria for good society.

Another point to bear in mind is that the analysis
wilr endeavor to co¡npare Èhe dominant sociar order with
an ideal or desired state of affairs and not with other
forns of social sÈructures or political arrangements.
Mention of other systems will be limited to illustrative
exanples .

8ina11y, scrutiny of the criteria r.riII reveal that
most social ideals may be regarded as subordinate to
social justice. Hence, special attenÈion wiIl be given
to that criterion. While I an painful!.y aware that no
definite ansHers can be given, it seems instrumental to
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approach the issue in Ehe form of leading questions.

Is there stabilitv?
As we saw in the preceding discussion, stability

refers bo some degree of order and predictability in
major institutions of society. Observation of Lwo such
institutions, the political system and the economy,

suggests that whereas the former enjoys considerabLe
stability, the latter is continuously affecÈed by
fluctuations (Edwards, Reich, & Weisskopf, I9g6).

The reaLity of an "economic crisis,, forced itself
upon nost Americans in the I970s. Soaring rates of
unemploymenb ånd infLation, declining levels of
consunption, and widespread economic difficulties
unnatched since the creat Depression of the 1930s

shattered the prevailing myth thaÈ economic
prosperity ând sCabiIiLy could be taken for granted
in a modern capitalist society. At first, many

people Lhought the problems ,were tenporary and

would soon go ar{ay, but continuing economic
difficulties in the tggOs suggest otherwise....f{e
are noir all obliged Èo cone to grips rrith the
persistence of capitalist economic crises (Edwards,
Reich, & if¡eisskopf , I9g6, p. 359).
UndoubÈedly, crises affect the population overal1,

buÈ the disadvantaged is likely to be hit the hardest.
The unemployed¡ obviously the ¡nogt vulnerable segmenÈ of
all, constitutes a signifÍcanÈ percentage of the
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populabion in Lirnes of recession. Rates of unemployment
in the UniÈed States, for instance, reached 1g.3t in the
1929-1937 depression, and 6.9t in bhe I973_I9g1 crisis
(Bot{tles, Gordon, Weisskopf, 19g6). In Canâda,

statistics for 1986 show that, with an average
unenploymenL rate of 9.6t, some provinces had rates as
high as 14.49 (Ne!, Brunswick) and even 20t
(Nelrfoundland) (Statistics Canada, 19g7 ) .

The cyclÍca1 character of crises and the different
degrees of resilience erith which people confront them
Lead t,o the notion of distribubive justice. Whether
criges in capitalist systems are the result of unplanned
economy and socially irresponsible policies, or an

inevitable result of unknown dynanics or of natural
disasters, the cardinal quesÈion would remain: how is
the burden shared in lhe present social order.

Is there social harrnonv?

This ideal is accomplished when ,'aggression or
noncooperation of other. menbers of one,s oi{n species,,
(01son, 1978, p. 32) is eradicated. À society aspiring
to neet this goal would strive to keep aggression or
noncooperation to a nini¡num. Aggression or
noncooperation can be interpreted in nu¡nerous ways. For
our purposes, aggression of one nation against another
and violent acts perforned in crimes wiII be excluded.
the former can be rationalized as acts of EeLf-defense,
and the latter as deviant behavior of sick indivlduals.
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IÈ qrould seem congruent with this analysis Lo outline
forrns of noncooperation thaÈ are constitutive of the
social. system. Following Edwards et aI. (L9g6) it can be

argued that at a structural level there are at least
three prominent sources of social tensions¡ (a)

socioeconomic inequality, (b) male doninance, and (c)
racism. The pervasive divisive effects of these
phenonena would seem to be an integral part of the
social order under examination (see Edr.rards et al .,
1986, particularly chapters 6r 7, and g).

Illustrative of economic inequality is a comparison

between the poorest and the richest tr.renty percent of
the families in the U.S. since world War II. While the
former "have consistently received less than 6 percent
of Èotal family incorne,... lthe latter] have gotten more

than 40 percent" (Ackerman & Zinbalist, 1996, p. 2Ig).
The authors also note that ',in 1983 the top 5 percent of
aLL families received nearly 16 pèrcent of total farnily
income, more than Èhree tines as much. as t,he entire
bottom twenty percent" (Àckerman & Zimbalist, 1996, p.
218). As for individuals who do noÈ live in farnilies,
Ackernan and ZimbaList report that incone is even "nore
unequally distributed Chan that of families" (19g6, p.
218). Finally, iÈ should be pointed out that inequality
of economic welfare is further exacerbated by the uneven

distribution of wealÈh.

DespiÈe the recognition thaÈ wo¡nen do not enjoy the
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same economic opportunities as men, that they still have
bhe primary responsibirity of J.ooking after the children
and doing housework, whether or not they r.rork outside
the house, and that they are sÈereotyped by much

advertising; and ,,despite the underrnining of paLriarchy
and advances in women,s righÈs¡ male dominance has
survi.ved in conternporary capitaJ.ism,, (Edwards et al. ,

1986, p. 251).

On lhe question of racism, Reich writes that in the
"early rg60s it seerned to many that the elimination of
racisn j.n the U.S. was proceeding without requiring a
radical resÈructuring of the entire society,, (1986, p.
305). Howevêrr Reich notes that the optimism of the
sixties has vanished in the eighties. ,,Despite new civiÌ
right 1aws, elaborâte !{hite House conferences, special
government employment and training prograrns, the War on
Poverty, and affir¡native acLion in hiring, racism and
the economic exploitation of bl.acks renain with us,,
(ReÍch, 1986, p. 305). -Reich's final assesstnent of
racism Ín lhe present social order is that ,,instead of
disappearing, seems to be perrnanenÈ" (19g6, p. 305).

Às the reviewed literature would appear to confirm,
much of the tensions creaÈed by the conflicting
interests of the different parÈies invoLved (managenent
and labor; rnen and woneni Blacks, Hispanics, Natives or
other minorities and whites), have !o do with the way
burdens and benefits are disÈributed in society.
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Is there f r eedon?

It should be remembered that we distinguished
between negative f reedorn or freedom from constraints,
and positive freedon or f reedo¡n of choice. Rand (1967)

regards freedom as the pillar of the capitalisÈ system.
In comparison to other social arrangernents, such as in
some corrununist countries, people in the present social
order enjoy a great deal of negative freedom. And r^¡hite

Benne is correct in asserting that "those who have

wealth and power have access bo legal defenses that
gives them a huge advantage over ordinary cit,izens,,
(198I, p. 215), and this could therefore expand their
potential negative freedoms; a1I ciÈizens remains equal
before Èhe laer.

In principle, all people have the freedon to choose

what they want Èo do wibh their 1ives. However, the
economic factors and Èhe cultural conditioning of the
individual wilJ. likely limit the range of both perceived
and feasible options (Sennett & Cobb, 1972). Since
positive freedom depends on the range of options
available to the individual, it would bhen seen

reagonabLe to infer bhat it would vary with one,s
socioeconomic status. For it is unquestionable Èhat the
rich have much more alternatives to choose fron than the
poor. Once again, we are drawn to the conclusion thae
the way benefits and opportunities are shared in society
wil] iripacÈ upon the degree a certain social. ideal is
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experienced and enjoyed by a person.

Is there material prosÞe r i ty?

the initial response to this question is yes:
rrAmerican capitalism has produced the most stupendous

wealth any society has ever known,, (Edwards et aI.,
1986, p. 2). This statenent, however, hås to be

qualified. As it was the ca.se r¿ith the social ideals
previously considered, this desirabLe social feature
does noÈ benefit the population as a wholer but rather
those r,rho can afford to purchase the material,
technological and scientific âdvances that financial
prosper i t,y has fostered.

American capitaJ.ism's wealth has much Èhat

glitters. Yet as we proceed through the cJ.osing

decades of the Ètrentieth century, we hardly need to
be told that American capitaLism has another side
as welI, a less affluent, less eternally happy,

less secure, less sensible, ând less decent
' side....Rising econonic indexes can tneasure rising
prices, unemploymenÈ, and misery as welI as

increasing outpuÈ. And what are r{e to make of the

booming sales of Valium and oÈher drugs that seem

to be necessary to keep masses of AmericanE from

being chronically overanxious or depressed? . . . . Or

of the startling but repeated reports of children,s
nalnuÈrÍtion aÈ hone as the food stanp program is
unable to service all those $rho need aid? Or of Èhe
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visible deterioration in urban housing?....These
are also very nuch part of American capitalism
(Edwards et aI., 19g6, Zr.
ALthough Canadians may wish to think that Èhe

situation in their country is nuch better than in the
United States, the statistics on poverty in this country
are also quite devastating (see Taylor, I9g9 and entire
welfare section on üarch I9g9 issue of Canada and the
world).

The mixed response hereby presenÈed is only
consistent $rith the nain thread of this discugsion,
nameLy, that the relevance and prevalence of a criterion
for good society varies according to socioecono¡nic
staÈus.

Is there social justice?

SociâI jusÈice seems to energe as the principaJ.
criÈerion for a good socieÈy. Given that desired sociar
qualities are unevenly distributed in the population, it
is incumbent upon us èg examine just how the
distribution iE deternined; for the overalL appraisal of
the social order would invariably be affected by the
ruLe followed in making such â decision.

In studying social justice a number of criteria for
the distribution of what can be sun¡narized as pains and
pleasures were identified. r¡tilIer (197g) named rights,
desertE, and needs. Facione et aI. (197g) Iimited the
criteria to work and needs. Degerts, aE used by the
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forner, and work, as used by the latter, are basically
equivalent and will therefore be treated as one. It is
likely that Facione et al. do not include rights because

this parbicuLar criterion has often been cLassified as

conservative justice, i.e., the enforcenent of the law
(e.9., Sidwick, L922), and distribubive justice deals
nainJ.y wiÈh ideal justice, i.e., a desired state of
social justice. Although rights may at tines conflict
wiÈh the other criteria for justice, Èhe applicaÈion of
what is regarded as conservaÈive justice (Sidwick, 1922;

It{iJ.ler, 1978 ) or the enf orcement of the law, by and

Iarge, does not seem particularly problenatic in the
society under scrut i ny.

Serious difficulties arise, however, when t,rying to
priorize beÈween desert and needs in cases of conflict.
Facione eÈ al. (1978) suggest erhat appears to be a
viable soluÈion for this dileruna. In Èheir view the
decision makÍng process is greatly facilitated when

sociaL circumstances are taken into account. Briefly
stated, when social conditions are such that there are
jobs for everyone and these jobs have adequate pay, it
would probably be justifiable èo adopÈ work as the
standard for distributive justice. On the other hand,

when jobs are scarce and people are unemployed, not
because of choice but due to socioeconornic factors, it
r,¡ould then be appropriate to adopÈ needs as the ruling
criterion. GÍven thaÈ the presenb socioeconomic
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circunstances largely resemble the second scenario
depicted above, it would be reasonabLe to expect that
the do¡ninant principle of distributive justice would be

to each according to his/her needs, yet, the market

system greatly favors "the conception of justice as the
requital of desert" (ttiLler, I978, p. 29I). Such

interpretation of justice is a natural extensíon of the
reigning individualistic social phiLosophy that
characterizes narket societies, both in their early
(laissez f.airez) and advanced (erelfare sÈat,e) sÈages.

Individualistic parbicularly in the sense that a

person's will and deÈerniination can outweigh the effects
of socioeconomic circumstances. MiIler captures the
esgence of this doctrine: ,,no barriers of a legaL,
social, or econonic type would prevent the man with
deternination to succeed from gaining his rewards,'
(l.fi11er, 1978, p. 29I). In sum, È{iI1er argues t,hat

this inÈerpretation of justice as the requiÈal of
' desert was bolster-ed by the view that a man's

character was made by him, not for him, so that the
various abilities, skilIs, and efforts which formed

the basis of desert were seen as being r+ithin a

personr s own control . ConverseLy, incapacity and

failure of ni]I vrere seen as the results, not of
external circumstances, but rather of inner
weakness. (tfiller, L978, p, 2921 .

UndoubÈedly, the needs criterion has become more
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prominent in ,'welfare staÈe', capitalism Lhan it was in
its earlier periods (e.g., Mishra, Lg:7l. Nevertheless,
an implementation of the need rule of distributive
justice to the extent required by the social
circumstances is very unJ.ikely in free enÈerprise
socieÈies such as the U.S., Canada, or other Western
industrial states. This is mainly due to the confticting
values underlying the competing conceptions of justÍce.
Inasmuch as individualisn, competition, and achievement
are the prominent values in the capitalist systern it is
hardly surprising that rdelfare policies have failed to
reduce social inequalities (l,tishra, Ig77l. If a public
welfare system, attuned to the needs of society's
members

is to flourish, the stress on the virtue of self_
help must be replaced by stress on the need to help
others. Indívidualism rnust be replaced by a
concern for the cotnmunity at l.ârgei competition by

co-operationi achievement musÈ be defined in social
and co¡nmunaJ. rether than individual terms (George &

Wilding, 1926, p. It8).
In su¡n, it has been argued that whereas the current

social circumstances would seem to justify a conception
of social justice based on the criterion of needs,

Èhe present systern largely favors the criterion of
desert. AE a result, it rnight be clai¡ned that this
social order is at a great distance fro¡n ¡neeting irhat
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forhas emerged as probably the most important criterion
the good society: social justice.

Is the social order conducive to the good 1ife?
Needless to say, in comparison to other countries,

the Lot of peopJ.e in North A¡nerica could be

substantially betÈer. But, as was stated above, it was

no! my goal to draw comparisons with other existent
social syEtens, but with a desired one.

Based on the docunented economic instability,
social. tensions, unequal distribution of material
prosperity, posiÈive freedom, and most inportantly, a

dominanÈ conception of justice Chat is incongruent wiLh
the social circumsÈances, it would âppear that the
present social order does not satisfactorily meeÈ the
pre-conditions for the good Iife and self-fulfillrnenL.

This conclusion is reaffir¡ned by the massive

inability of some people to realize their own basic
anð,/or growth needs and the sanie needs those for lrhom

they care. Homeless and hungry children growing under
the poverty line (both estimated to be in the millions
in North Anerica) are dranatic reminders of thj.s sÈate
of affairs (Bassuk û Rubin, 1997, Hamilton, L9B9i

!¿lcDotrell, 1989). As far as growth needs are concerned,
numerous publications in the lasÈ forty years have

reported on the large scale incapaciÈy to gratify
llaslow's firs! growth need, i.e., belonging. TiÈLes
such as ttan Alone3 Alienation in Modern Society
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(Josephson & Josephson, 1962) and The euest for
Corununity (Nisbet, 1969) capture the essence of that
Iiterature (see also Geyer & Schweitzer, I9gL, part I;
and Pappenhaim, 1959). Lasch (I9g4) contends that far
fron seeking self-actualization people in contenporary
North Anerica merely care about the survival of the
seIf. Unstable sociaL and economic conditions have led,
perhaps justifiably so, to a preoccupation with survival
as opposed to growth.

Everyday life has begun to pattern itself on the
survival strategies forced on those exposed to
extreme âdversity. Selective apathy, ernotional
disengagenen! from others, renunciat.ion of the pâst,

and the future, a determinaÈion to live one day at
a time--these techniques of emotionat self_
nanagenent, necessarily carried to extrenes under

extrene conditions, in more moderate form have come

Èo shape the lives of ordinary people (Lasch, I9g4,
pp. s?-s8)

While section II of the dissertation advanced the
proposition Èhat psychology supports, at least partly,
the status .guo; the first part of section III has

attenpted to evaLuate Èhe status quo in conparison t,o

criterÍa for the society that is likely to be conducive
to the good 1ife. The negative appraisal of the social
order that energed from the inquiry has direct ethical
inplications for psychology. By reason of their at
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least partiâl endorsement of a social systen that r,rouLd
not seem to be as conducive to a good life as it might,
neither American nor Canadian psychology are Iiving up
to one of their chief self-imposed mandates, nameLy, the
promotion of humân weÌfare. It r{,ould therefore be
pertinent to reflect upon the social ethics of the
discipline.
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Chapter 13: Psvchology at the Service of Social Change:

Des ide rat,a

The analysis conducted in the previous chapter
suggest,ed that the present social systen does not

.satisfactorily meet some essenLial requirements for the
existence of the good society. Consequently, this is not
the nost conducive environnent for human weLfare. It
r,rould then be reasonable to expect that a psychology

det.ermined to promote hu¡nan welfare would engage in
act,ivities that would bring about an improvement in the
social preconditions for well-being. This expectation is
in Ìine with principle IV (ResÞonsibil.ity to Societv) of
the Canadian code of eLhics for psychologists (CpA,

1986). Unfortunately, this expecÈation has largely
remained just that, an expectation.

That situation is largely due to the rather narrow
concepL of ethics that psychologists have adopted as

their working moral code. Such a ¡nodel focuses primarily
on the obligations Èo$rards the individual client at the
expense of both proacÈive and reactj.ve moral behavior
towards society at large. This bias is reflected in the
Alnerican ethical principles for psychotogists where

there i.s very little explicit nention of duties towards
society (ÀPA, 1981), and also in sone textbookE of
ethics for psychologists (e.g., CarroLl, Schneider, &

WesLey, I985 ) .

If personal welfare is largely deÈermined by the
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social conditions of the individuals's existence, then

it would be incumbent upon psychologists to pay

attention to environnental factors as welI. Although bhe

plea to engage in conúnunity action as a way of
fulfilling their moral obligations with respect to
society goes as far back as Dewey (1900), psychologists
have only recenLly begun to revive that p]ea.

AIbee, one of the nost eloquent contemporary

psychologists dedicated to the eradication of social
injustice, used his l9Z0 presidential address to the
American Psychological Àssociation to ask that
"psychology throw its resources into the ef forts',
(Albee, 1970, p. 1027) to elirninate social iLls such as

war and racism. This, Albee felt, was necessary if
psychology was to persist. FolJ.owing the premise that
"community discourse ...Iis] viÈal to ethicaL behavior"
(Hi1lerbrand, L987, p. II7), Hillerbrand naintains that
¡'to engage in dialogue about our sociaL role would be bo

fulfill our com¡nunity covenanÈ and fosÈer our ethical
awarenessrr (1987, p. I17). He concludes by Etating bhat

"Èhe challenge is to encourage ourselves and our

colLeagues to become ethically engaged in a sociaLly
active community,' (1982r p. 1IB). In a sinilar vein,
SÈeininger et aI., have suggested that ',psychologisÈs
should increasingly question the values base of their
activit,ies and openly discuss questions of fairness and
justice" (1984, p. 217). Sarason (19g2, 19g4b), who
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has been a very vocal and ardent supporter of a

co¡nmunity oriented psychology, has been extrenely
influential in resurrecting what could be called the

"social ethics" of the dJ.scipline.

In spite of these recent calts for a more coÍununity

attuned psychological ethics, these pleas do not seem to
have been followed by programmatic action. This chapter
is intended to conÈribute to$rard bridgÍng the gap

between the vast IiteraCure dealing wiÈh moral duties
tor.rards the indj.vidual and the relatively underdeveloped

area of social ethics in psychology. Two noticeable
exceptions to the latter are the works by Bermant,

Kelman, and Waiwick (1979) The Ethics of Social
rntervention, and SÈeininger et a1. (1994) EÈhicaI
Issues in Psychology. BoÈh books are helpful in
discerning the noral dilem¡nas to be confronted in
conununity interventions. yet, both seen to fall short
of recornmending a proactive plan ôf action to remedy

sornè of the problernatic situations that they so aptly
descr ibe.

Conscienbization

A preliminary and partial proposal for furthering
Èhe social ethics of psychology wilt be attempt,ed. This

blueprint, under the general term conscientization,
entaiLs Èhe concurrent implemenlation of two tasks: (a)

denunciation and (b) annunciation. WhiIe Èhe former
endeavorE to deconstruct ideological. nessages that
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distort people's awareness of sociopolitical
circumsbances that shape their lives, the laÈter seeks
to elaborate means of advancing the social ideaLs
conducive to the good life. Both concepts, borrowed
from Èhe Brazilian educator paulo Freire, have received
considerable attention in educational circles (Bruss &

Macedo, I985; Giroux, 19g5; ¡tartin, 19g6) but very
IittIe in psychology (e.g., AlschuIer, I986).

An approximâtion to the sociaL ideals thought to be

conducive to the good life must be preceded by a 1ucid
perception of the political and economic forces
regulating current society. Such understanding is often
impeded by Èhe distortion râdiated by ideological
apparatuses. UnLess individuaLs becone reasonably aware
of the ideoLogical deception of which they are victims,
it is unlikely that they will be able to engage in any
process of social change. And while consciousness does
not' in and of itself, guarantee constructive action, it
is indisputabJ.y one of,its sine qua non conditions. In
making explicit the mechanisms of the do¡ninant ídeo1ogy,

Psychology cân no doubt assist in lhe course of social
change .

The function hereby advocated for psychology is
best captured in Freire's use of the concept

conscient,ization (Freire, Ig7O, Lg75). According to him
conscient i zat ion refers to the process whereby people
atÈain an insighÈful ar,rareness of both the
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socioeconomic, poLitical, and cultural circumstances

which âffect their lives and their potential capacity to
transform that social reality. In Freire's çrords,

"conscientizâtion is first of aLl the effort to
enlighten men Iand women] about the obstacles preventing
them fiom a clear perception of realit.y. In this role,
conscientization effects the ejection of culturåL myths

which confuse the people's awareness" (Freire, 1975, p.

sr).
l{onen groups, many of then coordinated by

psychologists, have been operating under the

proposiÈions of conscientization for over two decådes

now with encouraging results.
Consciousness-raising (CR) groups have evolved as a

way for wonen to understand Èhe int.ricate
relationship between public, systemic conditions
and the individual aspects of their experiences.

Through CR I'the personal becomes political.', In
addition to their signj.ficant social and political
inpact¡ CR groups have served as ân important

nental health resource for women (KraveÈz, 1997, p.

s5).

Increased self-esteen, reduction in passivit,y, and

greater understanding of systemic dynarnics involved in
women's oppression are among the positive effects of
these groups (Kirsh, 1982r Kravetz, !987). As to the
societal repercussions of CR groups, Freeman observes
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that these are "probabty the most varuable contribution
by the womenrs liberation movement to the tools for
social change" (in Kirsh, 1997, p. 46).

Briefly stated, conscientization is both the
antithesis and the antidote to Che predominant

ideological message. As such, its primary target is
what Freire has called "domestication" (I970, 1925) and
Grâmsci cultural ,'hegemony,' (I97f). Bot,h concepts inply
Èhe phenonenon of assent achieved by persuasion rather
than force.

According Lo Gramsci, hegemony is the function of
civil society, i.e., schools, churches, clubs, medi.a; as
opposed to direct domination r¿hich is bhe roLe of the
political society or the State, i.e., police, army,
courts, etc. (cramsci, 1971). Kiros (19g5) explains
that in civiL society "a set of ideas are used to
achieve one coherent end--consent combined with
conformity. In 'political society ' , . . . consent and
confornity as ends are-achieved not through the spread
of ideas but through the threat of use of force.,, (p.
100). Consent, a key elemenb in the concepÈ of hegemony,

haE been interpreted to mean "a psychological sÈate,
involving sorne kind of acceptance--not necessarÍly
explicit--of the sociaL order or of certain vital
aspecÈs of bhab order,, (Femia, tgg1, p. 37). Boggs

summarizes welI the concepb of hegenony:

By hegenony Gransci meanÈ the perneaÈion throughout
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civil society...of an entire system of values,
attitudes, beliefs, morality, etc. that is in one
wây or another supportive of the established order
and the class interests that dominate it....To the
extent that this prevaiting consciousness is
internalized by the broad massesr it becomes part
of 'common sense , " (1976, p. 39 ) .

It is precisely this ',cô¡nmon sense,,, which Gramsci
understood as the ,,uncritical and targely unconscious
way in which a person perceives the worLd,, (Simon, lgg2,
p. 25), that conscientization should attempt to make
congcious.

Before we further develop the concept of
conscienÈization, the idea of domi nat ion__cent ral in
Gramsci,s ,'hegenony,, as welL as in Freire,s
"donestication"--reguires two clarifications. The first
has to do with the issue of intentionality. Freire, for
instance, asserLs that donestication implies ,,the
introjection by the dominated of the cultural myths of
the doninator" (1975, p. 33). This stalerîent nay be
interpreÈed as the existence of a do¡ninator naster mind
of deception creating cultural myths to preserve her/his
position of privilege. Furthermore, it nay ascribe a
decepÈive intent to all dominators. That seems to me
guite problematic. r do not nean to question the
existence of domination in a class society. ¡.ly
difficulty, raÈher, is with èhe possible atÈribution of
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marevorent and deceptive Íntent to the dominators as a
group. It wouLd seern that nany people in positions of
privilege and power are not aware that thej.r sociaL and
political staternents are in fact deceiving. The presence
of individua].s engaged in affirmative propaganda, both
af the civil and political levets, does not justify the
treatment of alt persons belonging to the dominant
sectors as such. Therefore, I suggest not to ascribe a
myEh-creating intent to the powerful segments of society
âs a whole.

The second aspect of domination requiring
elaboration concerns the Larget population of
conscientization. The emphasis placed by cranEci and
Freire on the urgency of the dominated to liberate
thenselves, may lead to lhe concLusion that they are the
only ones in need of conscientization. Such conclusion
would be unfortunate. If social ideaLs are to be

advanced, iL is necessâry that as.many people âs
possible realize the potential benef i.ts of transforming
society, for it would ultimately be of benefit to al1.

As previously indicated, the main object of
analysis for conscientizaLion is the process whereby
hegemony is attained. Sone of the questions that need to
be addressed include: How does hegemony work? !,¡hat are
iÈs nain components? How is it achieved? What

psychorogicar. phenonena are involved? To these questions
we now turn.
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Understanding Hegemonv

the process of hegemony seems to be constituted of
two mâin stages. The firs! entails the definition of a

siÈuation or a problem whose understanding or solution
does not threaten the estabLished order of things in
society. The second involves the inculcaÈion of these
definiLions to the public at large. what follows is an

elaboration of these stages, after which some ideas of
h'hat contributions psychology can make to the process of
conscientization will be presented.

stage I: Defi ni t ion.

The way a problen is defined pre_determines the
means by which it is to be solved. îherefore, the
statenent of the problem is crucial. tn order to attain
hegenony, social conditions and problems are to be

defined in such a way that they will not pose a threat
to the status quo. Thus, Che dominant ideology resorts
to Èwo sorts of explanations for social condiEions r (a)
I'natural" causesi and (b) person-blame. They differ
only in thaÈ the latter holds people responsible for
Èheir own fate, and the former places responsibility on

organisnic factors. I shaII terrn these he$¡non&
defini t ions .

Natural causes refer to the explanation of social
phenomena on the basis of biological determinism. This
version of ideology justifies power inequalities of
claEs, race, and gender as beíng genetically originabed
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(Rose, Lewontin, & Kamin, I9g4), The biological
ineviÈability associated with these inequalitieE fosters
fatalism, pessimism, and eventual resignation
(Alschuler, I986 ) .

The person-blame definition of social circumstances
atÈributes unequal distribution of wealth, incone and

po$rer to personality deficiencies. Laziness is a

frequently used exanple of this kind. Improvement of
personal conditions, according to this concept, Iargely
depends on rnodifications of character. This model views
the individual as entirely responsible for his,/her fâte,
and society as a conglomerate of individuals erhere there
are opportunities for everybody to get ahead (W. Ryan,

r97L ) .

Whether they lie in the genes or in the psyche,

systemic accounts of social problems are strategically
kept out of sight. Systernic reasons are seldorn adrnitted,
and when they are, it is only as "Iip service" designed

to contain dissatisfaction. This recogniÈion is usuaJ.ly

followed by an insignificant systetnic change.

The nurnerous systern-preserving effects that can be

derived from the above definitions of social riddles
have been docunented by Caplan and Nelson (1923), Rose

et al. (1984), and ç{. Ryan (1921).

Stage II: Inculcation.
If hegemony is to be established, its definitions

must be propâgaÈed. I shaÌI refer Èo this proceEs as
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inculcation. In analyzing the psychological phenomena

involved in that process, psychology can help not only
in discerning why people give Lheir tacit consent to the

prevalent ideology bul aLso in inoculating then againsL

the potentially deleÈerious consequences of such a

doctrine.

Figure 2 is a schematic representation of some

influential psychological phenomena involved in the

interaction hegemony agent <----> hegemony target during
the process of inculcation. The different psychological
processes (to be described beLow) are named âIong the

vertical. interactive arrows. por.¡er is the main variable
distinguishing the primary hegernony agent (upper part)
from the hegemony target and secondary hegemony agent

(bottorn part). While the former has the power to define
a situation or probLem in his/her interesb (usualIy in
terms of person-blame or nabural causes), the Ìatter has

to be subjected to these definitions. The bottom part
shops hegenony targets -aIso in their roles as secondary

agenÈs. Once a target has inbernalized so¡ne of Èhe

worl.d-views prescribed by an agent, she/he also starts
functioning as an hegemony agent, by exerting pressure to
conform at Èhe peer level.

As crarnsci (1971) pointed out, hegemony is
propagated by institutions such as schools, churches,

conmunity clubs, the family, and the work place. Each of
these ínstitutions has iLs chief hegenony agents:
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teachers, parents, minist,ers, employers, etc. In that
capacity, their role is fulfilled through a number

of psychological rnecha.nisms that have been the subject
of methodic investigations.
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Figure 2 Some psychological phenomena invoLved inthe process of i nculcat ion

In isolation, each of Èhe psychological phenomena

to be examined would account only for a portion of
inculcation, but their conpounded effect le likely to be

very powerful in the perneation of hegenonic
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definitions. Understanding how these operate is a first
sÈep in counter-acting some of their undesirable
results. A major limitation in the analysis that foltows
is that sone of the propositions advanced are based on
research conducted in the 1aboratory. As a result,
generalizations and extrapolations to every_day life
events cannot be easily established and have to be
carefully made .

Pygmalion effect.
Pygmalion effect is the name usually associated

with the phenomenon known as self_fulfilling prophecy.
IC refers to a process whereby data are significantly
altered in the direction of Èhe expectation held by the
individual, regardless of validity (e.g., Schmuck &

Schmuck, l9B8). This phenomenon operates by
inadvertenhly modifying the behaviors of (a) the carrier
of Èhe expectation, and (b) that of its barget (Babad,
Inbar & RosenthaL, 1992, Rosenhan, L9g1, Schnuck &

Schmuck, tgBB ) .

Not surprisingJ.y, some of Èhe variables found to be
significantly associated wiÈh teachers, differential
expectaÈions of studenbs incl.ude attractiveness, student
conduct, race and social class (Dusek & cail, 1993). As
we shall see, when Èhe expectations favor a certain
population, that group is likely to benefit from these
predictions. ConverseJ.y¡ when the prophecieE
are negative, the subjects are adversety affected.
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A much publicized study on Lhe effects of pygmalion

in the Classroom was carried oub by Rosenthal and

Jacobson (see Schmuck & Schnuck, I9gg, chap. 4). In thaL
study, beachers were presented with false information
regarding their students. Teachers were given nanes of
youngsters erho nere evaluated and considered to be

"acade¡nic spurters. t These students were expecÈed to
show great improvenent during the school year. In fact,
assesstnenÈs tere never performed and students were

assigned the label "acadenic spurters" randomly. Àt the
end of the school year data gathered from the teachers
on a number of neasures âbout the "academic spurters"
showed that they did much better than Èheir nonlabeled

Peers.

Although the study was criticized by rnany authors,
Schmuck and Schmuck (l98g) argue that "the research on

the self-fulfiIling prophecy in the classroon Leaves

littIe doubt thât the expectations of teachers have

important and real efÊects on studenÈs,' (p. gZ).

Sinilarly, Gergen and Gergen (198I) concluded that many

related "denonstrations of the pygmalion effecL have

left Iittle doubt about the power of sociaL expectations
in shaping behavior,, (p. 128).

In lhe above investigalion the subjects about whom

predictions were made were positively affecteil by the
expectations. But this is not always the case, for
pygmalion effect operates on negative prophecies as
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well. In a clâssroom investigation, Cooper and Fazio (In
cergen & cergen, I9g1) reported that when teachers
perceive students as being unable to take care of
themselves, they may produce in the student the helpless
behavior that they had anticipated. In another classroom
sbudy, Babâd, Inbar and Rosenthal (19g2) concluded that
Ior,r-expectancy students of highly biased teachers
received a more negative treatmenC and performed less
well bhan their peers.

In a hospital setting, Rosenhan (1991) shor4ed the
direct adverse impact of self-fuIfilIing prophecies on

their carriers, and the indirect harmful effects on

their targeÈ. Rosenhan contends that labeling has a
powerful negative impact, both on Lhose erho attach the
label and those on whom the labet is aÈtached.

Such labels...are as infLuentiaL on the patient as

they are on his Iher] relatives and friends, and it
should not surprise anyone Lhat the diagnosis acts
on all of them as a self-fulfilling prophecy.

EventuaLly, the patient himself Iherself] accepts
the diagnosis, with all of its surplus meanings and

expectaÈions, and behaves accordingly (Rosenhan,

198t, Þ. 3I2).
what are the possibì.e irnpJ.ications of these studies

for Èhe inculcation process? Inasmuch as (a) hegernony

agents creaÈe expectations (conscious or non-conscious)
about the behavÍor of hegemony targets based on
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hegemonic definitions, and (b) since it has been shown

thaÈ expectations are likely to infLuence the course of
events in the direction predicted by such prophecies;
then (c) it is probabl-e that hegemony agents as wetl as
targets behave according to, and ratify, Lhe

expectations prescribed by the former.
Obedience to authority.
psychological research shows that people not merely

obey authority figures, but r.riIl even perforn acts
deemed by themselves to be immoral, simply because they
are asked Èo do so by a person of higher perceived
status (e.9., Gergen & Gergen, LggI; Sampson, L97l).
This is one of the most alarning lessons to be learned
fron !,ti1gram,g studies on obedience (R. Brown, I9g6,
chap. Ir Milgran, 1963 ).

The paradigm devised by trtilgrarn to study obedience
consisted of a supposedly ,,Iearning" investigaÈion where
a naive subject was instructed to adninister
increasingly ¡nore seveie electric shocks Èo a
confederate of the experimenter in response to failures
in a task. The shocks' intensity ranged fron ,'Slight,, to
"Danger: Severe Shock.'r Although no shocks were actually
delivered, the subjecÈs believed they erere.

This was apparent by Èhe anxiety mosÈ subjects
exhi bi ted.

Unpredictably, 63t of Èhe participants in Èhe

initial sÈudy delivered shocks up to Èhe moEt potent and
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deadly (narked XXX: 450 volts) (Mi19ran, 1963). This

figure represents whaÈ !,fitgran called the "baseline
condition. " As R. Brown pointed out, ,'thab baseline
condition has been reproduced in about half a dozen

countries, and there is one great unchanging result.
About tlro thirds of every sample tested proved wiJ.J.ing

under orders to shock to the limit" (1986, p. 4,,.

¡.liIgram's studies on obedience to authoriÈy may be

regarded as the strongest experimental support to
Gransci's concept of hegemony. If Milgram's results can

be extrapolated to life outside the ]aboratory, as R.

Bro\rn (L986) seems co indicate Lhey woul.d, Èhen

hegenonic agents, by virtue of being auÈhority figures,
may be expected to successfully prescribe and proscribe,
t{j.thouÈ resorting to physicaL threats, the behavior of
at least t r.ro thi rds of hegernonic targets .

Introjection.
IntrojecÈion has to do with the adoption by

hegenonic Èargets of the expectations and world-views of
hegemony agents. This phenomenon, intimately related to
the previous two (i.e., obedience and pygmalion), is
fundamental to Èhe course of socÍalizaÈion. While the

internalization of beliefs and expectations has been

given various explanations by different schools of
thought, there is little doubl that most people come to
accept as t,heir own, and folLoer, the opinions instilled
in Èhem by hegenonic agents (e.9., Kinch, Lg73). whether
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because of super-ego, need for approval, or positive
reinforcement, Èhe overwhelming majority of the
population does not create new codes of behavior or
beLiefs thaÈ deviate significantly f rorn Lhe pre_
established ones (e.g., Gergen & cergen, 19gl; Sampson,

r.97r ) .

Whereas introjection is an indispensable feâture in
organized societies, it may aLso have some devastating
effects. One such effect is when the po$rerless introject
denigrating views about themselves inposed by the
powerful. this has been the case with sone segments of
the poor (Huber & From, 1973), t,he colonized (Fanon,

L965r Sampson, 19?I), BLacks (Thomas & Sillen, I9?9) and

women (Burden & cotÈIieb, 1997; Hyde e Rosenberg, 19gO).

Dramatic examples where vicÈi¡ns introject the vier,¿s

of the powerful are reported in the child abuse

literature. Zi¡nrin (L9g6), for instance, notes that
abused children believe- they are "bad, stupid, and

worthlesg. They have heard this from a very early age

and they even have ,proof' since in their opinion only
bad children can feel as they feel towards their parents
whon they are supposed to 1ove,' (p. 344). One of the
children in zimrin's investigation commented: ',It is
impossible thaÈ they beat me like that, if I don,t
deserve it" (1986, p. 344).

Learned helplessness.

Learned hel.plessness refers to a state of passivity
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developed in response to exposure to repeated faiLure.
A recent investigation pertinent to this discussion

found that after a few unsuccessful attempts t,o solve a

problem, individuals who attribute failure to internal
factors tend to deveLop more learned helplessness than

those r,rho blâme external causes (Mikulincer, I98g).
The following proposition can be derived from that

research: I€ (a) hegemonic definitions (equivalent to
internal attributions) are efficiently disseminated in
the public domain, and (b) people repeatedLy fail to
improve their tot in life, then (c) they may develop a

learned helplessness response tor.¡ards the system and

stop trying Èo change it. This picture is not

inconceivable. Research on the reasons people give for
poverty, for instance, lends supporC to such an

assunption. In their investigâtion on the relationship
betv¡een income and ideology, Huber and Form concluded

thaÈ 'rindividualistic factors were thought nuch more

important t,han struct.uíaf. . . factors in explaining why

people \{ere poor" (I973, p. 10I).
Hence, if person-blame definitions are successfuLLy

conveyed, in at least part, as Huber and Form indicate,
and l.tikulincerts reseârch predicts anything about

behavior outside the laboratoryr Lhen it is not unlikely
thaÈ many people do not challenge the status quo simply

because they have acquired a learned helplessness

attitude toerards i!. This proposition gains further
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support from observations on Che behavior of so¡ne

colonized people who, by accepting the colonizers'
definitions of their problems (e.9., Iaziness, genetic

inferiority, etc.), ceased to oppose donination (Fanon,

r96s ) .

Shaping of behavior.

fn general terms, shaping of behavior refers to the

applicaEion of behavior rnodificabion principles to mould

and regulaCe behavior. Based on the popularity and wide

acceptance of behavior modificat.ion techniques in
set,tings Iike schools, hospitals and indusÈries (see

journals Behavior Irlodif ication, Journal of Applied

Behavioral AnaIvsis, and Journal of ExperimentaL

Analysis of Behavior), iL may r+eIl be argued that this
efficacious method of behavior control is highly
instrumental in attaining hegemony.

À1beit with different degrees of sophistication,
pârents, teachers, therapists and employers utilize
Iearning techniques Èo obtain the desired conduct in
hegenony targets. In their capacity as hegemony agents,

they have the poHer not only to define social situâtions
and problems buÈ also to deternine why, when, how, and

to lrhom reinforcements are to be delivered.
Conf or¡ní tv .

Like obedience, confornity can be considered a

social force: people exerting influence on the behavior

of other peopl.e. But there is an irnportant difference
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betlreen the two. "In the case of obedience those \.rho

affect behavior do so by direction, not example, and

they are invested with the special status called
authority'r (R. Brown, 1986, p. 36). On the other hand,

"in the case of conformity behavior is affected by

example rather than direction, and those setting the

example are not authorities but equals or peers" (R.

Brown, 1986, p. 36).

The potent ef fect,s of group pressure have been

documenbed in the classic Asch experinents (Àsch, 19gl).
Asch (1981) asked 7 to 9 colLege students, assenbled for
t,he purpose of participating in a psychoLogical

experiment in "visual judgment, " to compare lengths of
Lines. Tr,ro large \rhite cards were shown. One of them

contained the standard line whose length was to be

maÈched. The other contained 3 lines of various

lengths. Subjects were asked to find the ]ine in the

second card Èhat was equal in length to the line in the

first one. l{hile one oÉ the three eras actually of the

same lengCh, the other two differed subst,antiatly. The

difference ranged from Èhree quarters of an inch to an

inch and Èhree quarters. In most trials, aLl subjects

but one gave wrong answers. The dissenter being the

focus of interest in the experimental situation. The

resl nere confederates who were instructed to provide

wrong anserers in 12 oub of the 18 trials. Asch writes
thât ouÈ of a total of 123 subjects, ,'a considerable
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percentage yielded to the majority" (198t, p. 12). He

indicates that "r.rhereas in ordinary circumstances

individuaLs matching the lines wiII make nisLakes Iess

thân L percent of the time, under group pressure the

minority subjects swung to acceptance of the misleading
majority's wrong judgments in 36.8 percent of the

selections" (Asch, 198I, p. 17), Although this figure
can be reduced by variations in the size of the majority
and the minority, it can be assumed thât when facing a

group "a1oner" a person is likely to succumb to pressure

approxinately one third of the time. Later we shall see

what conditions are likeJ.y to help the individual remain

less susceptible.

In another series of studies on conformity, walker

ând Heyns (1962) manipulated the level of ambiguity of
the stimulus. Stirnulus ambiguity can be conceptualized

as the number of alternate solutions conceivable for a

problem and the intricacies involved in it. Following

this reasoning, the Asch experiments r{ere low in
ambiguity. The task eras very easy and the soLutions
readily âvailabte. Through a number of hypothesized

situations ranging from 1ow to high on arnbiguityr WaIker

E lleyns (1962) found that the more ambiguous and

unstructured the task presented Èo subjects, the more

successful group pressure is Iikely to be in persuading

the individual into conforming with the rest. As they
concluded: I'The greater the ambiguity of a situation,
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the greater Che anount of conformity which can be

expected to occur" (Walker & Heyns, L962, p. 20). It is
interesting to note that in the experimental condition
more similar to the Asch paradigm (Ioer stimulus

ambiguiLy), only I8t obtained high conforming scores,

whereas in the high arnbiguity situation 39t obtained

high conforming scores (Walker & Heyns , 1962).

i.¡hat speculations can be made from these studies

about the process of inculcation? If individuals can be

expected to yield to peers about one third of the time

when the stimulus situation is very struclured, as in
the Asch experiments, it would probably be more so when

an authority figure endorses the najority opinion (e.9.,
Gergen & cergen, 1981, chap. 5), and when there is more

seinulus anbiguiÈy. this would in alt likelihood be the

case in discussing social and ethical dilerunas (walker &

Heyns, 1962). In conclusion, once. hegenonic definitions
have been at least pârtly internalized, through one or

more of the above described mechanisms, group members,

as secondary hegemony agents, can be expected to exert

considerable pressure on the individual to conforn.

CounÈer-acting Hegemony: FuÈure Directions

Now Èhat ere have briefly reviewed the roles of

definition and inculcation in attaining hegemony, the

following question should be posed: tloe, can psychotogy

help conscientizaLion? One way psychology can be of

âssist,ance is by trying to mâke inferences about
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the naÈuralisÈic process of counter-acting hegemony from

data obtained in controlled studies. Following such an

attempt, some suggestions on hor,, to further ehe

profession's conCributions will be advanced.

Research conducted by psychologists can help

realize how the process of counter-acting hegemony may
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be facilitated. some of that reseârch provided the basis

for Figure 3, r+hich sho¡¿s some important steps to be

followed in counter-acting hegemony.

The first and most crucial stage of that process is
denunciation. As previously indicated, denunciation

refers to t,he âct of makÍng explicit the mechanisms

inplicated in preventing an understânding of social
problens that may lead to systemie changes. Three such

essentiaÌ mechanisms are Lo be made explicit. The

first, hegemonic definitions, has been already discussed

and can be sunrnarized by saying that they preclude

systemic considerations in probì.em definiÈion. The

second, illegit,imate authority, refers to the noral
stature ascribed to hegemonic agents by virtue of their
being regarded experts, or holding positions of power.

Power and expertise are not necessarily a source of
moral virbue. Yet, it has been found that peopte tend

to change their attitudes on soci.al issues in t.he

direct.ion expressed by individuals whose expertise and

qualifications lie in fields unrelated to the issue at
hand (e.9., Gergen & cergen, 1981). The third mechanism

to be addressed is group pressure. As ere already saw,

this is a potenÈ source of conformity. Walker and Heyns

clearly poinbed out that if conformity is to be

achieved, the person ',need not be aware,' (1962, p. 99)

of the effects of group pressure. Thus, if reduction of
hegenonic confornity is desired, then Èhe perEon "need
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be aware" of these effects.
The denunciat,ion of these three mechanisms rnay be

conducive to Èhree simple realizations:
L. That a certain unsatisfactory condition nay not

be the result of personal, but rather sysÈemic

deficiencies.

2. That peopLe who might have tried to convince one

to take personal blame nay be wrong.

3. That although groups may pressure one to

conform, it is not necessarily beneficial to follow
Lhe najority.

Exchange of information is the next step in
counter-acting hegemony. As R, Brown (I986, chap. 1)

reports in his analysis of research on obedience and

rebelLion, sharing views wibh group members âbout

erroneous, unjusb or im¡noraI aspects of a situaÈion may

prepare bhe ground for re¡nediaL action. This is
exemplified in a variation of the Milgram experimenE.

when 3 subjects were in charge of punishing the person

for rnaking errors (as opposed to I in the basetine

condítion) , 2 of whon were confederates instructed to
rebel against the experinenter who requested that they

deliver the shocks, the 'trealr' or "Èrue" subject of the

investigation tended Lo rebel as well. Whereas in the

baseline condition (only 1 subject) about 63t of the

subjects shocked to the limit, only 10t did so when

supported by 2 oÈher people.
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Sinilarly, in Che Asch paradigrn (I9gI) the presence

of one supporting partner ',depleted the majority of much

of its power. fts pressure on the dissenting individual
was reduced to one-fourth: that is, subjects answered

incorrectly only one-fourth as ofLen as under the
pressure of unani¡nous rnajority,, (p. I9).

Exchange of information, then, is not only
inportant in aLertj.ng other people about crucial aspects

of a situation but also in motivating them to do

something about it. Be it to resist group pressure or
rebel against circumst.ances perceived as unfair or
unjust.

The next step in counter-acting hegemony is
triggering acÈion. R. Bro!.rn (I986) contends that it is
not enough to prepare or mot,ivate people to rebeL or do

sonething abouL it. "It is importanE in a group to have

one or more individuals with Ioç, thresholds for action"
(R. Bror.rn, I986, p. 35). Otherwise, even though a group

may perceive a situation as immoral, they wil1 not take

action. In other words, the absence of a person with
previous political. or activisÈ experience of some sort
may paralyze a group. Research reviewed by R. Brown

clearLy supports t,hi s conclusion.

Before discussing the annunciation stage, attention
to the issue of reactance should be drawn. So far we

concentraÈed on the vertical arrows. The hori.zontal
arrow from denunciaÈion to reactance will nos be
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considered. Reactance has been defined by Gergen and

Gergen (198I) as "a negative emotional state that nay
result r,rhen a person's freedom of choice is reduced,, (p.
498). Furtherrnore, they contend thât Ireactance can be

a source of independence (as a reaction to perceived
dependence),' (Gergen & Gergen, I9gI, p. 49g). Such a

reaction is Iikely to emerge f rorn the denunciat,ion
process. When people realize that hegemonic definitions,
for instance, have been designed in large pâr! to
constrict their perception of social conditions and

consequentLy thej.r freedom of choice, Lhey may

experience reactance. And "the individual who

experiences reactance eri11 attempt to reduce it by

trying Lo reclaim the lost f reedom', (Gergen & cergen,
198I, p. 368). Inasnuch as reactance may tead to action
to remediate a situation, as some of the research
reviewed by Gergen and Gergen (I9gI) suggest, iL is also
instrumental in counter-acting heEemony. In Figure 3 it
is þ1aced at the same level of denunciation because iL
is nore of a parallel rather lhan a subsequent stage.

As the figure shows, the vertical and horizonÈal
arrowE converge at the annunciation box. In simpLe terms
this is the stage where the question what can be done?

is addressed. Short term annunciabion pertains to
im¡nediate social action designed Èo inprove a specific
condition. Long term annunciation refers to the
concepÈion of an "utopian', or ,'ideal" society where
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human v¡elfare may be maximized. These are by no means

easy questions. This, however, should nob prevent those

dissatisfied with the presene state of affairs from

trying to provide at leasb tentative anserers.

What of annunciation within the realm of
psychology? How can psychology become part of the short

and long term annunciation processes? At the short term

Ievel of annunciation, suggestions can be divided along

the Iines of psychologists as practitioners, teachers,

and scientists.
As practitioners, i.e., therapist.s and counselors,

psychologists cone in contact with people at atl leveIs
of Che social ladder. In that capaciÈy they have the

opportunity to make the process of hegernony exÞIicit.
At the sane time, they can make an effort to seriously
bear in mind systemic variables affecting the behavior

of their clients. Not only in explaining their behavior

bub also in suggesting treatrnent.

The psycho-therapist, social worker or social
reforner, concerned only reith his own clients and

their grievance against society, perhaps takes a

view comparable to t,he private citizen of Venice

who concerns himself only with the safety of his

own dwelling and his own ability to get about the

city. But if the entire republic is slowly being

submerged, individual citizens cannoÈ afford to
ignore their collective fate because, in the end,
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they all dro$rn together if nothing is done, and

again, as with venice, \.rhat needs to be done is far
beyond the powers. of any one individual. In such

circunstances...the therapist can no longer afford
the luxury of ignoring everything Lhat is going on

outside the consulting room (Badcock, 1983, pp, 74-

75).

As Caplan and Nelson (1973), Albee (1981, 1986) and

Sarason (L98la, 198Ib, I982, L9g4b) have eLoquently

argued, psychology has not yet overcome its predominant

individualistic bias, neither in diagnosis nor in
therapy. But psychologists, it should be added, are not

the only culprits of such bias. So are, it has been

ârgued, nost people in the helping professions,
including social workers (tti1ls, 1943; Wildin9, 19g1;

vlineman, 1984 ) .

As educators, and particularly as educators

of Èeachers, psychologists are presented with the
opportunity to challenge their sLudents to question the

very definition of problems which consÈituÈes the first
step in obtaining hegemony. Freire envisioned this task
as a pedagogy of the question. In my view Freire is
quite right in his assessment that "educat.ors are using
more a pedagogy of ans\eers than one of questions...no
maCter nhether r,¡e teach in the primary schoo], secondary

school, or at the university,' (Bruss & I.facedo, I9g5, p.
8). Contrary to a pedagogy of the ansr{er, ,'which
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reduces learners to mere receptacles of prepackaged

knowledge" (Bruss & Macedo, I985, p. 8), Freire's
approach stimulates students to doubt, chaLlenge and

reject preconceived notions about the social sphere. As

Shor put it, this Lype of education has the potential

"Èo penetraÈe the enormous myths Lhat çJe,re alI
surrounded lrith and socialized into" (In tfartin, 1995,

p. 6). Among Chese myths the person-blane and "natural"
causes definitions of political , cultural, and economic

affai rs .

But thj.s is not enough. In addition, it is
essenÈial to provide people r4ith sorne bools that r.rilL
enable them to scrutinize the ideology implicated in the

definition of social problems. To begin r,rith, the

language in which these definitions are presented is to
be examined. In order co do that, it should first be

realized that "bhere is no neutral language or discourse
of TruÈh: there are simply different for¡ns of discourse,
ernployed for di fferent- purposes,' (Hughes, 1986, p. 1g).
Then, students r,rilI be in a better position to learn and

apply elenents of liÈerary criticis¡n along the lines
suggesÈed by Hughes (1986), and, eventually, !o read a

texÈ always "as a constructed TEXTUÀL WORLD distinct
f rom hhe EI¡IPIRICAL, WORLD,' IcapiÈals in origina). ]

(Hughes, 1986, p. 18). Hughes, (I986) appraisal of the

current state of education indicates that "despite the
masEive âmounts of noney spent on ÈeachÍng
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language...students are not taught the bheory and

pracÈice of discourse in our schools" (p. fB).
Undermining conformity and mass thinking is another

task that psychologists, as teachers, can fulfil.
Lessing (I986) has recently envisioned \.rhat an

educâtors' message for independent thinking would or

should be like:
rrYou are going to have to live in a world fuII of

mass movemenÈs, both religi.ous and political, mass

ideag, mass cultures. Every hour of every day you

will be deì.uged with ideas and opinions that, are

mass produced and regurgiÈated, whose onLy real

viÈa1ity comes from the power of the mob, slogans,

pattern thinking. You are going to be pressured all
through your life to join rnass novernenÈs, and if
you can resist this, you will be, every day, under

pressure from various types of groups, often of
your closest friends, to conform to them.

"It will seem to you many times in your life
that there is no point in holding out against these

pressures, that, you are noE strong enough.

'rBut you are going to be taughÈ hoer to examine

these nass ideas, these apparently irresistible
pressures' taught how to think for yourself, and to

choose for yourself ¡Lessingr 1986, p. 73).

As Lessing herself point,s out, "we cannot expect this
kind of Èhing to be in the curriculum taid down by any
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state or government currently visible in the world. BuC

parents may talk and teach like this, and certaj.n

schooLs mayrr (Lessing, 1986, p. 74). So may

psychologists !

Psychologists can facilitate conscientization at

this stage by exposing the limitations of
individuaListic and reductionist research rooted in the

Cartesian mode of thinking (Capra, :-9g2), and by

offering alternate paradigms. Bateson (J.9?2) has been

influenÈial in furthering a conceptual integration
between individual, social and ecological variabLes in
understanding human behavior. He contended that when

"you separate mind from the structure in which it is
irnmanenÈ, such as hunan relationship, the hurnan society,
or the ecosystem, you thereby embark...on fundamental

error" (Bateson, 1972, p, 485). Along Èhe lines
proposed by Bateson, a systemic approach for the study

of behavior in cultural context has been recenÈLy

outlined by Sullivan (1984). He proposed to elucidate

"the pecuJ.iar or typical character of a specific
cuLture" (1984, p. 158) by means of ethnography.

It is somewhat ironic thaÈ psychologists, who have

for a long ti¡ne been trying to enulate physicists, are

sÈil1 attempÈing to apply and prorîote mechanistic models

thaÈ are no longer regarded as predoninanÈ in physics

(Capra, 1982). While psychology might have benefited
from keeping some distance fron physics at the beginning
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of the cenbury, now it r,rould seem to be a good time to
dialogue with physics on the advantages of systemic
modes of inquiry (Capra, I9S2).

Às professionals committed to Lhe promotion of
human telfare, aI1 psychologists, I believe, wou].d

benefit frorn undergoing constant self-conscienLization.
If psychotogists are to be a vehicle of conscientization
for other people they should be the first ones to
subject Lhemselves to this very process. Otherwise,
scrutiny of the society of which they are a constituent
parÈ wilL be seriously hindered. psychologists are not,
and cannot, be insulated f ro¡n inculcation. yet, it
would seem as if we were operating under the prenise
that we can exclude ourselves fron the ubiquiÈous nature
of the hegernonic process (e.g., Larsen, 19g6;

Prilleltensky, in press ) .

Under t,he heading "Beneficial Àct,ivities, "
Principle IV3 "Responsibility to Society" of the
Canadian code of ethics- for psychologisÈs it is
recommended that psychologists "pârticipate in the
process of critical seLf-evaluation of the profession's
pl.ace in society and about the vrays the profession might

be contributing to or detracting fron beneficial
societal functioning and changes" (CpA, 1996, p. 17).
In my opinion, iÈ would be advantageous to have some

built-in mechanisms for self-conscientization in Che

training of psychologists. Such procedure might ensure
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that Èhe reconmendation sCaCed abovè be implemented and

noÈ lefb Èo the discretion of individuâts erho nìighC

place it low, if at all, in their list of priorities.
One systenatic way whereby psychology's functions in
protnoting or impeding beneficial societal changes may be

evaluated is in courses dealing lrith ethics. Such

courses, erhich were very rare in the social sciences a

decade and a half ago ($tarwick, L980), provide an

opportunily t.o discuss hoe, the discipline might impact

upon the advent, of the good society. But this j.s only

one possible route. workshops, study groups,

conferences, etc. are åIternative Ì{ays. If the

reconnendation is no! pursued it erould be, I Èhink, not

for lack of means but rather interest. Such lack of

interest would not derive from apathy to social welfare.

It would derive from a professional socialization that

trained psychologists to be so far renoved from the

sociaL scene that any acLivity directed at improving

social conditions is not necessarily .seen as falling
within thè prinary realm of psychology (Sarason, I98Ia).

there stilL remaing the question of long-term

annunciation: Hor., do we make progress in del.ineaÈing the

ideal society? The act of conceiving a social

arrangenent where the well-being of the population could

be advanced is a task psychologists have begun to study,

but are not yet rrell prepared to undertake on their own

(cf. Fox, 1985). Such an assignment would be greatly
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facilitated by collaborating with moral philosophers.
ÀÈ least bwo foreseeable barriers would have to be

overcome in order to foster this interdisciplinary
dialogue. The first has to do r,rith Èhe belief that the
psychologisÈ, as scientist, contributes to social
betternent by making progress in her,/his area of
specialty, regardless of how remote this field may be

f rorn the social arena. îhis assumption is rooted in the
following syllogism: ,,sociaI science is science; science
contributes to human welfarei therefore social science
conÈributes to hunan weLfare,, (Warwick, 19g0, p. 3I). As

argued elsewhérer "unless psychologists extricate
themEelves from this moral naivete, the advent of
annunciation erilI remain an illusion', (prilleltensky, in
press ) .

The second source of resisÈance to be encountered

wiIl be psychology's historical quest for independence

from philosophy. One can only hope that, psychology has

reached the necessary level of maturity where a diaJ.ogue

with philosophy does not longer pose a threat.
One niEht best conclude this dissertation by

paraphraeing a corîment by George Bernard Shar.r 3 Sone

people see things as they are and ask why, some peopLe

see things as they. are noÈ and ask why not?
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